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SUBJECT AND PROJECT HIE BEQUESTI X WH/1 '
1>d

IP/AN

AND FIELD NOTIFICATION OF ACTION

1 Io > (Stallon/Ba»e) 

Mexico City

FROM: (Oi virion) 1

WHD 1

INFORMATION FOR REQUESTERS

I COMPLETE ITEMS 1 THROUGH I*.

1 ITEM 3-All mg Tinrs MUST <M STERtLE SINCE THEY WILL 
1 APPEAR ON THE FIELD COPIES ANO ON MACHINE LISTS.

I ITEM G -ALL REMARKS MUST BE STTRR.V

ITEM 7 AND S-USC FIRST THREE LETTERS OF DISPATCH SYM*  
BOLS FOR FIELD STATIONS ANO LIST HLADQUAHTIHS CEE*  
MENTS ACCORDING TO ESTABLISHED NUMERIC CODES.

ITEM IO-ENTER OLD TIT| I WHEN AMENDING A TITLE. CITE 1 
any Files, such as foi or proitct files that are re* I 
LATED TO THE Fill CUVfMEO DY THIS REQUEST ITIM IO MAY 1 
ALSO BE USED TO GIVE REASONS FOR THE ACTION BEING RE*  1 
QUESTED. TO IDFNTIIY THF TYPE OF MATERIAL TO BE PLACED 1 
IN A FILE OH TO MAKE OTHER EXPLANATORY REMARKS. 1

ITEM 1 1 >A RECORDS OFFICER MUST SK'.N Al L FILE ACTION RE*  1 
QUESTS CONSULT YOUR HMO ON ANY PROBLEMS THAT ARISE. 1

INFORMATION CONCERNING FILE

3 FILE TITLE (SPECIFIC SUUXCT' <FY<<MECTS LIMITED TG IS SPACES'

1 ’• TYPE OF FILE 2. CODE (FILE! NUMBER
COUNTMY NUMBER < CATIGUNV NUMBIM ISPEC" IL SUBJECT

J SUBJECT I yj PROJECT OSO i 006
i
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SECRET 1919152 APR 73 STAFF

CltE MEXICO CITY 23439
TO I DIRECTOR'INFO

REDLEG KQALCOVE TECHS
REFI MEXICO CITY 22902 facJ VSO . 7Vy3

l.^DALCOVE PHOTO EXPERIMENTS. NOW CONCLUDED. TEST

I

PHOTOS AND INSTALLATION DETAILS ARE BEING FORWARDED BY 

DISPATCH ALONG WITH REQUEST FOR APPROVAL TO INSTALL CLOSED

CIRCUIT TV TO MINIMIZE OPERATOR FATIGUE AND MAXIMIZE OP 

EFFICIENCY, ALTHOUGH STILL TROUBLED AT TIMES BY TRAFFIC 

AIR POLLUTION? OVERALL PRODUCT IS GOOD QUALITY AND FUL

FILLS OUR REQUIREMENTS.

2. PER DISCUSSIONS WITH TOY MKSPJCE TECHS. TV

SYSTEM ENSTALLATION APPEARS FEASIBLE. ALSO GOOD POSSIBILITY^/

THEY MAY HAVE NEEDED EQUIPENENT WHICH COULD BE MADE

AVAILABLE ON EXTENDED LOAN BASIS. IF APPROVED. MKSPJCE 
I 1 ]

PHOTO TECH WOULD BE REQUESTED ASSIST IN INSTALLATION. —J

3, FILEl 50*6-74/2.  E2. IMPDET’,

SECRET

" RECORD COPY ^-6-74'3
/*7  Hr’/! ? 3
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FILE, VR

SECRET 060033 73 STAFF
CITE MEXICO CITY /ROSTEDT ACTING)

TO? DIRECTOR INFdI _ _ n ~
0 850655

RYBAT REDLEG KDA1-COVE. TECHS (

REF? MEXICO CITY 22495^ /

I. KJ2AI GOVE .mWa-BASEHOUSE-ORERATinHAl^l-JIAR. 1973^ 

KDALCOVE-l AND -2 GIVEN ON SITE TRAINING AND BRIEFING 28 FEB 

BY OLIVER J. MANKUNAS AND STATION TECH CHARLES F. HIPPEN. 

KDALCOVE-1 TOOK FIRST OPERATIONAL FILMS FOLLOWING DAY AND

PRODUCT WAS RETRIEVED USING KDALCOVE-2 AS CUTOUT. ALTHO EARLY

MORNING PHOTOS WERE EXCELLENT QUALITY, HEAVY BUILDUP OF TRAFFIC 

AIR POLLUTION BY MID-MOflRNING SERIOUSLY AFFECTED PHOTO DEFINITION.

BEFORE DAYBREAK 5 MAR, MANKUNAS AND HIPPEN AGAIN RETURNED TO

PHOTO SITE TO TEST VARIOUS FILTERS AND SPEED SETTINGStflN EFFORT 

) TO ALLEVIATE PROBLEM. TEST PHOTOS TAKEN WITH DARK ORANGE HAZE

FILTER SHOWED IMPROVEMENT AND PRODUCED USABLE PRODUCT. WE INTEND

TO CONTINUE EXPERIMENTING TO OBTAIN OPTIMUM RESULTS. TEST PHOTOS

AND INSTALLATION DETAILS WILL BE FORWARDED BY POUCH.

2. FILE: 50-6-74/3. E2, IMPDET.- 

SECRET

cs copy
SECRET
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ro r MEXICO CITY J 7 i!2
RYBAT TYLOTE REDLEG'KDALCOVE

REFS: A. MEXICO CITY 22495 (IN 820452)

B. DIRECTOR 362309

1. APPRECIATE REF (A) DETAILS. CONCUR IN YOUR PLAN

2.. FILE: 50-6-74/3; 50-6-58/3. E2, IMPDET. WN-SISM

CITE DIRECTOR

end of message

WH COMMENTS: Ref A requested Mexico City provide details 
desirability one safesite over another. 
Ref B complied with Ref A request.

DIV/D CTB Anita Potocki - in draft

THEODORE G. SHACXLEY 
, C/MID /

RAYMOND J. SNIDER 
AC/KH/l . ,

I’.CTlOc^^
• >itCA!»NG UPFibCR'

coonJfl$*rQPlfrr.crRS 7 FEB 1973
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SECRET 3I0036Z JAN 73 STAFF

T0s DIRECTOR
RYBAT TYLOTE REDLEG^KDALCOVE i

REF A. DIRECTOR 362309 •

B. MEXICO CITY 22429 C
ZEZEZ

1. IN RESPONSE REF A QUESTION, AVAILABILITY IS MAIN

FEATURE, BUT EASE IN ADMINISTRATION AND SECURITY ARE ALSO

FACTORS INFLUENCING OUR PROPOSAL TO COMBINE PHOTO OPERATION

WITH KDVAULT TECHNICAL OPERATION. APARTMENT UNDER EARLIER

CONSIDERATION WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE UNTIL PROBABLY SOMETIME

820452

Ms

IN MAY, AND WE DO NOT NOW HAVE ANY SUITABLE CANDIDATES TO 

TAKE POSSESSION WHEN IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. COMBINING DOTH

OPERATIONS WILL REDUCE NUMBER ASSETS INVOLVED, COSTS, AGENT

MEETINGS AND PROJECT ADMIN. SECURITY WILL BE ENHANCED BECAUSE

TWO ACTIVE SITES IN SUCH CLOSE PROXIMITY CKPOLAR INSTALLATION

WOULD DOUBLE COVER PROBLEMS AND DOUBLE NUMBER OF CLANDESTINE

MEETINGS TO RETR1VE PRODUCT

2. IN SUM, BOTH APARTMENTS IN QUESTION HAVE ESSENTIALLY

SAME DESIRABILITY FEATURES FOR KDVAULT OPERATION. HOWEVER

CS COPY 
SECRET 3 1 JAN 1973 

y6-C'7Y/l
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PAGE 2 MEXICO CITY 22495 SECRET

BELIEVE ACQUIRING BOTH APARTMENTS FOR SUPPORT ACTIVITIES NOT 

JUSTIFIED BECAUSE OF MANPOWER DRAIN AT TIME WE NEED EMPHASIS 

ON RECRUITING MORE AND BETTER ACCESS AGENTS AGAINST PRIORITY 

TARGETS.

3. FILE: 50-6-74/3; 50-6-58/3. E2 IMPOET.

SECRET
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secret:.
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CABLE SECRETARIAT DISSEMINATION 
PERSON 'J.vt Noruito

nOUHNS ANO.-On yvtuls-sskn bv

FILE. VR

REFS HAS other commitments which preclude his occupancy this

TO: IMMEDIATE DIRECTOR 
o 

rybat REDLEG KDFACTOR

REFS: A.

OISSEM BY
ActlON UM

2l'£RP-c’/LMCD

B, MEXICO CITY 2230

1. APPRECIATE YOUR RAPID RESPONSE PER REF A. SUBJ

SECRET i51S0SLUAIJ 73 STAFF 
„ /filEXI "I

CITE MEXICO CITY/22308 KROSTEDT ACTING)
Doc- Micro

App 1 01973

apartment, he willing sign lease, but in view his potential

FDR OTHER OPS WE ARE RELUCTANT HAVE HIM DO THIS. THUS, WE 

HAVE INSTRUCTED KDADAGE-42, IN ALIAS, TO TRY AND TIE UP 

APARTMENT LONG ENOUGH TO ENABLE US FIND SUITABLE CANDIDATE TO 

LIVE IN APARTMENT AND PERFORM DESIRED OPERATIONAL TASKS. THIS 

NAY BE FEASIBLE SINCE PRESENT APARTMENT TENANTS DID NOT FOLLOW 

THRU ON ORIGINAL PLANS TO VACATE 14 JAN. WILL ADVISE DEVELOP

MENTS. VIEW ABOVE, YOU DO NOT NEED TO AMEND POA AS REQUESTED

REF L-.

2. FILE: 52-6-74/3; 201-906628. E2, IMPDET.

SECRET
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SECRET 130139Z. J&N 73 STAFF

CITE MEXICO CITY 22307J (ROSTEDI ACTING)

TO: PRIORITY DIRECTOR
RYBAT°REDLE KDFACTORV

JPR,OIS73 I

806421

vffe
REFS: A£ DIRECTOR 3 28305

B. MEXICO CITY 2 12 73/W 7jl 70.2 ^2

C. MEXICO CITY 21713/p7 76/2 2-C^

iiHS HrH)

1. REQUEST YOU AMEND POA ON SUBJECT REF A AND GRA.N^RQA_flN. HIS

WIFE TO PERMIT THIS COUPLE TO OCCUPY AND USE APARTMENT CITED BELOW 

FOR OBSERVATION AND PHOTO POINT AGAINST CKPOLAR MISSION.

SUBJECT REF A NO LONGER NEEDED FOR USE OUTLINED REF B SINCE ANOTHER 

MORE SUITABLE CANDIDATE AVAILABLE. NEED FOR URGENT APPROVAL 

EXPLAINED BELOW.

2. APARTMENT IS ON THIRD FLOOR OF MENTIONED REF C BUILDING 

WITH EXCELLENT VIEW CKPOLAR MAIN GATE. TEST PHOTOS TAKEN AND

INDICATE SITE SUITABLE FOR USE. THIS SITE WILL REPLACE FORMER 

KDABSINTHE PHOTO BASEHOUSE. KDADAGE-42 BRIBED RENTAL SECRETARY TO 

HOLD APARTMENT FOR HIM UNTIL 15 JANUARY. SAID HE HAD OUT OF TOWN 

FRIENDS INTERESTED THIS LOCATION. WE DOUBT HE CAN PERSUADE SECRE- r
TARY TO KEEP APARTMENT OFF RENTAL MARKET BEYOND 15 JANUARY.

3. MARRIED COUPLE ORIGINALLY VETTED BY US AND HELD IN RESERVE



PAGE 2 MEXICO CITY 22307 SECRET ......

FOR THIS PHOTO OPERATION (SUBJECTS OF REF C) WERE, AS YOU KNOW, 

DIVERTED LAST WEEK TO OCCUPY LP FOR MPCHEEK AUDIO OPERATION.

4. WE HAVE NOT YET ASKED SUBJECT REF A AND WIFE IF THEY ABLE 

AND WILLING RUN PHOTOPOINT FOR US, BUT OLIVER J. MANKUNAS WHO 

KNOWS THEIR PERSONAL AND FINANCIAL CONDITION BELIEVES THEY.WOULD 

WELCOME OPPORTUNITY.

5. REQUEST APPROVAL PROCEED BY PRIORITY CABLE. NEED APPROVAL 

PRIOR COB 13 JAN. SUGGEST ASSIGN NEW CRYPT TO THIS OPERATION.

. WILL FORWARD COMPLETE PRQ I AND II ASAP.

6. FILE: 50-6- 74/3 2 01-906628 E2, IMPDET.

SECRET
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Acting Chief of Station / Mexico City^*> MKEORUA

t> KDFACTOR Operational Report, 1 March 1972 through 31 July 1972
ACTION ttOUIttO ■ KHUNCn

ACTION REQUIRED: None; for your information and files.

REFERENCE HMMA-41,734, 10 March 1972 (Previous Report)

INTRODUCTION

1. The KDFACTOR Project has been terminated because of develop
ments reported in”dthef"channels. This"will be the last of the opera
tional reports forwarded to Headquarters and primarily a wrap-up of 
developments to date.

OPERATIONS

2. The KDFACTOR Project supported two visual and photographic 
surveillance points (KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE) directed against the 
MHHARSH installation. Operations from the KDLITERAL surveillance? 
point were suspended on 4 July 19 72, the equipment removed on .7/July, 
and the operator, KDFACTOR-2, terminated the same date. Operations 
from the KDABSINTHE surveillance point were suspended on 28 July, the 
equipment removed on 29 July, and termination of KDFACTOR-5 and his 
family accomplished the same date. ■«.,

ADMINISTRATION

3. Oliver J. MANKUNAS continued to have responsibility for 
inside administrative chores and agent handling throughout the period. 
Processing of the photo product was accomplished inside the Station.

PERSONNEL

4. The project included five salaried assets. KDFACTOR-2 
operated the KDLITERAL basehouse. KDFACTOR-5 operated the KDABSINTHE 
basehouse with the assistance of his wife KDFACTOR-6 and his two sons 
KDFACTOR-8 and -9. Both KDFACTOR-2 and -5 have served BKTRUST in 
their photo specialty since 1957. . •
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CONTINUATION OF 
DISPATCH

*tVcn

SECRET HMMA-42,197

5. KDFACTOR-2 will continue to reside in the KDLITERAL building, 
as part of his termination agreement, until probably sometime in 
December when he will move to new quarters of his own. The KDLITERAL 
building (MEXI-03, Unit 15) is part of the KDVAULT complex of build
ings which will be disposed of as reported in other channels. If this 
occurs before December, KDFACTOR-2 will move at the time of disposa^.

KDFACTOR-5 and his family will vacate the KDABSINTHE apart-', 
KDABSINTHE is located in a building owned by 
dispose of his equity in the property in the

6 
ment o/a 31 August. 
KDABBEY who plans to 
near future.

PRODUCTION

Before being closed down, KDLITERAL, through7. KDLITERAL:
KDFACTOR-2, was the source of within-the-compound photographic cover
age of PCS and TDY MHHARSHers. He provided an average of three rolls 
of film a week and provided weekly written reports based on his ' 
visual observation of the target area.

8. KDABSINTHE: Operated by KDFACTOR-5, KDABSINTHE produced an 
average of six rolls of film a week and was our principal source.for 
information on visitors to the MHHARSH installation, especially ! 
"WOCORK-type" persons and political exiles. This segment of KDFACTOR 
was also our main source of information on MHHARSH license plates! 
and automobiles. '

9. In addition, KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE both provided detailed 
"attendance sheets" on all MHHARSH personnel. With the loss of this 
combined coverage, it will be difficult to identity personnel assigned 
to the MHHARSH Installation or to monitor their daily movements in 
and out of the compound. The two surveillance points also provided 
periodic photo studies of the MHHARSH installation itself with empha
sis on coverage of the construction changes and modification or addi
tions made to the communications antenna system

SECURITY

10. We were 
KDFACTOR security 
1972. There is no

gratified to receive the very favorable Headquarters 
review which was forwarded as HMMN-19,061, 28 June 
need for further comment.

PROBLEMS
I

11. Only the developments reported in other channels

FINANCES

12. KDFACTOR Project termination costs have been charged to
FY 1972 with the exception of 
are being charged to FY 1973. 
costs is as follows:'

KDFACTOR-2 
KDFACTOR-5 
KDFACTOR-6 
KDFACTOR-8 
KDFACTOR-9

rent^ payments and ut11 ity_..costs whic 
The breakdown of agent termination

$102,000 
29,575 
35,380
8,112 

19,592
TOTAL $194,659 pesos ($15,572.72 USD)

PLANS

13. Not applicable

EVALUATION/OBITUARY

14. We believe the KDFACTOR Project represented a professional

FORM _«
0.04 533 USE PREVIOUS EDITION.
I 40 >

CLASSIFICATION

SECRET CCNTlS'-EO

PASt NO.

2
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| CONTINUATION OF > CLASSIFICATION DISPATCH AYMDOL ANO NUMBER

DISPATCH SECRET UMMA-42,197

collection effort being run securely and successfully against a sen 
sitivc target with a minimal expenditure of funds and case officer 
time.

Oliver J. MANKUNAS

| FORM -- 
f 8.44 533 USt PREVIOUS EDITION.
I <40)

CLASSIFICATION |

SECRET 1

—
CONTINUED

PAGE NO. 1

3 I



KDFACT0R lOflre is 582033
REF: DIRECTOR 232261

I. BRUCE H. FERNALD MET MONTHLY WITH RAYMOND H. GERENDE 

FROM JULY 1970 TO MAY 1971 TO PAY TEN INSTALLMENTS OF TERMINA

TION BONUS. LAST MEET WAS 4 MAY 1971. ALL IMPORTANT INFO ON 

PROBLEMS OF GERENDE AND WIFE (FORMERLY LIEMPTY-19) WAS REPORTED 

BY CABLE DURING THIS PERIOD, EXCEPT FOR NEWS THAT GERENDE VISITED 

HOLLAND DURING CHRISTMAS 1970 WHEN HAD AMICABLE VISIT WITH WIFE

AND CHILDREN

2. GERENDE IS OWNER OF HOUSE RENTED AUGUST 1970 BY

STATION STAFFER JESSE R. GARDALPHE. HE STILL TEACHING ENGLISH

TO EMPLOYEES OF TWO LOCAL FIRMS AND APPEARS FINANCIALLY PRESSED

SINCE CLASS SCHEDULE REDUCED RECENTLY FROM SIX TO TWO

PER DAY. STILL DRINKS, BUT APPARENTLY IN MODERATION

INDICATED HE MIGHT VISIT WIFE IN HOLLAND THIS SUMMER

HAS

WE HAVE

HOURS

HEARD NOTHING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO INDICATE GERENDE HAS

VIOLATED HIS SECRECY AGREEMENT OR PROBED INTO LNLUTE STATUS OF

GARDALPHE
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REF: A. HMMW-18, 773, 23 DECEMBER 71
B. HMMA-41734, 10 MARCH 72

L IN ORDER COMPLETE REF A KDFACTOR SECURITY REVIEW RE

KNOWLEDGE ABILITY OF TERMINATED AGENTS AND FAMILIES^ STATION

REQUESTED FURNISH BRIEF SUMMARY OF RAYMOND H. GERENDE’S

ACTIVITIES FROM TERMINATION IN JUNE 1970 TO PRESENT,

NEEDED PRIOR TO COB 11 APRIL, IN ORDER PROVIDE NEEDED DET2

TO REF B,

FILE: 50-6-74/3,

END OF MESSAGE

u?. *

WH COMMENT: Reference A requested an updated securi:
Operations and knowledgeability cf terminated agents and 
families. Reference B is Station answer to Reference A, 
Reference B lacks detail regarding C who handled

. . KDFACTOR v.p to kite 1910, present

THEODORE G. SHACKLEY 
C/WHD AC. WH/1

— 5O~l ii/j
ZVTVfvrrATtKG

RTIX4SINS CFFICCH
SE CRET..
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C KDFACTOR Operational Report, 1 September 1971 through 29 February 1972 
Ml»» MOUBIO ■ MHHIKB

ACTION REQUIRED: None; for your information and files.

REFERENCES s A. HMMA-41,028, 17 September 1971 (Previous Report) 
B. HMMW-18,773, 23 December 1971

OPERATIONS

1. The KDFACTOR Project continued throughout the past six 
months to support two visual and photographic surveillance points 
(KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE) directed against the MHHARSH installation.

ADMINISTRATION

2. Oliver J. MANKUNAS continued to have responsibility for inside 
administrative chores and agent handling throughout the period.
Bruce H. FERNALD, who previously handled the assets, is the alternate 
case officer and would be available to take over agent meeting respon
sibilities in the absence of MANKUNAS. Processing of the photo 
product is accomplished inside the Station. Agent meetings have now 
been cut to a minimum, and the processing of the product and delivery 
to the consumer has been speeded up.

PERSONNEL

_ 3. The project includes five salaried assets. KDFACTOR-2
operates the KDLITERAL basehouse and has been employed in this capa
city since 1957. KDFACTOR-5 operates the KDABSINTHE basehouse with 
the assistance of his wife KDFACTOR-6 and his two sons, KDFACTOR-8 
and -9. KDFACTOR-5 has also served BKTRUST in this capacity since 
1957.

PRODUCTION

4. KDLITERAL: During this reporting period, KDLITERAL, through 
KDFACTOR-2, continued to be the source of within-the-compound photo
graphic coverage of PCS and TDY MHHARSHers. He produced 55 rolls of
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film and provided weekly written reports based on his daily visual I 
observation of the target area. I

5. KDABSINTHE: Operated by KDFACTOR-5, KDABSINTHE produced I 
100 rolls of film and continued to be the principal source for infor- | 
mation on visitors to the MHHARSH installation, with special atten- I 
tion given to visits of "h'OCORK-type" persons and political exiles. I

-•.This segment of KDFACTOR also continued to be the main source of I
'information on MHHARSH license plates and automobiles. I

6. KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE both continue to provide detailed I 
"attendance sheets" on all MHHARSH personnel. Without this combined I 
coverage, it would be difficult to identify personnel assigned to I 
the MHHARSH..installation or to monitor their daily movements and I 
activities. In addition, the two surveillance points provide periodic I 
photo studies of the MHHARSH installation itself with emphasis on I 
coverage of any constructionchanges and any modification or additions I 
made to the communications antenna system. Both sites are also I
available to service special support requests as required. During | 
the period, KDLITERAL performed a number of special photo surveys and I 
a three-week frequency sweep requested by WOACRE. I

SECURITY REVIEW I
7. There were no known problems, of security relating to the I 

project. In response to Reference' B- request, we have reviewed all I 
phases of the operation and believe that project security is sound. I
The project assets have all been with us for many years and have I
established themselves as respectable long-time residents of the I 
area. All five assets, four in one family and one in another, are I 
extremely security conscious and have all been SGSWIRLed. The assets I 
derive a substantial portion of their livelihood from their -BKTRVSTZ z • Ir 
employment and would thus lose a great deal if security factors ever I'
necessitated a termination of their work for us. As an additional I
safeguard, the KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE operations are compartmented I 
from each other, and there has never been any indication that either I 
segment of KDFACTOR knows of the other's existence. I

8. The only termination of a project asset in recent years was I 
KDFACTOR-1, who formerly processed the photo product from both I
surveillance points. KDFACTOR-1 was terminated amicably in March I 
1971. We still maintain periodic contact with him; and his brother, I 
KDADAGE-14, continues to be one of our more valued MHHARSH access I 
agents. KDFACTOR-1 is a reputable physician with a wide circle of I
friends, and on a nurcber-of recent occasions he has been very helpful I 
when we have taxed his expertise in his field or requested background I 
information on people in the medical profession. Although KDFACTOR-1 I 
processed the photo product, he was not knowledgeable of the exact I 
surveillance point locations. Delivery and pickup of the finished I
product was always accomplished by an outside case officer. I

9. Contact is maintained with only two of the five assets. I
KDFACTOR-2 and -5, both of whom are responsible for the operation of I 
their respective basehouses. Both KDFACTOR-2 and -5 are met weekly I 
to obtain the KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE product for timely processing I 
and analysis by the Station. Meetings with KDFACTOR-2 are car pick- | 
ups at periodically changed locations in the suburbs. Meetings with I 
KDFACTOR-5 consist of car meetings early in the morning along his I
route of travel to his overt job. These meetings last only long I
enough to pick up the product, provide new supplies, and pay salaries, I 
rents, utility bills, etc. Emergency contact plans are on file at I 
the Station and have been forwarded to Headquarters on both KDFACTOR- I 
2 and -5. KDFACTOR-5, -8, and -9 are members of KDFACTOR-5*s  imme- I 
diate family and could be contacted through him using his emergency I 
plan. I

10. We have taken action recently to guard against the contin- I 
gency that one of the present sites might be blown, and alternate I
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means might be required to continue the KDFACTOR coverage.-• In 
February 1972 an apartment became available in the same building 
complex which houses the KDABSINTHE installation. Through the 
cooperation of KDABBEY-1, we were able quietly to rent the apart
ment and install elements of the KDCAtVERT team as residents. This 

I location affords as good, if not better, vantage point for continu- 
\ ing photo coverage in the event the present KDABSINTHE location 
; becomes untenable. We are also exploring alternate locations for

KDLITERAL to solve the problem we face with this element of KDFACTOR 
coverage (see below).

, PROBLEMS

11. The only known problem connected with the project is a 
product of mother nature which is threatening the effectiveness of 

. KDLITERAL coverage. Approximately two years ago MHHARSH personnel 
planted eigfit small trees along the edge of the terrace leading to 
the garden. These trees have flourished and now have grown to the 
point where KDFACTOR-2, the KDLITERAL operator, estimates he only 
has a year more 
ways of solving 
to Headquarters

of effective 
this problem 
on the topic

operational capability. We are studying 
and will forward a separate dispatch 
in the near future.

FINANCES

12. There 
shown below for

have been no 
and FY 1973.FY 1972

changes in anticipated project expenses

FY 1973 (USD)SALARIES

PLANS

FY 1972 (USD)

KDFACTOR-2 5,280 5,808
KDFACTOR-5 1,728 1,901
KDFACTOR-6 2,112 2,323
KDFACTOR-8 768 845
KDFACTOR-9 1,968 2,165

11,856 13,042
BASEHOUSE RENT

MEXI-03, UNIT 15 400 400
MEXI-132 3,550 3,840

3,950 4,240
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

Basehouse utilities 750 800
Property maintenance 500 500

& replacement
Christmas bonuses 988 1,087

2,238 2,387
TOTAL EXPENSES 18,044 *19,669

13. No changes in the project are contemplated.

EVALUATION

14. The support provided by the KDFACTOR Project to the Station 
REDTOP Program is indispensable. We believe the project represents 
a professional collection effort being run securely and successfully 
against a sensitive target with a minimal expenditure of funds and 
case officer time.

*Reflects anticipated salary raises and higher rent on MEXI-132 based 
• on projected cost of living increase overtj#o-yeacT ntjriod^**
______________________________ ________________ OLIVER' J. MANKUNTtSlS_________
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ACTION REQUIRED: None; for your Information and files.

REFERENCE : HMMA-40,227, 8 March 1971 (Previous Ops Report)

OPERATIONS T

1. The KDFACTOR Project continued throughout the past six 
months to support two visual and photographic surveillance points 
(KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE) directed against the MHHARSH installation.

ADMINISTRATION

2. Howard T. BAGAUS handled the administration of the project 
until early April 1971 when project responsibility reverted from the 
Ops Support Section back to the REDTOP Section. At that time Timothy 
H. ARCHBOLD assumed the inside administrative chores, and agent 
meetings were turned over to the outside case officer Bruce H. 
FKRNALD who had previously handled the assets. When ARCHBOLD de
parted PCS on 7 June 1971, Oliver J. MANKUNAS assumed his responsi
bilities. MANKUNAS also took over agent meetings when FERNALD left 
on home leave on 25 June and will continue to handle the project 
assets in the future.

3. Processing of the photo product is now accomplished inside 
the Station by Phemia B, CHAUVEAU. KDFACTOR-1, who formerly did all 
the processing in an outside safehouse/darkroom, was terminated 
amicably in early March 1971, and at that time the responsibility 
was turned over to CHAUVEAU. The new arrangement has proven to be 
more than satisfactory. Agent meetings have now been cut to a 
minimum, and the processing of the product and delivery to the con
sumer has been speeded up considerably.

PERSONNEL

4. The project includes five salaried assets. KDFACTOR-2 
operates the KDLITERAL base house and has been employed in this 
capacity since 1957. KDFACTOR-5 operates the KDABSINTHE base house
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with t.hc assistance of his wife, KDFACTOR-6, and his two sons, 
KDFACTCR-8 and -9. kDFACTOR-5 has also served JKLANCE In. this 
capacity since 1957.

PRODUCTION

5. KDLITERAL: During this reporting period, KDLITERAL, 
through KDFACTOR-2, continued to be the.source of within-the-compound 
photographic coverage of PCS and TDY MHHARSHers. He produced 76 
rolls of film and provided weekly written reports based on his daily 
visual observation of the target area.

6. KDABSINTHE: Operated by KD FACTOR-5, KDABSINTHE produced 
167 rolls of film and continued to be theprincipal source for infor
mation on visitors to the MHHARSH Installation, with special atten
tion given to visits of "WOCORK-type" persons and political exiles, 
this segment of KDFACTCR also.continued to be the main source of 
information on MHHARSH license plates and automobiles.

. 7. KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE both continue to provide detailed 
"attendance sheets" on all MHHARSH personnel. Without this combined 
coverage, it would be difficult to Identify personnel assigned to 
the MHHARSH installation or to monitor their daily movements and 
activities.

SECURITT

8. . There were no known problems of security relating to the 
. project. The termination of KDFACTOR-1 should pose no security 

problem: Contact was broken amicably, and it is highly probable 
that he would be more than willing to help out again if his services 
are needed. Of the remaining assets, all five have been SGSWIRLED 
in the past. They derive a substantial portion of their livelihood ■ 
from their JKLANCE employment and would thus lose a great deal if 
security factors ever necessitated a termination of theii' work for 
us. As an additional safeguard, the KDLITERAL and KDABSINTHE opera
tions are compartmented from each other, and there has never been 
any indication that either segment of KDFACTQR knows of the other's I 
existence. I

9. Contact is maintained with only two of the five assets, I
KDFACTOR-2 and -5, both of whom are responsible for the operation I
of their respective base houses. Both KDFACTQR-2 and -5 are met I
weekly to obtain the KDLITERAL. and KDABSINTHE product for timely I
processing and analysis by the Station. Meetings with KDFACTOR-2 I
are car pickups at periodically changed locations In the suburbs. I
Meetings with KDFACTOR-5 consist of car meetings early in the I
morning along his route of travel to his overt jab. These meetings 
last only long enough to pick up the product, provide new supplies, 
and pay salaries, rents, utility bills, etc. Emergency Contact 
Plans are on file at the Station and have been forwarded to Head
quarters on both KDFACTOR-2 and -5. KDFACTOR-6, -8, and -9 are 
members of KDFACTOR-5's immediate family and could be contacted - 
through him using his emergency plan.

PROBLEMS

10. There were no known problems connected with the project 
during the reporting period.

FINANCES

11. The termination of KDFACTOR-1 and the subsequent elimina
tion of outside photo processing costs accounts for the drop in 
anticipated project expenses shown below for FY 1972 and FY 1973.

SALARIES FY 1972 (USD) FY 1973 (USD)

KDFACTOR-2 5,280 5,808
KDFACTOR-5 _______1,728_______________ 1,901
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SALARIES (co.n’t) FY-1972 (USD) FY-1973 (USD) 1

KDFACTOR-6 2,112 2,323 1
KDFACTOR-8 
KDFACTOR-9

768 
1,968 

\ 11,856

845 1
2,165 1

13,042 I

BASE-HOUSE RENT 1 

1 MEXI-03. UNIT *15  400 400 I
MEXI-132 

i

MISC, EXPENSES

3,550 
i ----------

3,950

■ i

3,840 I
4,240 I

BASE-HOUSE UTILITIES 750 800 I
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 500 500 I

& REPLACEMENT
CHRISTMAS BONUSES 988 1,087

i i
2,238 2,387

TOTAL EXPENSES 18,044 19,669*

PLANS

12. No changes in the project are contemplated 

EVALUATION

13. The support provided by the KDFACTOR Project to the 
Station REDTOP Program is indispensable. We believe the project 
represents a professional collection effort being run securely 
and successfully against a sensitive target with a minimal 
expenditure of funds and case officer time.

’Reflects anticipated salary raises and higher rent on MEXI-132 
based on projected cost of living increase over two year period

Oliver J. MANKUNAS
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j Reference: JillMf-llOlO, dated 16 July 1971

1. )c.id'jurrtors .has analyzed the REFACTOR and KHVAULT project
charges to Nub-Object Class 2355, os requested in reference.* These 

I projects hnvu received credit for the rent refunds recorded on the 
i vouchors Mentioned in paragraph S of reference.

5 Attached, for the Station's infervatip;), is a brcnkdo’..'n of
i the (’.xw.n'i?:; charged to these projects u:;d-,;r 5.O.C. 23S3. Those 
i r.ocaJ.3 cpril lae total expense re ’ortod on tho 30 June 1971 .^sq, 
i Th-.: Atot.jon '..’ill note that all expenses incurred in the oprration 
’ .and 'intcn-HiC’j of the su (.'chouses orc inc.Iu.sed under this Stu.-Abject

5 3. The .Station's nothod of hnndlinp. the ;JEXI-05 rent arcov.nt-
i i.nu is co/.ipl-’iej.y satisfactory to headquarters.

i ’ Patrick W. .‘iAY.STON

jj .".tribution:
* Z-Ctinf Q: Station, .'-‘.cxico City
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i‘n~-ACTV’*/i*DVAULT — }..xpcn:-o Credit for KDAUU-.Y Ke£und>» of
______ ‘_J____ “ ________ jrr-r-o.i Rents____________________________
M’:c\ i;'S;;s® ■ tuaiMb 

1. Upon reviewing Station’s Obligation Status Ilur.ortH from 
Headquarters, it his been noted that there .apparently have been 
no credits entered for KDAUBEY’s net rent refunds on M);xi~03

2. HEXJ-03 if: owned by JKLAKCE, with KDABUUY as the osten
sible racr, Each mouth tho station gives the occupant of Units 
411, 13, 33 and 17 of 03 thoir rent for the month in advance, 
which they then pay to KIX'.PI'J.'Y’ s agent, Grigln.’lly tills agent 
van KDV,’.ni,T/2, who wns witting of the rental .arrangement and 
neither received nor paid rent on Unit /fll, which ho occupied. 
Since hie. termination in April 71, Unit -'ll Un:? been occupied by 
KDVAULT/3, who is not witting of the nrrangonent. Tho current 
occupancy and rent structure for MEXI-03 is:

UNIT # OCCUPANT
KG.’iTHLYT>r * *• «i*Oil s'kujict CHARGED

11 KDVAULT/9 1,700.00JIN KDVAULT

13 KDVAULT/3 l,650.00MN KDVAULT

15 KDFACT0R/2 1.43O.OOMN. KDFACTOH

17 KDVAULT/5 1,5-lO.OOIfN KDVAULT
»> • At the end of each quarter, HDABCEY submits to the

Station an .accounting recording the rents received on the four 
units of l'.rXT-0'i, and the expenses incurred for property taxon, 
rent receipt stamp taxes, municipal water charges, maintenance 
and repairs, and similar items during the quarter. The differ
ence between the rents paid to and the expense:? incurred by 
KDADDEY an ostensible owner of JIEXI-03, is refunded to the Station 
by KDABBEY with the quarterly accounting.

.....continued
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4. yhcn ronthly rents arc paid \to K'dV<’ULT./.’.!, 5 i:nd 9 and 
K!'T."CTrjn/2t th'-y are '.urrnr-d to t.'sc cppmp.ui ate project and 
caiTctl in a :O’.BX.Y ■.i.-.rornndur.: Account. v?aen KDA'dG^V's refund 
is rcroivc-d, it i«- ref•"••5eI nr: a credit to .-n.'-e pro-rated 
between KDVAUbT and CTO.T, rad the Ueno Account is cleared.

5. The vouchers recording <"tp<?nsd crcdl Is from KDABUIT 
rent refund.'; tor PY 1971 (with oiio more refund to be made) arc: 
You. lOGIv, I-':: Get 70 (.Tnly-:\ptl; Vou. 110..J, 12 Jan 71 (cct- 
Dec); and Vou. 11573, 19 3'ay Zj^jgpi-Apr).

G. It is request'd that recording of these vouchers nt 
Rer.douarters bo reviewed, since station's analysis of the Obli
gation status Reports figures as of 31 Hay l‘.»7l indicate that 
no s’।>• n expense credit hr..-: been recon’c/1 for .'•ZDVAUI/f or ju)FACIV».i 
in S.o.C. 7953 or r.ny other S.O.C. for Vou. 10374 and Vou. 11C<3, 
both of which hould have shown up (by the 31 May OSK.

7. If there 1$: sor.o particular reason why the KDA13B1Y re
fund of MHIH-O ■ rents h .s not been credited to expense, or if 
Berdou.’rters wishes the .Station to handle the UJ.XI-OJ rent r.ccoun 
tin^ ,!n nnothi r k nine", please advise.

oorris A. BjiSSIJ’.dZ
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Chief of Station, Mexico City 
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Operational Report for the Period 1 October 1970 -28~"February 1971
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REFERENCE: HMMA-39679, 2S October 1970 (Previous Operational Report)

GENERAL
1. The KDFACTOR Project continued throughout the period to 

support two visual and photographic surveillance points (KDLITERAL 
and KDABSINTH) directed against the MHHARSH installation and to 
support the related photo processing of the product.

2. The Station is presently taking steps to terminate 
KDFACTOR-1 the photo processor and move this phase of the operation 
into the Station.

3. Primary responsibility for the operational and administra
tive handling of Project KDFACTOR was transferred on 1 December 1970 
to the Operational Support Section, 
personnel was turned ovei*  to Howard

and handling of the KDFACTOR 
T. BAGAUS on 2 Decembei*  1970.

MEETING ARRANGEMENTS

4. KDFACTOR-5: This agent is met by BAGAUS at 0800 each 
Tuesday morning at one of four different sites near the Anillo 
Periferico in Polanco, some three miles from the Station, 
operand! used with this agent is basically the same 
used by Bruce H. FERNALD. All meetings are held in 
car, and after the meetings, KDFACTOR-5 resumes his

The modus 
as previously 
the case officer 
trip to work.

Continued
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5. KDFACTOR-2: He is mot at 1630 every Tuesday by BAGAUS. in 
several new widely spaced sites. Modus operand! is basically the 
same as that described in the previous operational report for 
FERNALD, and after the meeting, KDFACTOR-2 proceeds to his cover 
Job.

6. KDFACTOR-1: Aftei- mooting with KDFACTOR-2. BAGAUS drives 
■ 'via round-a-bout route to a location several blocks away^from the 

KDFACTOR-1 medical office/ where he leaves his car and w.llks to the 
office (taking counter-sUTveillanco precautions on the way). BAGAUS, 
as FERNALD previously, uses the notional cover of either a 
pharmaceutical salesman for "Laboratorios del Norte" or that of a 
patient while waiting in the outer office. The waiting period 
normally depends upon whether KDFACTOR-1 is in at the time, or 
whether he is in the middle of an operation at the hospital.. 
(Waiting periods vary from immediate admittance to the KDFACTOR-1 
office to several hours). The average period is about twenty 
minutes.’ A decision was reached io the Station to terminate this 
asset and to transfer this phast> of the operation to the. Station 
itself, in the Interest of speed, security, and cost. This 
termination is planned for early March 1971, at which time, the 
processing will be done in the gitution.

SECURITY ) '
7. There have been no known security problems enuring this 

reporting period. i

PRODUCTION i

8. KDLITERAL: During this' reporting period, KDLITERAL 
through KDFACTOR-2 has again bes>» the principal source of within-the- 
compound photographic coverage <>f PCS and TDY JUIHARSHERs producing I 
129 rolls of film. During the period covered, a great change of PCS I 
personnel at the MHHARSH installation took place, and KDLITERAL 
played a leading role in assisting tho Station in identifying the I
new members of the installation, through not only photographic I
coverage, but through detailed visual reporting also. In addition I
to reporting on the activities <>f the different individuals in the |
target installation, KDLITERAL has also reported on significant 
construction changes in the compound such a recent change in the 
antenna configurations on the rc’°f the main building. During | 
this period, KDLITERAL has been ffcally targetted against 
AEJEFE, on whom which a special report has been submitted. I

9. KDABSINTH: Operating fhrough KDFACTOR-5, KDABSJNTH I
produced 158 rolls of film. It provided the Station with information! 
on visitors to the MHHARSH instatllatlon- giving special attention 
to visits of "WOCORK-type" persc>ns« KDABSINTH continues to fulfill 
requirements from the various sections of the Station who have I
requested fixed surveillance of political exiles, otc,, to determine I 
if these individuals are in contac^ wAbb MHHARSH installation. I
This segment of KDFACTOR contint1®3 to be the Inain source of I
information on MHHARSH license j^lat®® and automobiles. I

10. Both KDLITERAL and KDAI®INTH continued to provide detailed I 
"attendance sheets" on all MHHApS» personnel. In addition, they I
provided reports on the activiti®3 and associates of IDENTITY who I
was on TDY I---------------- 1 from 15 October through 4 November 1970. |
During this period both units we,re.a^so involved in surveilling ] 
the movements of an AEKICK techslician» (201-838166) who periodically I 
makes trips to other Latin Ameri®aa on sbort notice.

PLANS AND CHANGES

11. With the e 
2 and 6) there are 
during the next repi 
termination of KDFAl
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LIEMPTY Project/Operatlonal Report, 1 July - 30 September 1970
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Chief of Station, Mexico City MICBOIIIM |
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REFERENCES: A. HMMA-39188, 10 July 1970

B HMMW-17950, 10 June 1970

OPERATIONS

1, The continued throughout the periodLIEMPTY Project 
to support two visual and photographic surveillance points 
directed against the MHHARSH installation and to support the 
related photo processing of the product.

a. LICALLA is the designation of that portion of 
the Project that covers surveillance of the rear and 
garden area of the MHHARSH installation. It operates 
from one of the units (MEXI-03) of the LIMESA, Station- 
owned properties, and it includes only one agent: 
LIEMPTY-9.

b. LILYRIC is the designation of that portion of 
the Project covering surveillance of the front entrance 
of the MHHARSH installation. It includes LIEMPTY-13 
as the key member of the baschouse team, supported by 
his wife, LIEMPTY-14, who is the main photographer, 
observer and log-keeper, and their two sons, LIEMPTY-26 
and -27 who assist in photography, maintenance of arrival 
and departure logs on target personalities, and preparation

Continued
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of the typewritten reports submitted to the Station. 
The base.hquse (MEXI-132) is located near the front of 
the MHHARsH installation and it is owned by LIMOUSINE. 
(Contrary to Reference B Project Renewal, LIMOUSINE 
is the actual, not "ostensible'’, owner of this 
property. Please sec HM*Ws93814,  8 January 1968, for 
full details of the various property transfers, 
destruction and re-cpnstruction of buildings and 
relocations of operations connected with the Project, 
past and’ present. ).

c. Photo processing is accomplished by LIEMPTY-4 
except in special cases when prints are required 
quickly and are processed within the Station. LIEMPTY-4 
has a darkroom located in the rear of his medical 
office and he handles the work after normal office 
hours with patients.

2. Outside case officer Bruce H. FERNALD handles the three 
key agents of the Project (LIEMPTY-9, -13, and -4). He meets 
with each once a weekfor passing requirements, paying agent 
and sub-agent salaries, rents and other experscs, providing 
supplies; and retrieving the product. Inside case officer 
Timothy M. ARCHBOLD handles the Internal administration of the 
Project and is the Station contact with FERNALD^

MEETING ARRANGEMENTS

3. LIEMPTY-13: He is met by FERNALD ii the early hours 
of Tuesday mornings at about 0730 in Polanco, an area far from 
the basehouse. LIEMPTY-13 parks his car and walks through a 
central park on Calle Horacio where he is intercepted within 
a ten-block distance by FERNALD, driving his car. During a 
drive together, instructions and product are passed between them 
and, once a month, LIEMPTY-13 is paid his salary and the 
salaries for LIEMPTY-14, -26 and -27. After drop-off LIEMPTY-13 
returns to his car and proceeds to his full-time job, thus 
avoiding any direct route back to the basehcuse operation.

4. LIEMPTY-9: After completing his strveillance workday 
from 0800 to 1500 hours, he completes his wiltten reports and 
drives to meet FERNALD at around 1630 hours., also on Tuesdays. 
The location of car meetings varies but rennins within a quiet, 
fairly secluded section. After leaving FERfALD, LiEMPTY-9 
proceeds to his cover job at a brother’s automobile dealership 
for the remainder of his day, again avoiding any direct route 
from FERNALD back to the basehouse.

5. LIEMPTY-4: After receiving the unprocessed take from 
LIEMPTY-9 and -13, FERNALD prepares instructions, as suggested 
by log entries that accompany the take, and goes to, LIEMPTY- 4’s 
medical office waiting room in the late afternoon. For these 
meetings, FERNALD appears to be a pharmaceutical salesman or 
a patient and gets to see LIEMPTY-4 only after all other visitors 
have departed. At each meeting, FERNALD delivers films from 
both LICALLA and LILYRIC for processing anc retrieves the 
processed take thatf he had left the week before. While this 
arrangement means that some of the product (those photos taken 
soon after meeting with LIEMPTY-9 and -13) arc almost two weeks 
old when received at the Station, wo have not found this to be 
unacceptable. When speed is of the essence in special 
circumstances, the Station WOACRE technician can handle the 
processing.

SECURITY ___ - 1

1 6. With the exception of the potential problems connected
with the Raymond H. GERENDE/LIEMPTY-19 divorce, of which

I Headquarters is aware, there are no known problems of security
1 connected with this Project.___
I FORM
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7. During the period 
approximately 142 rolls of 
comes from LICALLA and the 
commands the better view and more trafficked approach 

- addition to this routine workload, LIEMPTY-4 was called upon
frequently for additional prints and enlargement of special 
targets or' interest.

of this report, LIEMPTY-4 processed 
36-exposure film. Roughly one-third 
remainder from LILYRIC which

In

8. LIEMPTY-9 (LICALLA), in addition to his picture-taking 
(perched for seven -hours daily atop a ladder arrangement to see 
above the heightened garden wall), regularly provides a detailed 
"attendance sheet" and.a monthly summary of MHHARSH personnel 
activities. The photos are an indispensible tool in the day- 
to-day REDTOP operations program, providing photo identifications 

' of PCS and TOY-MHHARSHers and assisting to determine probable 
RIS affiliation based on observed associations within the 
compound. , The detailed "attendance sheet" helps in keeping 
track of MHHARSHers present, their patterns and changes in 
pattern of activities. This information is often the principal 
tool in PBRAMPART activities, assisting in identifying the 
probable MHHARSH contacts of double agents despatched 
MHHARSH installation.

to the

Following are some sample requiremerts which 
the reporting period:

were levied9 
on LIEMPTY-9 during

reports of work 
PANOV (DIRECTOR

a. weekly 
by YERSHOV and 
workers since May 1970.

installationbeing dote at the 
025386), TDY construction

b. special reports on the 
was under the microscope prior 
in July 1970.

activities of AEMERGER who 
to home .eave departure

reports on the activities and associations of 
Vasilyevich UMNOV (201-819913), TDY AMTORG

c.
Mikhail
representative from New York who is of JKLANCE and 
LNERGO interest.

d.
AEKICK

watch for the arrival of Viktor Nikitovich KRESOV, 
officer of Executive Action Department

e. confirm arrival and 
and associations of Subject 
LNERGO/LNREAD double agent.

provide details of activities 
of 201-866J72 (Noble ANGUS),

f. special report on AETURNKEY thioughout the period. 
(LIEMPTY-9 is given a target for conceitrated coverage 
and reporting over a two or three montl period at a time.)

10. LILYRIC was provided with the same requirements as 
LICALLA (paragraph 9 a-e, above). LILYRIC is the main source 
of license plate and automobile information both on MHHARSHers 
and on visitors to the installation, and has a standing 
requirement to report by phone the arrivals of all obviously 
WOCORK citizens, one such individual, who now visits regularly 
has been tentative!/ identified as the language instructor of 
the MHHARSH Ambassador’s son and a potential lead which we will 
investigate. __ ■' : ’

CHANGES

11. Effective 1 July 1970, all of the agents of the Project 
received salary increases (HMMA-39548, 10 October 1970) for a 
net increase of $2,184.00 U/S/D per year.

Unless Headquarters believes that quarterly reports of

533 USE PREVIOUS EDITION. SECRET X
CONTINUED
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of the.Project, the Station proposes to report semi-annually 
hereafter,, on 31 October and 30 April, including sufficient 
financial and other data in April to assist in preparing project 
renewals. The value.of the Project for both REDTOP and other 
Station operations has been well documented over a long period 
of time. There have been no recent additions or changes in 
either personnel or basehouse properties and none is contemplated 

might affect the Project’s operation 
will, of course, be reported

Any significant events which 
such as. the GERENDE divorce, 

"" separately.

13. The basic operation Of the Project remains the same with 
only spot requirements in support of specific objectives 
changing from time to time.

Timothy M. ARCHBOLD
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References: A. HMMA-3S700, 25 March 1970 
B. HMMW-17950, 12 June 1970

1. With the termination of Raymond H. GSRHNDll, effected'on 
26 June 1970 ar.d described in HMMA-39129, 29 June 1970, the 
LIE1JPTY Project now consists cf the operations oi the LICALLA and 
LILYRIC photo basehduses and the photo processing of LIEMPTY-4. 
Outside case officer Bruce H. FKRNALD handles all agents, normally 
on a once per week basis, and passes the take tc his Station 
contact. Operational funds are passed to FERNALD by his Station 
contact, and FEKNAIJ) pays all agent salaries, rents, and other 
expenses. The elimination of GKR1MDE has rcsv.lted in some loss 
of efficiency, since base house personnel cannot regularly be met 
as frequently as in the past. This can mean a delay of up to two 
weeks in receipt by the Station of photos. However, LILYRIC and 
LICALLA personnel have standing requirements to report by 
visits of Americans, and they arc also alerted ia advance whenever 
possible to forthcoming TDYs of MHHARSH visitors, sb that 
can be made for special meetings and speedy precessing of 
Normally, all photos are developed and printed by LIHMPTY-4. 
When speed is of the essence, however, negatives are seat into 
the Station for processing by the WOACRE technician. Thus, while 
GERENDE’s loss is a serious one in certain respects (he was, on 
the local scene, talented, knowledgeable, and e.xper ienced), LIEMPTY 
production has uot suffered greatly.
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2. Au tar as the security problem 13 concerned, the generous 
termination settlement nv.ardvd to UbKf^DE Imis probably removed 
whatever small temptation there may have been on his part to be 
Indiscreet about his former association. Although GERENDE' lias 
certain character weaknesses which’ emerged as a lack oi dedication 
and a feeling that he could get by with as little work as possible, 
the Station believes that ho is basically not an irresponsible 
person, and that he realizes not only that he has an obligation to 
respect security, but that ho also realizes that ho has been treated 
fairly and with great patience. He has offered his services for 
the future, and he was told that we appreciated the offer and did 
not want to lose complete touch with him, but for now he should 
devote himself to getting a good Job.

3. As for GERENDE's wife, LIEMPTY-19, she also appeared to 
e_grateful for the termination bonus which she had been granted 

(and which she was told had not been carved out of what was due 
GERENDE). On the other hand, she has less reason to be loyal to 
JKLANCE, and her mental stability is somewhat open to question. 
Therefore, she poses a greater threat to LIEMPTY security than 
does GERENDE. At the same time, she knows much less about Station 
operations and personnel than does GERENDE. Furthermore, it is 
not likely that she would (a la Mrs. LIROCKET-1) go directly to 
the MHHARSHers with her Information. What she might do is reveal 
to her lawyer that GERENDE had worked for LNPURE and therefore had 
incorio to which she might, ice I that she is entitled. Since 
GERENDE is no longer employed and therefore no longer has regular 
income (except for monthly payments of the termination bonus, 
which she has agreed in writing not to claim), this threat has 
also been lessened. Theoretically, however, she could expose 
LIEMPTY and LIFEAT techniques (since she has been a LIFEAT transcriber) 
but she could not, as far as we know, expose any currently employed 
agents, with the exception of L1EMDTY-4, who is married to GERENDE’s 
sister. (None of the above assessn>»ni ui' the possible security 
threat posed by LIEMPTY-19 is changed by her 8 July visit to 
JKLANCE Headquarters.)

4. There have been no changes in the functioning or activities 
of the LICALLA base bouse. In addition to the routine photos, 
"attendance reports," and special concentration on the activities 
of various Individuals (most recently AETURNKEY), LIEMPTY-9 
responded to a number of spot requests. lor instance, it was 
LICALLA coverage which was instrumental in helping to Identify the 
AEGRIP officer who came to Mexico City to meet an LNREAD agent 
(see MEXICO CITY 2820, 30 March 1970) and to establish that the 
TDYer spent most of his time in the company of other AEGRIP officers. 
Also, when the AEKICK inspectors finally arrived early in April, 
LIEMPTY-9 was able to establish that their principal "escort 
Officer" appeared to be"AETURNKEY. LIEMPTY-9 was also alerted to 
watch for the arrival of the subject of DIRECTOR 042120, 12 June 
1970 (and has not, as of this writing, seen any sign of him). 
Perhaps the most useful contribution during the reporting period 
«as the updating of a sketch of the back of the MHHARSTI Embassy, 
identifying the oersons he most often sees at each window. Used in 
conjunction with"the AEMIDRIFF debriefing (and her knowledge of 

the inside) this helped us come up with as accurate a view as we 
have ever had of the location of v<”'s-ous offices and officers 
within the MHHARSH Embassy.

5 There have also been no charges in the functions or 
VL-livitics of the LILVRTC base house personnel. Photos 
dailv comings and goings were routinely furnished. the 
again proved their value by indie-.’’"er $hat the subject oi MEXICO 
CITY 3389 8 June 1970, was probably lying when he said that he 
had meetings with AETURNKEY at certain times on certain dates.

and logs of 
logs cnue
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The logs showed that At'TURXKEY might have made the first meeting, 
but would certainly have been late for it. lor the alleged second 
meeting, however, the log showed that AETURNKEY was in the MHHARSH 
Embassy for the entire period of the movttng (subject ol MEXICO CITY 
3389 lat^r amended his story to say that AETURNKEY had not r.ade 
the second meeting). LILYRIC personnel were quick to spot the 
subject of MEXICO CITY 3542, 25 June 1970, making visits to the 
MHHARSH Embassy, and reported these visits by phone even before 
the Station had learned, from LIENVOY, of this person’s telephone 
call. Several other visitors of apparent WOLADY nationality were 
a)no routinely reported to local LNi'RGo, along with a request for 
license plate resolution if a WOLADY license plate is spotted. 
Late in June, LILYRIC was alerted to report the possible visit of 
a person who had made a phone call to 201-087316, offering the 
latte? some "interesting information," LILYRIC spotted and 
photographed a person '*ho  nay bo identical with the caller, and 
attempts are now under way to resolve this.

6. LIEMPTY-4 continues to handle all photo developing and 
rrlnting (except when certain prints, are r.r-eded quickly), and In 
spite, of his leg itfjury, from which he is nc.w recovered, he did 
not miss any deadlines. The fact that GERENDE has been terminated 
is not expected to affect his relationship with the Station, even 
though he is married to one of GERENDE’s sisters. FEENALD has 
established good rapport with him, and he has stated that GERENDE’s 
problems are not his and will have no effect on his association.

7. The above recital of LILYRIC and LICALLA activities would 
seem to indicate a heavy CI emphasis. Actually, this is not the 
case. While CI is an important by-product, net only for ourselves 
but also in support of r.alk-in operations run by other agencies, 
the dny-in day-out bread and butter photo and fixed surveillance 
information is of great importance to our positive operations. The 
data base which has been built ur» “nd maintained by LIEMPTY 
facilities, along with the services, Of LIENVOY, LIFEAT. and 
LIEMBKACE, give the Station an imyi.assive snnr>ni>» annaratns 
is vital to our program.

8. With respect to the approved project renewal forwarded 
with Reference B, we have the following comments;

a. Through an oversight, we neglected to report in 
Reference A that LILYRIC base house rent was raised as of 
1 January 1970 to an annual rate of $3,360.00 (USD).

b. LICALLA base house rent was raised, effective 1 
July 1970, to an annual rate of $1,373.00 (USD). (Reference 
B shows that this figure has already been requested for
FY 1971.)

c. As indicated in Reference A, salary increases for 
all remaining LIEMPTY personnel will probably be recommended 
in the near future.

d. The GERENDE dark room rent (MEXI 137) is now being 
paid to LIEMPTY-4. Pending the completion of GERENDE’s new 
house the lab work was being done temporarily in LIKMPTY-4's 
office. With the suspension,' •"d  now the termination of 
r.;ovMnr ;t became necessary to maKe t>>»» a permanent 
arrVngenent. and ths station felt it only fair to pay LIEMPTY-4 
this fee ($80.00 USD per month), not only lor the use of bis 
space but also for increased water and electric bills 
(particularly the latter) resulting from his having to develop, 
print and dry the photos. GERENDE was paid through December 
1969 ’and in June 1970 LIEMPTY-4 was paid retroactively for 
the period 1 January to 30 June 1970. It is planned to continue 
the monthly payments, so this item should be restored in the 
next project renewal request.

*

---------------------- ----------------------... , classification
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e. Regarding vehicles, gv 2947 (not MV 2823) was sold 
in FY 1970. MV 2873 is the liehtra^ vehicle, and is still 
4.n use. It is, however, us«»d in the LfhMBR.\C£ Project and 
the maintenance expenses ought to be charged to LIEMBRACE, 
Just as are the salaries of LIEMPTY—10 and L1EMPTY-11, who 
operate the LIENTRAP vehicle..

9. The changes noted above do not involve large amounts of 
money, and are also to some extent offsetting. Therefore, it is 
not likely that these changes will require additional funds for 
FY 1971 over the amount approved.

10. As requested In Reference B, following are emergency 
commo plans as worked out by FERNALD:

a. LIEMPTY-4; Spanish should be used when talking to 
his secretary-; Spanish should also be used, preferably, 
when talking to LIEMPTY—1. In view of his profession and the 
uncertainty of his working schedule, the person making the 
contact should go unannounced to his medical office at 
Carlos B. Zetina 73 between 170C and 1830.hours. In the 
waiting room there is a necretary and the callex' should tell 
her that he was referred by "Sr. Victor de los Laboratorios 
del Norte” and wants to see the doctor. When admitted, the 
officei’ should tell LIEMPTY-4 that he Is certain the doctor 
remembers Sr. Victor. LIEMPTY-4 will answer affirmatively. 
For positive identification, the officer will show the last 
salary receipt signed by LIEMPTY-4. LIEMPTY-4 needs no 
positive identification, because his diplomas with pictures 
are exposed in visible places in the waiting room.

b. LICALLA (LIEMPTY-9) : Spanish only should be used. 
After 1630 hours but before 1800 hours, phone to his place 
of cover buslnesH (phor.co; >56-15-44 through 48) and ask
for LIEMPTY-9. Caller should identify himself as a friend of 
Victor and state his own interest «» ukuhb — - 
insured through him. Add that the caller would like to discuss 
the matter with him ovex' a cup of coffee. Arrange date and 
time (about 1700 hours) oi meeting. Prearranged place: 
Woolworth Store at Retorma, near the Reforma Hotel, in the 
hardware and tools department. LIEMPTY-9 will have a briefcase 
(or attache case) and a rolled up newspaper in the same hand. 
PASSWORD: Officer; Please, where car. I get a tape measure 

calibrated in inches? I need it for my
* Club.

LIEMPTY-9: You should have no problem in finding 
one.

For positive identification the officer will show last salary 
receipt signed by LIEMPTY-9. LIEMPTY-9 will pull out of his 
briefcase a Monterrey Insurance Co. application form with his 
namo written in the upper right corner. The first and third 
Tuesday of each month LIEMPTY-9 will be walking in front of 
SEPS-Paris Restaurant, on the Insurgentes side, from 1620 
to 1G30 hours, with his briefcase as stated above. Password 
and identification are ns stated above.

C LILYRIC (LIEMPTY-13) ; Spanish only should be used. 
Phone his place of work (5-20-60-20, ext 367), his secretary 
usually answers,.and ask LIEMPTY-13 if he received the present 
his friend Victor sent him, because Victor has not heard from 
him for some time, LIEMPTY-it will answer negatively re the 
present. The caller will request a meeting with LIEMPTY-13 
because’he wants to be able to tell Victor how his friend 
the Ingeniero was. Arrange date and time of meeting. Place 
is prearranged: in the Koala Restaurant-Cafeteria at the 
corner of Ejercito Nscioral and Kcliere (Cigahte Super Market, 
parking lot). LIFMPTY-13 will be sitting (or standing) in
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the waiting area holding a medium sized manila envelope in 
one hand and two addressed but unsealed airmail envelopes 
in the other.
PASSWORD: Officer; Can I catch a bus for Santa Monica here?

LIEMPTY-13: I am not very sure, but I will ask 
sorieboay.

For positive identification, the officer’ will show last salary 
receipt signed by LIEMPTY-13. LIEMPTY-13 will show a folded 
box oi Colgate tooth paste. On the second and fourth Thursday 
of each month, LIEMPTY-13 will be walking in front of the 
above-mentioned Koala Restaurant-Cafeteria, on the Ejercito 
side, from 1330 to 1340 hours. As a recognition signal he 
will hold the three envelopes as described above, except that 
if it is raining-,- he will have all envelopes In one hand but 
arranged so that the two airmail envelopes will be easily 
visible. Password and identification are as stated above.

> > «4 
Vincent P. RIZZUTO

:n r.Y :-i 1!I
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SUMMARY

1. The LIEMPTY Project has thus far, survived the absence from 
duty of its principal agent, Raymond H. GERENDE, as well as the 
threat to the security of the Project represented by GERENDE’s 
marital problems. Bruce H. FERNALD has been handling all Project 
personnel since early December 1969, when GERENDE was deactivated 
and placed on half-pay. No problems have resulted from this, other 
than a delay in the receipt of photos (FERNALD is unable to meet 
LIEMPTY personnel as frequently as GERENDE was). The security 
threat will remain as long as GERENDE’s estranged wife has it 
within her power to expose GERENDE’s RVROCK connection and the type 
of work he was engaged in. She has continually promised not to do 
this, and thus far she has kept her word.

2. The LIEMPTY product continues to be a valuable one for the 
Station. It continues to play an important CI role (particularly 
for LNEBGO and LNREAD) but its greatest value, as far as the Station 
is concerned, is in the positive field. Two recent examples 
underline this; The early-.(and thus,far only) debriefing of 
AEMIDRIFF was accomplished almost exclusively by showing her photos 
of all MHHARSH Embassy personnel and getting from her a character 
sketch on each individual. These photos were all obtained by 
LILYRIC and LICALLA. Secondly, LIEMPTY observations (as opposed to
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photos) played an important role in our total coverage of AESEAS1CK 
during tho recent operational activity undertaken against AESEASICK. 
In short, LIEMPTY remains a highly effective and highly useful 

.support asset, whose'product'is obtained in order to be used 
operationally, not simply collected for the files.

GERENDE

3. The GERENDE problem is unquestionably a serious one. We 
are forwarding under separate cover copies of several memoranda 
prepared by GERENDE. Ono outlines the history of his marital 
problems, another describes the current legal situation, and a 
third outlines proposals for a settlement. There is no hope of 
reconciliation, the Station's position with GERENDE from the 
start .has been that he must agree to an amicable settlement with 
his wife in order to insure that she would not feel forced to take 
steps which would jeopardize the security of Station operations. 
For this treason, the Station insisted from the beginning that any 
financial settlement with his wife would have to take into account 
the fact that he was receiving a certain salary from RVROCK, and 
that he could not fairly keep this salary out of the settlement on 
tho grounds that bls wife could make no legal claim to that 
salary. GERENDE's wife w^as made aware of our position on this, and 
she was grateful, even though she realized that this arrangement 
was strictly Informal. The Station felt that GERENDE could not be 
allowed to use his RVROCK salary as a weapon in the dispute with his 
wife, because if he did, she could hardly be expected to refrain 
from exposing his connections. Indeed, events have shown that 
GERENDE's wife is a vindictive woman, and if it had not been clear 
to her that she, as well as GERENDE, would lose money if he loses 
his job, she might have blown the whistle long ago. GERENDE, for 
his part, would have preferred to keep his RVROCK salary entirely 
out of the picture. Eventually, however, he agreed that the Station 
position was fair, and he said he would conform.

4. The attached memoranda from GERENDE are, in the Station's 
opinion, basically fair accounts. In the beginning, the Station 
was inclined to give GERENDE's wife (LIEMPTY-19) the benefit of the 
doubt, largely because her description of GERENDE's character 
weaknesses came as no surprise (particularly his tendency to 
procrastinate, even when his marriage was at stake). Early in the 
conflict, LIEMPTY-19 contacted RIZZUTO and asked point blank what 
she could tell her lawyer about GERENDE's salary. She was told 
she could not.mention the RVROCK portion under any circumstances, 
and that if she told anyone that GERENDE had any connection with 
LNPURE, the connection would be denied and GERENDE would be 
terminated. She appeared to accept this gracefully, even though it 
meant she would have to scale her support demands down to the 
level of GERENDE's overt income (GERENDE’s monthly salary from 
RVROCK was over 7,000 pesos; he earned an additional 4 to 5,000 pesos 
teaching English, and he has since rented their house, for which 
he is receiving slightly less than 7,000 pesos monthly). 
Subsequently, LIEMPTY-13 was told that the Station would see to it 
that as long as GERENDE continued to receive an RVROCK salary, he 
would give her the same.proportion of this salary that the courts 
determined should be paid from his overt income. This, of course, 
was strictly an informal arrangement, one which would stop the ~~ 
mTnute GERENDE stopped receiving a salary. Lately as LIEMPTY-19's 
"Position hardened and her vindictiveness began to rule her actions, 
LIEMPTY-19 was reminded by the Station that the longer it took for 

.an amicable solution to be reached, the greater was the chance 
that GERENDE would lose his job. If she persisted in having him 
arrested (which she succeeded in doing twice), his job would be 
jeopardized. While she continued to repeat sweetly that she had no 
intention of- causing his termination, and had never breathed a 
word toa soul about his RVROCK affiliation, her attitude was in 
fact jeopardizing his job and if he lost his job, she and the 
children, as well as GERENDE, would lose income. Her attitude is
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doubly disappointing in view of the fact that as she became more and 
more unreasonable, GERENDE was moving in the othor direction.

5. The outcome can still not be predicted. As can be seen 
from GERENDE's memos, the two sides are still far apart on a number 
of points, including specifically money. LIEMPTY-19 insists on 
10,000 pesos per month. GERtMDE is willing to pay 5,000. GERENDE 
is currently on half-pay, which means that his total (all source) 
monthly income is around 14,000 pesos. From this, he would not only 
have, to pay the amount which is finally agreed upon, he must also 
continue payments of 2500 pesos per month to LIEMPTY-19's father 
(paying off a loan obtained to build their house). The complicatingUXl a 1UUII UUViUllUU fcU UU1AU VHUA1 ilVUOV/ « AUU LUIHp A Atal XOg

& ■* factor is.the uncertainly of GERENDE's future with RVROCK. The
Station has maintained for some time that it is impossible to 
continue to pay'-GERENDE his full salary solely torun the LICALLA 
and LILYRIC basehouses. Now that FERNALD has absorbed this duty 
with only small inconvenience, and some loss of timeliness, it makes 
even less sense to put GERENDE to work only to do this. GERiNDE 
has long been aware of the Station's thinking in this regard, and 
prior to the current personal crisis he had been told that he 
would have to work harder at a greater variety of tasks in order 
to retain hi«? position. As Headquarters is aware, he had been 
given additional tasks, and, as reported in reference, he had begun 
to respond very well. There has never been any question of GERENDE's 
ability. As we have previously stated, he is personable, intelligent, 
bilingual and binational, and has hnd good training and experience 
in certain fields. On the other hand, there has long been doubt 
about his seriousness of purpose, his initiative, and his ambition. 
The "reversal of roles" which he describes in one of the attached ----
memos, which took place when he was confined to his home as an • 
LP keeper, did more than cause domestic problems — it apparently 
deprived him of the discipline of a daily Job. His well-deserved 
reputation for being lazy was earned years ago.

must be answered is whether or6. The. question which
not to terminate GERENDE. He can be useful to the Station, but 
the Jtation has learned to get along without him. What are the 
security hazards involved? The general range of his knowledge is 
described in paragraph 5 of reference. If all of this were blown, 
the loss to the Station, particularly in terms of support operations 
against the MHHARSH target, would be considerable. The Station 
does not believe that GERENDE would deliberately expose any of this, 
but it is Impossible to predict what LIEMPTY-19 might do, particularly 
since she would feel that she had nothing to lose, having already 
lost a possible source of income through the termination, GERENDE's 
termination bonus would probably be in the neighborhood of ten 
thousand dollars. Presumably LIEMPTY-19 is aware of the fact that 
he would get such a bonus, although the Station has never discussed 
this with her and the possible division of such a bonus between the 
two of them has never been mentioned.

LICALLA

7. The LICALLA basehouse continues to function without changes, 
except for the fact that Bruce H. FERNALD has been meeting LIEMPTY-9 
since 9 December 1969. Brief meetings with LIEMPTY-9 are held once 
a week at pre-arranged times and places (well away from the MHHARSH 
area). Occasionally special meetings are called, by phone, by 
FERNALD, if special coverage is desired (as in the AESEASICK case, 
for example). There have been no problems, operational or personal, 
involving the basehcuse or LIEMPTY-9 during the reporting period. 
LIEMPTY-9 provided 1,728 photographs during the reporting period, 
and in addition to his regular reporting on observed activities of 
MHHARSH personnel, he provided special coverage as requested. This 
"special coverage" consists of his observations of a selected 
individual — who does he spend his time with, how is he behaving, 
when was he present (or absent), etc. LIEMPTY-9 spends over 40
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hours a week Just watching (and photographing) MHHARSH personnel, 
and over the years he has gottento know then, and their habits, 
very well. Ho can spot unusual or atypical behavior, and when he 
is asked to put a certain individual under close scrutiny, his 
comments can be very useful. Newcomers, no natter what their 
cover, will frequently gravitate to their IS colleagues in the 
"safety" of the MHHARSH back yard, thereby enabling us to make 
tentative AEKICK or AEGRIP identifications. TOYers can often be 
linked up with their internal escort officers. In the case of 
specific targets, LICALLA special coverage can sometimes give clues 
to personal relationships which can be exploited. During the report! 
period we had special coverage on AESEASICK (to determine any 
changes in pattern following the AEMIDRIFF defection and following I 
the operation against him — and in both cases LICALLA did report * 
some, change in pattern); 201-305870 (for much the same reason, 
although here the evidence was not as clear); AEPOLYP (to gather 
information on his patterns and his associations); AETAKEOFF 
(for the same reason); and 201-838166 (to find out if he did, 

in fact work in the "restricted area" and who his associates were, 
a requirement which was quickly satisfied). Also, LICALLA has been 
asked to report on the arrival and activities of TDYers such as 
the AEKICK security inspectors (he is not, of course, told that 
"security inspectors" are expected — he is told of the expected I 
arrival of visitors, and he can spot a visitor or newcomer immediately), 
the possible arrival of 201-314616 and, currently, to attempt to 
identify, at least by association^the person who went out to meet 
an LNREAD agent (subject of MEXICO CITY 2741, 17 March 1970). The 
value of LICALLA to the R1DT0P program in Mexico City can scarcely 
be overstated.

LILYRIC

8. There have been no changes during the reporting period of 
the operation of the LILYRIC basehouse activity, except that Bruce 
H. FERNALD took over the handling of the LILYRIC personnel from 
GERENDE in early December. FERNAID normally meets only LIEMPTY-13, 
at pre-arranged sites and times (also well away from the MHHARSH 
area), once a week for pick-up of the films and reports. He occa
sionally meets LIEMPTY-14 (LIEMPTY-13’s wife) when LIEMPTY-13 may 
be out of town. The LILYRIC coverage is a family enterprise 
with the work equally divided among LIEMPTY-13, -M,-26, and-27, 
who split up the hours of. duty so that there is uninterrupted 
coverage Mondays through Fridays from 0SO0 to 1800 hours, and 
0800 to 1500 hours Saturdays. (Extra-hour or week-end coverage may 
be requested as necessary, and the LILYRIC personnel responded to 
the Station request for such extra coverage during the AEMIDRIFF 
and AESEASICK cases.) The family has continued to provide reports 
during the reporting period on all activity centered on the front 
entrance of the MHHARSH Embassy. Such coverage included, as in the 
past, daily logs on the comings and goings of MHHARSH officials, 
up-tc-date recording of MHHARSH license numbers, special activities 
and visitors (particularly Americans,, of whom five were spotted and 
reported on during the reporting period), and some 3,500 photographs. 
As an example of the value of LILYRIC coverage, within one week of 
the change of license plates at the MHHARSH Embassy (a biannual change 
affecting all of Mexico, with new numbers bearing no relation to 
the old), LILYRIC had provided a complete list of the new numbers 
(along with the cars to which the plates are assigned). Among 
other things, this enabled tho Station to identify AESEASICK’s 
companions during his last few days in Mexico. Without LILYRIQ 
identification of the new license plates would have taken months and 
would have handicapped our operations. LILYRIC has also provided 
special coverage of the visit of a Latin American CP representative, 
and is currently watching for the two AEKICK security technicians, 
201-314616, and the man who went to meet the LNREAD agent. Also, 
LILYRIC has reported on visits of Mexican students and the identity 
of the MHHARSH representatives who deal with them or hand out 
literature to them. In short, LILYRIC’s services, even though the
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MHHARSHers undoubtedly assume we have a LILYRIC-like facility, and 
act accordingly, arc another vital element of the RUJTOP program.

LIEMPTY-4

9. LIEMPTY-4. has continued to develop and to print all of 
the LICALLA and LILYRIC photographs. He has been met regularly by 
Bruce H. FERNALD (taking over for GERENDE) since 26 November 1969. 
The first few meetings at that time (late November and early 
December) were arranged by FERNALD by telephone to LIEMPTY-4 and 
primarily concerned LIEMPTY-4’s reports on GERENDE’s family problems 
and related security arrangements. Since mld-December, LIEMPTY-4 
resumed a regular schedule (usually weekly) of meetings at 
pre-arranged- sites' and times. LIEMPTY-4 has been given a special 
extension in the.Station to which he may call as "Dr. Carlos" to 
leave a message for "Victor"- (FERNALD).. FERNALD can change meeting 
plans by directly calling LIEMPTY-4. The only personal problem 
directly involving LIEMPTY-4 was surgery on his knee which required 
his wearing a full cast on his leg for over six weeks. During 
th is’(period. when LIEMPTY-4 has been unable to drive, FERNALD has 
been meeting LIEMPTY-4, for the exchange of LICALLA/LILYRIC films 
and prints, at LIEMPTY-4's office, under a suitable pretext and with 
appropriate security precautions. LIEMPTY-4’s services are 
invaluable since the Station could not, on a continuing basis, 
process the LIEMPTY material in its own photo lab.

SECURITY

10. Other than the 
personal problems, there 
reporting period.

security problems inherent in GERENDE’s 
have been no security problems during the

FUTURE PLANS

I 11. As for GERENDE, the Station has reached the conclusion 
[that he must be terminated. .This is not an easy decision to make, 
[ nor will it be easy to confront GERENDE with this decision. He 
[ has, after all, devoted 15 years of his life to RVROCK. However, 
as noted above, in spite of his talents the Station has been able 
to get along without his services. Furthermore, the constant 
security risk posed by his wife is, frankly, an unacceptable risk. 
To try to mollfy her by promising*her  a portion of his salary is 
probably unworkable in realistic terms, particularly since her 
attitude has progressively hardened. The Station, therefore, 
intends to terminate GERENDE prior to the end of FY 1970. GERENDE’s 
contract calls for a termination bonus of one month's salary per 
full year. This would come to $8,750 (USD). Foi' various reasons, 
including the need to preserve the security of the operation by 
ensuring that the termination is amicable, it will probably be 
necessary, as stated in paragraph 6, to give GERENDE about $10,000 
(USD). Furthermore, it will be necessary to Inform LIEMPTY-19 of 
the termination, and, to keep her from revealing what she knows, 
she will undoubtedly have to be given some money herself. The 
Station does not believe that it would beequitable or sound from 
a security point of view to use the money which GERENDE himself has 
earned for this purpose. Therefore, while the figure will remain 
negotiable, the Station believes that the sum of $2,500 (USD) 
would be a reasonable amount. Total obligations for FY 1970 in 
the LIEMPTY Project are currently estimated at slightly less than 
$33,000 (USD). The Project has been approved in the amount of 
$38,970 (USD) leaving unobligated approximately $6,000 (USD). It 
is therefore requested that' the LIEMPTY Project be amended for 
FY 1970 to provide an additional $8,000 (USD) to be used in the 
GERENDE termination. Funds will be available at the Station.
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12. ' Regarding the project  renewal for.FY 1971, as far as 
LICALLA, LILYRIC, and LIEMPTY-4 are concerned, no changes in 
procedure are planned. The product is useful, it is as timely as 
present circumstances permit, and the personnel involved are doing 
their jobs well. The only change foreseen is an increase in 
salary for some, if not all, of these agents. The most recent 
salary Increases took effect in May 1908. LIEMPTY-4 has not had 
an increase since January 1967, and LIEMPTY-13 since January 1964. 
increase in cost of living alone would be sufficient justification 
to raise salaries, but in the case of these agents their consistently 
excellent workideserves to be rewarded. These salary Increases 
will probably range between 10 and 20 percent.

*

~ '•£ •• ■ r,
|3. As for other project expenses, LIEMPTY-10 and LIEMPTY-1I 

will no longer be funded under LIEMPTY, but have been transferred 
to LIEMBRACE effective 1 July 1970. Real estate expenses should 
remain fairly constant, with perhaps a slight allowance for 
inflation. The rent on GERENDE's dark room (MEXI 137) will no 
longer be paid with his termination. MV-2823 will be sold or 
otherwise disposed of and should not be included in the project 
for FY 1971. Equipment and operational expenses should remain 
constant.
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IS March 1970

TO : Case Officer and Chief of Station

FROM : GERENDE

SUBJECT: GERENDE Background and Status Report
of Present Marital Conflict

1. While this is not Intended to be a full exposition of my - 
personal and private life over recent years, I would like to mako 
known some of the factors that have, from my point of view, led 
up to the present situation.

2. I realize that the interests of the organization and the 
interest of the Individuals who may have opportunity to come in 
contact with my caje dictate as little personal involvement as 
possible tn the lives of agents. Indeed, the requirements of 
security, compartnentation and efficiency prescribe the modue 
operand! and, to a great extent the modus vivendi, of agency 
personnel not only in the sense of earning a living but also in 
manner of living. Ideally, the less said about an agent's private 
life, the better, but, as the years go by, changes may occur which 
go unreported or unnoticed and which may bring about unexpected 
events and repercussions. When n person has been working for the 
Station, as T have, for fifteen years with little or no personnel 
handling problems, no security flaps, no obvious problems on the 
Job, and something ccoies up like the abrupt separation of my 
wife (LIEMPTY-19) and sre with the personal and potential security 
risks it has entailed, J feel that some explanation Is necessary. 
Should it be in order, I would like this explanation tc reach not 
only my present case officer and Chief of Station but also the 
former Chief and officers with whom I have had the privilege to 
work over the years.

3. I would like to give thanks, in advance, for the patience 
and understanding that have been shown me thus far. Whatever the 
final outcome, I know that people have been bending over backward 
to be helpful and patient in hopes of an early solution to the 
conflict.

4. Back in September 1959, shortly after our wedding in late 
1958, r.y wife and baby girl, were moved, by the agency, into a
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spacious, carpeted, furnished apartment near the DIZTAG Embassy, 
which served intermittently as a listening post-basehouse for the 
agency. At the time, LIEMPTY-19 was working as the manager of the 
bookstore at the University of the Americas and, at the same time, 
studying for a B.A. in philosophy. Those were happy times. We 
received a two-uonth leave, went to Europe, the Rome Olympics and 
visited LIEMPTY-19’s family in Holland. Back in Mexico, when the 

base was in operation I- stayed heme a lot (one of the re'.’uireraents), 
minded the dial and tape recorders and the baby -- an unfortunate 
reversal of marital roles. After exactly five years the basehouse 
was closed down and we lost rent, LIEMPTY-19's salary and my 
mother's salary which she had been receiving as part-time basehouse 
keeper. My mother and youngest sister gave considerable help in 
taking care of the baby while LIEMl’TY-19 worked and when we went 
to Europe and left the baby with them. This was during the first 
three years at the base until we had our second child, Christopher.

5. We moved to a small apartment in Lonas and, to supplement 
t he loss cf salary and rent allowance, the Station began paying 
1,000 pesos a month for the use ol a dark room I had built on the 
roof of the building. We had cu r third child, Madeleine, unplanned, 
two months after settling in the two-bedroom apartment. The 

apartment need not have been so small hut we had chosen it for its 
location and style and because it was to be a temporary stop until 
we could find something better. We missed going to the Olympics 
in Tokyo which we had planned to do (1964) and instead began 
negotiating to buy a home building site at Rio Escondido but when 
the deal fell through, we decided to go on leave to Europe again, 
this time with the two older children, leaving the baby with my 
sister. We visited with LI EMPTY-19's parents in Holland (they had 
moved back to Holland after having lived in Washington, D.C., since 
1943) and the two children stayed with them while LIEMPTY-19 and I 
made side trips. Traveling is LIEMPTY-19's greatest love in life. 
Upon our return to Mexico (I came back twe weeks earlier), LIEMPTY-19 
was so depressed at lea’ing Europe and being back in Mexico she was 
emotionally and physically inaccessible for about six weeks. She 
had not fully adjusted to living in Mexico or to settling down and 
becoming a housewife. Our cramped quarters, way of living; lack 

' of money, my job, my irregular hours and habits, my Friday night 
poker games, the three children, all these got her down.

6. In the fall of 1965 after our return from Europe I began 
teaching English to beginners in the adult education program at the 
American School in the evenings. This started as a two-hour a 
week moonlighting experiment but by early 1966, through student 
contacts made at the school, I had branded out to teaching at the 
offices of Carnation Milk Co., Singer Sewing Machine, and 
Richardson-Merrell Drug Co. lor a total of about twenty hours per 
week. LIEMPTY-19, meantime, was working part-time at the Hamilton 
School in Lonas where the two older children were attending. The 
family finances improved and I was able to convince LIEMPTY-19 that
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the best thing to do was-to Invest in land and build a house big 
enough for our growing family which by now had a fourth child on 
the way. With three friends as partners, I entered on a land-buying 
deal which turned out to be complicated' as we bought the land in 
the form of company stock. The company was liquidated and the 
assets were distributed, as land, to the four partners. I paid for 
our share with the proceeds Iran the sale of a small lot I had been 
paying for since.1955. LIEMPTY-19 was at first reluctant to tie 
us down with a house but when we finally got the papers and land 
deed straightened out, she threw herself wholeheartedly into the 
project and the building which began in August 1967. While LIEMPTY-19 
supervised the construction, I worked during September and October 
almost full-time for the Olympic Organizing Committee and the group 
from Czechoslovakia which came to train in the pre-Olympics. My 
father-in-law deposited money '.n Mexico to help us with the major 
part oi the financing of the house. We used $286,500 pesos of his 
money and about $60,000 that LIEMPTY-19 and I had saved and got the 
house finished enough to move in in March 1968. We were very short 
on furniture and shortly after moving in bought three bedroom sets, 
an automatic washer and even a piano. Naturally, cash was scarce, 
dirt was plentiful. The yard was a pile of rubble, the carpentry 
work had just begun, there were no closets, the house was unpainted. 
Thereafter, we did things on the house as the money came in: 
continued with carpentry, finished the driveway, put in grass, 
built a fence and front Gate.

7. Six months after moving in came time for the Olympics and 
I worked, unofficially this time, with the water polo team from 
Australia. LIEMPTY-19 worked for the month with the Dutch and 
Belgian radio and TV group. LIEMPTY-19 vas, once again, caught up 
in the atmosphere of being among Europeans and doing something 
exc't’ng and out of the routine of home and children. She fell in 
love with the Australians as well, and ror several months all she 
ccold talk of was that we should move to Australia. I gave it some 
thought but decided that we had neither the money to invest nor the 
youth and technical training to make it as pioneers "down under" 
and, on the other hand, family, friends, a house, and job seniority 
here in Mexico.

8. Toward the end of 1968, LIE.'1PTY-19 decided it was time for 
me to move out of the master bedroom as she could no longer face 
that aspect of our married life. For several months we tried this 
but it did not work out for me. One night in March 1969 after we 
returned home from a party, she asked me to help her undress and 
when she, once again, refused to have arm. thing to do with me, I 
got rough with her, prompting a decision on her part, which she 
had already been pondering, to visit her parents in Holland as soon 
as possible. Her father provided the plane fare and she! left in 
April for the United States to visit her brother and sister and 
Holland, for ’■.hat she said would be a five week trip. She -stayed 
a«ay ten weeks. The four children remained with me, the,maid, and 



ny mother who came to'-help three days a week. Upon her return, 
LIEMPTY-19.bore an air of resignation rather than of enthu-jinan and, 
again, as on her previous return from Europe, was physicall’- down 
and mentally unhappy. When asked about her thoughts on Australia 
she said that it she had wanted to live in Australia, she should 
have married an Australian. The separation had not improved our 
intimate relationship.

9. In Avgust I was to take fi’e weeks’ leave and go with the 
children to Astro-World in Houston aad visit my mother’s family in 
South Carolina. When I suggested postponing making monthly payments 
on her father's loan until December when the Christmas Sonus would 
cover the back debt, in order to make the trip, she vas adamant, 
saving that if I did not have the cash for going, I should not take 
leave. I borrowed from my life insurance policy and left with the 
three youngest children. Adriana had a touch of hepr.titis and 
joined us three weeks later. After spending tie month in South 
Carolina, we returned to Mexico to find that LIEMPTY-19 had very 
much enjoyed her solitude. We had already talked about divorce before 
her trip to Holland in the spring. I had told her that I would not 
consider parting with the children and she said she would consider 
leaving them to me if I would settle the debt to her father as well 
as give her a substantia?, share of what she considered was her part 
of the house. The title of the house was in my name and had been 
since the buying of the land. LIEMPTY-19 said I could mortgr.ge or 
sell the house but that Lhe money was what she was mainly interested 
in. I told her that the sale of the house was not financially 
wise in its unfinished state and that the house and land are very 
likely to appreciate sharply over the next three or four years 
considering the housing developments going on in the area. Added 
to this was the sentimental attachment to the house and area. A 
mortgage, on the other hand, for the amount of her father's loan 
plus what she .was asking, was something I could not afford considering 
the more than 12 percent cost of such a mortgage in Mexico.

10. At the same time, during September 1969, that we were going 
through the above-mentioned discussions, LIEMPTY-19 was taking a 
course at Japan Airlines to become a tour guide and group leader 
for trips to the Orient as early as November 1969 and, certainly, 
to Expo ’70 in Osaka during the spring and summerci 1970. She 
received a diploma to that effect. I told her th .t if she wanted 
out cf the marriage and wanted to be free to travel it was all 
right by me but that the children would stay with me and I would 
continue to repay he’- father at the agreed rate (§2500 per month 
a nd 5 percent per year). She then sought legal advice from an old 
friend, Dutch lawyer Guillermo Floris Margadant who, in turn, steered 
her to a young woman lawyer, Dra. Berta Martinez, who must have 
advised LIEMPTY-19 that under the local legal system the only way 
to try for a sizable cash settlement and considerable support was to 
hang on to the children  LIEMPTY-19 made a radical "about-face" 
in her attitude concerning them and she now said that she could not

becar.se
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"Abandon'*  the children. I refused to visit her lawyer with her 
saying I was not interested in getting divorced, whereas she said 
that her mind was made up and that we would have to split up.

i
11. Things came to a bead on the night of 12 November when I 

got home around 9 P.M and she suggested we have a drink and talk 
things over. I mixed some martinis and she began laying down the 
terms under which she thought we should get divorced, i.e. I should 
move out of the bouse, mortgage to pay back her lather’s money, 
grant her custody of the children and support of 2,000 pesos per 
month per child ($8,000). I said I would not get divorced under 
those conditions and we discussed and argued in the kitchen for about 
three hours, killing a bottle of gin in the process. We wont 
upstairs'and when I tried to make up to her she tried to rouse the 
children, unsuccessfully, and then tried to leave the house which 
I would not let her do. She got hysterical, phoned a neighbor, 
Uta do la Hoz, then she rent into the front yard and awakened the 
next door neighbors, Walter Hurley and his wife, and asked to go to 
their house. A few minutes later, Uta and her husband Guillermo 
came and LI EMPTY-19 went with them to their home two blocks away. 
About a half-hcur later I walked up to Uta’s to ask LIEMP'l’Y-19 
to come home but was told that she was busy phoning her lawyer 
and would not return.

12. The following morning I took the children to school as 
usual and my sister Marcia (LIEMPTY-4's wife) picked them up ar.d 
took them to her house where I joined them for lunch. LIEMPTY-19 
name by in the late afternoon while my sister was out, picked up 
the children saying she was taking them home, failed to do so, then 
disappeared and was not to be found.

13. It was the subsequent action taken by LIJEMPTY-19 in 
dropping her lawyers and taking on the services of Bernabe Jurado, 
the most notorious penal attorney in Mexico, that, led to the 
potential security hazatds that ensued.



9 March 1970

TO : Case Officer

FROM : GERENDE

SUBJECT: GERENDE Status Report

The present situation of the marital conflict between GERENDE and 
his wife (LIEMPTY-19) is as follows;

1. GERENDE is living at his mother’s apartment at 99 Carlos 
B. Zetina Street, Apartment 9. He has rented a three-bedroom 
apartment at Tornel 3 corner with Pedro Antonio de los Santos where 
he-has stored the household effects and furniture removed from his 
former address at Ladera 39, Lomas de Bezares.

2. The house at Ladera 39 is rented to an executive of 
Chrysler Corporation International, Dr. Leon MARKIEWICZ, his wife, 
and fifteen-year old daughter, all of Argentine nationality. The 
monthly rent is 6,700 pesos M/N and the contract is for two years, 
beginning 1 February 1970.

3. LIEMPTY-19 and the four children are apparently still 
living at the residence of the Netherlands' Ambassador, Baren 
Schelto Van Heemstra at Pe&a 360, Jardines del Pedregal. It seems 
fairly certain they are at that address from things that the two 
older children, Adriana and Chris, have said to GERENDE on the last 
two occasions he has seen them. They have been there since
5 December 1969. LIEMPTY-19 has denied that she has a fixed address 
and says that she is staying with "friends."

4. LIEMPTY-19 is continuing to use the services of Bernabe 
Juardo as her lawy« .  and, through him, is pressing for even more 
advantageous terms in the. divorce than she had asked in November. 
Please see the attached copy and translation of the latest proposal 
made by Juardo on 4 March 1970.

*

5. The charges and accusations made by LIEMPTY-19 against 
GERENDE are still not completely resolved and are as follows;

a. Insults, threats and attempted homicide — this charge 
rests at the 5  Juzgado Penal, 2a Corte Penal located at*
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Lecumberri. The judge is CRUZ Mellado. These charges have 
not. been pressed since they were originally made on 13 November 
1969 by LIEMPTY-19. The ruling on these charges, should the 
case come to trial, must be made by three judges of the 2a Corte 
Penal composed of the 4th, 5th, and 6th Juzgados Penales. The 
judge of the 6’ Juzgado is Lie. QUIRAZCO, an alumnus of 
GERENDE's lawyer, Jorge Mario MAGALLON. Together they have, 
on two occaslQps, been to speak to Judge CRUZ Mellado who 
agreed not to tissue an arrest warrant and who has, finally, 
called for a hearing on 16 March (subsequently postponed) at 
10;00. MAGALLON has given GERENDE assurances that the charges 
are likely to be dismissed.

b. Fraud —» this charge was made by LIEMPTY-19 and her 
lawyer on 11 December 1969, the day after GERENDE left the 
Villa Obregon jail after having spent a week there for 
disobeying a court order. (The court order had consisted of 
an unfounded request to have GERENDE expelled from his house 
and to have LIEMPTY-19 reinstated there with her father, as 
the temporary custodian of the children. GERENDE refused them 
admissbn under those terms, hence disobeying the Villa Obregon 
judge's order, so the judge's secretary arbitrarily ordered, 
on the spot, a 10-day detention. Subsequently, the judge, 
LUCAS del ARHiAL, was forced to lift the detention after seven 
days and dismiss himself from the case and divorce proceedings 
as incompetent. The judge has had to face charges of 
collusion from and with the lawyers of both parties, i.e. 
Magallon and Jurado. The charge of fraud rests at Mesa 31a 
of tbe Procuraduria del Distrito Federal. The Public Ministry 
Agent in charge of that table is Jorge GUTIERREZ Cruz. 
LIEMPTY-19 claims that the money lent to her and GERENDE for 
building the house at Ladera #39 was actually loaned to buy 
the house and that GERENDE, knowing they were married under 
the separate property marriage clause had wrongfully placed 
the property in his name only, thereby committing fraud. 
Actually, the land was bought by GERENDE before Christmas 1965 
in a complicated transaction involving three other partners: 
Robert Bancroft WHITEHOUSE, John (Dick) RENNA, and James 
Walter HURLEY, and each of the partners placed the property 
in their respective names with the complete knowledge of their 
spouses.- Later the land was subdivided and after nineteen 
months the deeds were issued. LIEMPTY-19 supervised and prodded 
the notary who made the transaction and she was perfectly aware 
that the property was in GgRENDE's name. In August 1967 when 
construction of the house began, LIEMPTY-19's father's money 
was used which he had deposited in Mexico for the purpose. 
Since January 1969, according to the terms of the loan 
agreement, GERENDE has been paying it off and has receipts from 
LIEMPTY-19 to show for it.

GERENDE has presented both the land deed ("escritura") 
pre-dating the construction of the bouse and the receipts
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showing up to date payment of the loan at the "Mesa 31a." 
No further action has been taken by LIEMPTY-19 or her lawyer 
on this matter but th$, charge has not finally been settled and 
is still pending. The charge is, of course, unfounded and is 
awaiting the proper "lubrication" in order to be filed away.

c, Neglect — this charge was made by LIEMPTY-19 in 
December 1969 at the 7” Juzgado Mixto de Paz claiming that 
GERENDE had abandoned LIEMPTY-19 and the children to their fate 
and that they were utterly destitute. GERENDE was not 
notified of.this charge and on 9 February after attending a 
hearing at>the Villa Obregon Juzgado (see below), once out on 
the sidewalk, Judicial police agents detained GERENDE, took 
him to tho Procuraduria and from there to Lecumberri. This 
process involved being finger-printed and muggod. The 
following day GERENDE was out on a 2,000 pesos bond and three 
days later, 13 February, the Justice of the peace (a woman) 
formally set GERENDE free for lack of evidence. GERENDE and 
Magallon went back on 5 March to pick up the bond money and 
see If Jurado had appealed but he had not and, apparently, 
that matter is closed.

6. On 14 November 1969, one day after LIEMPTY-19 disappeared 
from home taking the children with her, GERENDE brought charges 
against her for minor lesions and showed medical proof thereof. 
The hearing of 9 February after which GERENDE was detained, was 
called by Villa Obregon Judge Bonfilio SEGURA. GERENDE reiterated 
the charge, LIEMPTY-19 denied it, the Judge ruled against her, 
ordered her to prison but since the injuries were minor, it does 
not require privation of liberty and she must only go and sign-in 
once a week.

7. LIEMPTY-19 is at present teaching school at the Edron 
Academy on Caleri.Street in San Angel Inn. The two older children 
are going to school there. During the latter part of November, all 
December and half of January, the children did not attend any 
school. On three occasions GERENDE has been to the school at 13:30 
to try to speak to LIEMPTY-19 and see tho children. LIEMPTY-19 
has objected to this and the meetings have been short and fruitless 
except for GERENDE learning that they are still staying at the Dutch 
Ambassador's. GERENDE's last visit there was on 3 March (Tuesday).

8. After the Villa Obregon judge dismissed himself from the 
divorce proceedings, according to standard procedure, the case 
went to Coyoacan and Xochimilco respectively where the judged, 
in turn, excused themselves from the case and it has finally come 
to reside at the 1st Juzgado Civil in the D.F. The Judge is Olda 
CORREA (woman) and has the reputation of being tough and pretty 
straight. Since LIEMPTY-19 has not given an address where divorce 
suit papers can be served her, the suit has not yet been initiated 
on GERENDE's part. LIEMPTY-19, on the otherhand, has not had



GER ENDS served with papers though his current address is known, 
apparently because she is still seeking a voluntary divorce along ' 
the lines and terns which are stated in the accompanying set of 
proposals. GKRENDE cannot begin to accept these proposals in 
their-^present form as they are patently unfair and hardly a point 
to beginning bargaining from.



8 March 1970

The following proposals were made to GERENDE on 4 March 1970 
(Monday) by LIEMPTY-19's lawyer, Bernabe Jurado, through a mutual 
friend, Llcenclado Carlos Heyu, to wit:

TERMS under which the problem of [LIEMPTY-19] and [Raymond H. 
GERENDE] could be solved.

1. The right (patria potestad) to the minors would be kept 
by both the mother and father.

2. The guardianship and custody of the four children is 
entrusted to the mother. The father may visit the children once 
a week between 10:00 and 19:00 hours; he may take them out once a 
month and will return them to the mother's address before 19:00.

3. The father is obliged to pay the mother the sum of 
10,000 pesos MN, in advance, per month beginning with the month 
of November 1969, since which time be has not given the mother or 
children any money at all.

4. This agreement will be raised to the level of a formal 
public writ the day it is signed by both parties.

5. Both spouses agree to divorce voluntarily under the terms 
of this agreement.

6. Upon termination of the divorce procedure, by mutual 
consent, both parties will desist from the civil and penal actions 
that either might have initiated against the other.

7. Both spouses are obliged to attend punctually the meetings 
that the legal procedure establishes as well as grant the guarantees 
demanded by the Public Ministry and acting Judge for the approval 
of this agreement and granting of the divorce.

8. In order that the father may visit his children and take 
them out, the mother is obliged to give notice of every change of 
address. *

9. With the exception of the one day a week that the father 
may visit the children and the one day a month when he may take
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them out, the father contracts the obligation of absolutely 
abstaining from calling on the mother's address, so that she may 
carry on her life freely without neglecting her children.

10. While the voluntary divorce is being processed, the 
mother and children will live at and, as
above stated, to satisfy their needs, the father will make the 
first monthly payment of $10,000^

11. Neither the father nor the mother may take the children 
out of Mexican territory without the authorization of the other.

12. Since GERENDE owes the parents of LI EMPTY-19 the sum of 
$286,500 plus agreed-on interest, minus whatever payments he has 
been able to make, the said GERENDE is obliged to mortgage the house 
at 39 Ladera, Lomas de Bezares in this city, precisely during the 
course of the divorce procedure by mutual consent as established 
in the antecedent clauses and before the divorce is granted so that 
LIEMPTY-19's parents are reimbursed on their loan or on the out
standing unpaid balance.

13. The expenses of making this agreement a formal writ as 
well as the fees of B. Juardo will be paid by GERENDE but these 
will be fixed in an equitable manner by Carlos Heyn to whose 
decision both will submit.

14. In case of failure to comply with any of the clauses of 
this agreement at any time or for just one time, either by GERENDE 
or LIEMPTY-19, both agree to expressly establish the following 
sanctions and terms;

15. If GERENDE is the one who violates any clause just one 
time, he will forfeit ^he house at Ladera 39 to the mother and 
children, LIEMPTY-19, Adriana Juliette, Christopher Ramon, Marla 
Madeleine, and Laurence Fernando, and said property will belong to 
the above mentioned persons.

16. If LIEMPTY-19 is the one who violates the terms of .this 
agreement for just one itme, she will lose the custody of children 
in favor of the father or whatever person he designates for the 
guardianship and custody of the minors.

17. Since LIEMPTY-19 has to establish an appropriate place 
to live, in the company of her four children, both parties agree 
that the household effects will be turned over by GERENDE, to 
LIEMPTY-19 for that purpose, as well as the automobile she has been 
using throughout the marriage.

Mexico, D.F., 4 March 1970
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NOTE: GERENDE’s lawyer advised him not te make a counter proposal. 
' His comments on the above terms are as follows (keyed to above):

1. OK
2. Visitation rights everyday at any time; he may take then 

out overnight once per week.

3. Will pay 5000 pesos per month, to begin with date of 
settlement (i.e. not retroactive)

z
4. OK
5. OK, assuming that agreement is reached on terms

6. OK

7. OK

8. OK

9. Revise to agree with GERENDE’s version of paragraph 2

10. OK, except payment is to be 5000 pesos.

11. OK

12. No. GERENDE prefers to continue paying off under the 
terms of the loan agreement with LIEUPTY-19’s father. Later, if 
a mortgage can be obtained at an acceptable interest, GERENDE 
might consider this.

13. No. GERENDE and LIEMPTY-19 will each pay their own 
lawyers.

14. See below

15. Not acceptable

16. Not acceptable (in context of paragraphs 14, 15, and 16)

17. She may receive household effects, but not the car.

6 - ? r
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6 March 1970

MEMORANDUM FOB: SB/HMO
VIA : 8B/X/WH
SUBJECT : Evaluation of Product Supplied to

80/DIvision Through LIEMPTY and 
LIENVOY Operations

1. It is requested that an evaluation of the product 
supplied by the LIEMPTY photographic surveillance operation 
targeted against the Soviet Embassy, and the LIENVOY joint 
telephone tap operations targeted against the Soviet, 
Polish, add Czech Embassies be submitted to this office. 
These evaluations will be presented with the current 
Projects LIEMPTY and LI ENVOY renewals; they are also 
desired for use In operational discussions with Mexico 
City Station.

2. Ab a guide, whenever possible, these evaluations 
should relate through the use oi overall statistics and/or 
specific instances In which the product has. been deemed 
useful by the SB/Dlvislon.

John C. Murray 
Chief, Wli/1

Distribution:
Orig. & 1 - 8B/RM0 

1 - SB/X/WH 
1 - WH/l/Chrono 
1 - LIEMPTY ProjectJ 
1 - LIENVOY Project
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SUMMARY

There has been no change in the operating procedures of 
LIEMPTY base houses, LICALLA and LILYRIC, or in the use 
the product. Raymond H. GERENDE continues as Project

. 1. 
the two 
made of 
principal agent, and renewed attempts have been made to broaden his 
activities, to include additional agent handling and the following 
up of ops leads. After a slow start, some progress has been made, 

ijbut GERENDE is now involved in divorce proceedings with his wife. 
I This situation is steadily worsening and represents a potential 
('security risk to LIEMPTY and other Station operations

GERENDE

2. 
tried to 
long recognized GERENDE's not inconsiderable talents: 
fluent iu two languages (to the point where he can pass either as a 
Mexican or an American with no trouble), he has considerable 1 
experience in support activities, he has knowledge of the local 
scene which would be hard to duplicate, and he is completely at the 
Station's disposal. He has also worked for RVROCK for close to 
15 years, in effect making a career of RVROCK, and the Station 
believes that this long period of service imposes on RVROCK an 
obligation to see that he is fairly treated and provided with benefits 

.which would not otherwise be due an agent with less longevity. On 
I the other hand, GERENDE has picked up some bad habits—he is not 
'punctual, his written reports leave much to be desired, and worst of 
lall, he lacks drive and ambition.

As Headquarters is aware, the Station has for some time ' 
get additional mileage out of GERENDE. The Station has

He is personable
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I 3. After several largely abortive attempts to get GERENDE to
I follow up operational leads (and after noting, at the same time, a 
I fine Job lie did in recruiting LIRICE-13), the Station decided to 
I present GERINDE with what amounted to an ultimatum; Following a 
I six-week leave at the home of relatives in the US, he was told that

in recognition of his past services he was being given a salary
I increase to $7,000 US per annum (which may not seem like much until
I it is realized that' GERENDE pays no taxes on this, and has the use
I of a QP car, to boot). He was also told that he would be given a
I number of pleads to follow up (in some cases persons to whom he had
I natural access; in other cases leads which he would follow up under
| cover and ""in alias),<as well as agents to handle (in alias). It 
I would be up to himtptakeadvantage of this opportunity to perform 
I up to his level of ability; if he did so, Headquarters would be 

willing to Work out an annuity program which would relieve his 
worries about eventual retirement. If he did not put out, he could 

Expect to be terminated by the end of FY 1970. GERENDE expressed 
his gratitude and his willingness to put his shoulder to the wheel, 

, and, in fact, he has doheso. In October 1969 he took over the 
handling -of~LIANVIL-l—fronFOliver G. SCANTLING, and the Station has 
started to give him leads to follow up. His performance has improved 
in every way—his punctuality has improved, his written reports 
are continually improving, and he has made the effort to devise 
approaches to the various leads and to start to follow up on them.

I 4. The Station was therefore highly encouraged, until 24
October, when GERENDE reported that his wife wanted a divorce. The 

I problem is basically one of incompatibility of personalities, 
I . exacerbated by the fact that GERENDE's operational activities 
| resulted in his being home more often than a man who works a normal 

office day. GERENDE's wife had taken a long vacation alone earlier 
I in the year, visiting her parents, and the leave taken by GERENDE,
I referred to above, followed his wife’s return and did not include
I her. Both times GERENDE had the four children. Thus the news of 
I y the divorce request did not come as a real surprise. The problem, 
I > however, is that both parties want custody of the children, and the 
I dispute becomes daily more bitter and more violent. The station 

.!•’/ has taken the position that security of GERENDE's operations must 
ibe preserved at all costs, hoping, of course, that the divorce can 
be avoided. At this writing, the outcome cannot be guessed. If 

.Ay/the bitter fight results in the surfacing of GERENDE's RVROCK 
o 1-/ employment, LILYRIC and LICALLA are faced with at least sane threat 
p of exposure. The MHHARSHers are quite aware that a LILYRIC-like 
I facility exists; whether they suspect LICALLA is a moot question. 
I LICALLA is in many ways more useful, and the MHHARSHers could put 
I it out of business very easily by making their wall higher. Little
I could, oi*  probably would, be done to prevent LILYRIC from functioning.

5. Other than LIANVIL-1 and, _____ ____ ___ __ ___ the LI EMPTY assets directly
* handled by GERENDE (LILYRIC and LICALLA personnel and LIElfPTY-4)

I \ other Station assets whose security might be affected by GERENDE's 
current problems include LIENTRAP, LIRICE-13, and the PCM OP.

I \ GERENDE is also aware of the.fact that some sort of operation, 
I (r presumably technical, is or has been conducted from the LIMESA 
\ complex; he is aware of the existence and knows some of the members 
' ofihe LIEMBRACE team (LIEMBRACE-1, -2, and -4, among the currently 

active)^ and he knows of the existance of LIENVOY and LIFEAT. His 
\ wifeisLIF£AT-19andhas been a substitute transcriber as late"as 
. Iate l968^ and his mother was LIFEUD-19 (a former LIFEAT basehouse 

S' keeper, inactive since June 1964). ■ GERENDE also knows SCANTLING, 
j J. David M. WILSTW," and'Raymond L. BARCENAS, as weIT as current"Station 

officers Vincent P. RIZZUTO and Bruce H. FERNALD (the latter in 
aliasXi' He has also met Andrew E. PELLEMENT, who used an alias. 
Th his 15 years, GERENDE has worked in almost every phase of the 
Station's support activities, and even though in recent years he 
has been pretty much restricted to LIEMPTY, his knowledge of 
activities and assets which are still current is considerable. It
is too early to judge the outcome of GERENDE's problems, but the 
Station is making every effort to see that security of operations 
is not affected by whatever decision is reached.
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LICALLA

6. The LICALLA base bouse has continued to function as in the 
past. LIEMPTY-9 continues to be a conscientious recorder of events. 
In addition to providing about 3,500 photos during the reporting 
period,,as well as comments on events and relationships which are 
noted by him, he had provided special, coverage as requested on 
various 'targets of Interest, such as AETAKEOFF. During GERENDE’s 
absence on leave, LIEMPTY-9 was handled by SCANTLING.

LILYRIC
■ I

7. LIEMPTY-13, -14, -26, and -27 have continued to provide 
full-time coverage Of the MHHARSH Etabassy front entrance, providing 
daily logs of the comings and goings of all officers, and about 
.9,000 photos, during the reporting period. The LILYRIC base house 
reported on the visits of Americans ten different times, and provided 
special coverage in connection with AEBURBLE, SCLEASE-2, and one 
other LNERGO walk-in case. LILYRIC personnel were also handled by 
SCANTLING during GERENDE’s absence.

LIEMPTY44

8. As in the past, LIEMPTY-4 has done the developing and 
printing of all LICALLA and LILYRIC photos, and most of the LIENTRAP 
production. LIEMPTY-4 was handled by FERNALD during GERENDE’s 
absence.

COMMENTS

I 9. LIEMPTY coverage of the MHHARSH installation continues to I
I be a useful tool in the Station’s operations against the MHHARSH I
I target. One IA in the Station spends several hours per week processing
I the take, keeping mug book and files up to date, checking the inf or- |
I mation in the logs against other reports when required (to determine [
I whether or not an agent or contact entered the MHHARSH installation I
I as biaimed; or whether an AEGRIP or AEKICK officer was out of the I
I installation at a particular time, etc.) and analyzing the LICALLA I
I production for insight into personal relationships. Useful I
I by-products include continual up-dating of MHHARSH license plates I
I and observation of demonstrations outside of the Embassy and I

renovations within the grounds.. Furthermore, in GERENDE the Station
I has been attempting to develop bn outside asset with considerable I
I flexibility, who has been used to make recruitments and assessments I

as well as handle agents. GERENDE’s personal problems are placing I
I his own career in jeopardy and pose a potential security hazard to I
| LIEMPTY and other Station operations. This is a problem which will I

be dealt with and resolved in the next reporting period and prior I 
to~the next~Prdject renewal~request7~। ’

//

for/ John A. PROBERT
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SUMMARY

1. There have been no basic changes in the operation of the 
project during the reporting period. Raymond li. GERENDE continues 
as principal agent, handling the personnel o( the two base houses, 
LILYRIC and LICALLA, and perlorming other additional tasks. On 
27 December 1968, consistent with our etlort to get as much of the 
support activity as possible handled by outside officers-, direct 
agent-handling responsibility tor GHRJiNDE and the LIEMPTY project 
was turned over to Bruce II. FERNALD. Vincent P. RIZZUTO remains 
as alternate and as FERNALD’s inside contact,

GERENDE

2. Until the introduction of FERNALD, there was no change in 
the meeting arrangements with GERENDE. Meetings were held on an 
average of three times per week until October, when LIEMPTY-19 
(GERENDE’s wife) was relieved oi the responsibility of transcribing 
the Spanish-language portions oi LIENVOY coverage ol the BEDOX 
installation. Thereafter meetings averaged twice per week, the main 
business being the transfer of LIEMPTY base house material and 
discussion of base house business.

D ributlon:
- C/WH
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3. GERENDE’s’agent handling responsibilities within the LIEMPTY 
project remain as previously reported. He had also handled EREA1N-3 
until the latter’s termination in August 19<-8. He developed a good 
relationship with ESj’ATN-3, and he showed that he is quite capable, 
with proper case officer guidance, oi providing useful service to 
the Station in the handling oi agents beyond the support’ type to 
which he had been limited in the past. The Station intends to try 
to expand this role, with due regard ior security and for GERENDE’s 
limited experience. Furthermore, the Station still has every 
intention oi using GERENDE selectively in cultivation and development 
oi operational leads, as outlined in reference. No such leads wore 
found for GERENDE during the reporting period (among other reasons, 
we have no intention oi giving GERENDE a 
giving him something to do), but as soon 
uncovered, it will be passed, to GERENDE.

lead simply for the sake of 
as a suitable lead Is

4. GERENDE was particularly usefulduring the Olympic 
While he did not get -a job with the Olympic Committee as he 
hoped, his wife was employed as a translator by the European televisioi 
networks who had cc-ae to covei’ the games. Tills, plus other personal 
contacts, gave GERENDE a certain amount oi access to Olympic facilities 
Both GERENDE and his wife helped considerably in the distribution of 
AEEGGHEAD material, acd GERENDE performed a number oi miscellaneous 
tasks assisting the Station in various Olympic responsibilities.

period 
had

5. GERENDE has also been used in support of JMROD operations, 
such as making mail pick-ups and delivering material and making phone 
calls to AMBASSvON. Noilowing the Warsaw Pact Powers’ invasion of 
Czechoslovakia, GERENDE was asked to cover a demonstration in front 
of the Soviet Embassy, and he wrote a good report which was used in 
Embassy briefings. Recently, GERENDE has enrolled at the 
University of the Assericas to work lor an M.A 

history. The Station will explore the possibility of his 
access to persons or information of interest on the University

tn contemporary

ge 111 ng 
campus.

LICALLA

6. 
in July 
quarters 
2,217 operational photos 
continued as in 
former, and his

LIEMPTY-9’s work (in the LICALLA base house) was inhibited 
due to the construction of a maid’s room 
. During the reporting period, however, 

His regular reporting 
LIEMPTY-9 is a steady 

e vantage point remains the 
interesting and revealing 
reporting.

the past 
uni

near his working 
he took a total of 
and commentary 
and dependable per
source of the most

photos as well as often very informative

S E C R E T

LILYRIC

-26, and -27 have been able to keep the 
; on a regular basis from 0800 to 1800 hours 

hours on Saturdays, with other hours cover- 
has proven to be a lar better arrangement 

In addition to

7. LIEMPTY-13, -14, 
LILYRIC base house manned 
weekdays and 0800 to 1300 
able upon request. Ibis i 
than depending on LIMITED for some of this coverage 
the 6,763 operational photos taken during the reporting period and the I 
daily fixed surveillance reports, LILYRIC reporting is of considerable I 
help in compiling current vehicle and license plates lists, PCS arrivals 
and departures, unusual activities such as.demonstrations cr protests, I 
unusual or lengthy absences of personnel, etc., all of which have I

si obvious ci importance. It was LILYRIC photos which made it possible I. 
for LN-ERGO to identify rhe Subject of 201-841520, who had been in I 

I clandestine contact with AEGRIP officers, LILYRIC also reported on I 
\ a half dozen other American (or American appearing) visitors, some of I 
\ whom it was possible to identify through tracing license plates. I

J CLASSlF-CATtUN

j SECRET f XTlhJIJfO
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LIMITED
3. As reported in Ref, LlLMPTY-6 has been terminated and the 

LIMITED base house closed. All equipment has been turned in, and it 
can truthfully be said that que to the continuing quality performance 
of LICALLA and LILYRIC, LIMITED has not been missed at all.

i-

P1IOTO LAB

9. LIEMPTY-4 continues to process all photos made by the base 
houses. In addition, 101 enlargements were made during the 
reporting period, and 210 prints lor LIENTRAP. The quality of 
LIEMPTY-4's work is good, and he rarely misses his routine deadlines.

for/Willard C. CURTIS

FOHM
36. 53a v>£ SkUittON J
<40*
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October 221 1?69

Contact Report

Subject: -U’Gerendc
Dntw/plnc«? of ‘''oct; Get 22 at the G'A nt 0915 hrs.

1*  Pre nr ranged routine meet and G was late. In fact G requested that
our ceets be scheduled for"v?i0 hrs, because the traffic conditions in 

the nren he mutt pant cosing to meets are bed and are Etill getting worse. 
Ho has no way of starting the trip to the ir.eet before 0900-0905 hrs because , 

he has an English class fro:’. OCCO - 0900 hrs.
Kext meet: Oct 24 st the delicatessen at 0940 hra,

2. G gave r.e hie ULYRIC and the LICALLA contact reports with cor
responding attachments. He also brought some prints.

3. G handed In an accounting fcr his R?.

4. Separately he handed In a contact report on his meet with

Jose GONZALEZ. Returned with the report is instruction material which 

rELLE'-lEIir prepared for G. -“e discussed briefly the Instruction which was 

sclfexplanatory.

, 5. I wao obliged to put fozq pressure on concerning the 7HJTTEKAU 

report which he did not bring as he promised. In feet he has done some 

work' on 77, but did not get all the info he believed he could get.

6. I spoke to him again about VARGAS case ( just as I did 2-3 weeks 

’ ago) and this time G was rather convinced that ho would not be able to 

work his way to 7 smoothly and he advocated a direct (cold) approach. I 

told him to put on paper what he did thus far concerning 7AHGAS and what 
were his suggestions. '.Till the trick work, I do not know.

6, I told him to ascertain with Base Houses whether the personnel 

had plena for X!r.an leave including himself and RKb,±_t.ted submit it for 

approval. I requested n list of presents including booze end cost . At 

the end I gsve him the news that ti.’sre --ill r.e no tui’keys this year.



21 Octobe , 1^9 (Tuesday)

To. I CO
Pros i Gomndo
Subject t LICAL1A Contact Report

tiso I 16JO
pla o I Hotel

Operational t b-9 reports two nev couples at club.

Production 1 two rolls! C-2432, JJj KOL report) notes.



21 October, 1%9 (Tuonday)

To 
Froa 
Subject

t CO
1 Goren io
t LILZ.ilC Contact Report

Mi?® 1 1£&5

Operation*  1 * L-lj had nothing opes al to report*  '(

freduction 1 fiver rollsi T-J2O5, C6, Vf ,08 09; logs for 14-20 October
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INFO . COP, C/fl, C/Fl/O, C/TSS 2, O/OC 2, S/C 2
OPERATIONAL 

IMMEDIATE

MtlNS

GUT53675

TO MEH INFO cm dir 04467

REF MEH 29W ClN 36921)«__

1. TRAVEL LIMUST 2 AND 3 TO ARIZONA AUTHORIZED UND"R LIMESA SUGGEST-

THEY REMAIN ARIZ FOR HOLIDAYS UNTIL FURTHER NOTIFICATION BY EDELAND. COVER

STORY» RETURNING HOME FOR HOLIDAYS, POSSIBLY TO 3E CALL 'D TO COVER HQS FOR

CONSULTATION AND TRAINING.

2. LIEMPTY PilOJ MUST BE AMENDED INCLUDE LIMUST 2 AND 3 AND AUTHORIZE 

TRAINING TRIP. HQS WILL PREPARE AMENDMENT PROJ, CONTRACTS, AND CLEARANCES. 

NEED SOONEST DETAILS LOCAL COVER TO EE USED LIMUST/2.

3. HQS MUST GET STAFF APPROVAL INCLUDE LIMUST 2 INTO LIEMPTY BEFO.E CAN

AUTHORIZE TRAViX TO HQS AND TRAINING. WILL ADVISE

R.O

Tho following 
author 135'-: /

CS COMMENT:

RECORDS OFFICER STAMP

END OF MESSAGE

FOR SUITABLE COUPLE FOR RECRUITMENT TO USE IN LIMUST,

L__  COORDINATION t
Noto: If extraction, cito

rcsi^o.'.^ •itiid coor*'*  inato CCD/NC/Biladeau (BY PHONE 7 
oprlato.

R.E. GOMEZ
FI/OPS/PROJECTS/

■li aN.’ 'TOITJ IRW^C/WH/ni
) (BY PHONE)
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

SUBJECT :

1. Some attention should be devoted, if it has not already 
been, to the dangers involved in this operation and particularly 
to what countermeasures the target may institute, or may already 
have instituted.

2. One current danger certainly exists, to wit, the exist
ence of project Licalla base, which is in the group of buildings 
comprising the Limesa complex. Cne of the agents at Licalla 
base is known to one of the Lipstick agents arrested in the 
summer of 1958, and it is, hence, possible that both the host 
government and the target knows of Licalla. It is suggested 
that perhaps Licalla should be terminated. The reason has been 
advanced that this should not be done since the agent would be 
suspicious and in any event Licalla might serve as a red herring 
for Limesa. It is believed that the Licalla agent could be 
gotten out of this operation without arousing his suspicion. The 
Station could mount an obvious tail on him; when he reported it, 
he could be told he had probably been made and that, hence, the 
operation should no longer continue. The agent has been a good 
one and could be used elsewhere on some other work. Licalla 
house is going to be repaired soon. This might be a good oppor
tunity to stop work there and let some innocent party rent it. 
That would be a better red herring.

3. Concerning the manner in which Limesa houses were acquired 
by the Station, it should be kept in mind that the purchase mechanism 
was identical with that used in Limited. The watchman at Limited 
knew an American owned it and told this, to what to him must have 
seemed a casual visitor to the premises when it was under repairs. 
We should, therefore, assume the targets know an American owns it 
and that it is blown. Therefore, we should also assume that if 
the targets have conducted any sort of an investigation of Limesa 
houses, they may well have discovered that the same ultimate owner 
is involved. So far as is known, the bank which fronts for the 
purchases has not been checked to see if any inquiries have been 
made. We must agree the targets have the capability to find out 
who the front owner is—the bank-- and from there could possibly 
establish the identity of the owner, Limousine. Limousine and his 
firms have also been used as cover for other Station agents and 
operations apart from Limesa and Limited.
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4. It should not be forgotten that a person tried both to 
rent and buy Llmesa properties earlier in the year after we 
owned then. So far as we know, a check on this person was not. 
productive of suspicious data, but the question arises as to how 
thorough the Investigation was. Possibly the name the nan gave 
when making inquiries was false, meaning that in effect the right 
person has never been investigated at all. Knowing that the 
targets have in the past shown some interest in the Llmesa build
ings, it is not beyond the realm of reason that this man was sent 
by them. The story he gave for wishing to rent the house—because 
it was handy and close to a certain school—is identical with the 
story used by the Station to cover rental of Licalla almost next 
door.

5. Even granting that the true ownership of Llmesa has not 
been discovered by the targets, they have various recourses through which 
to establish the identity and activity of the occupants thereof. The 
following possibilities suggest thenselves:

a. Enter into litigation with Llmesa owner over exact 
boundaries or other pretext, demanding property be 
surveyed. On court order, Llmesa could be inspected 
thoroughly.

b. Undermine target side of Llmesa walls, leading to 
possible condemnation of property by local government 
or necessity various repairs, etc.

c. Sabotage of electricity (causing fire) or water or 
sewage, necessitating entry into Llmesa of outside per
sons, who could be infiltered by target agents.

d. Hamming by vehicle, with similar results, police, 
firemen, etc. " '

e. Complaint to medical authorities on filth, refuse, etc., 
leading to inspection by health authorities.

f. Various other approaches might be discussed.

6. One general recommendation can be made: sensitive material 
should be used and kept in a. crypt, and a good one, rather than in 
the relatively insecure special room now planned as the operational 
room.

7. Beyond this, every effort should be made to see to it that 
the operators have good cover. The idea of clothing them in local 
clothing is excellent and shows right thinking in that direction.

J. C. KING
Chief, Western Hemisphere Division
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1. During the reporting period, the project’s principal 
agent, Raymond H. GERENDE, was assigned additional tasks, aimed 
at broadening his usefulness to the Station, These tasks 
included spotting and assessment as well as the handling of a 
recruited agent, ERFAIN-3."  GERENDE did well, and it is believed 
that a new dimension has been opened for him, and by the same 
token, the Station has, In effect, gained a new asset. The 
LIEMPTY base houses continued to produce at their usual rate 
and with their usual effective support to Station REDTOP oper
ations. The LIMITED Base House and its operator, LIEMPTY-6, - 
were terminated on 31 May 1968. Termination was decided upon 
partly to save money and partly because advancing age had measur
ably decreased the reliability and effectiveness of LIEMPTY-6’s 
work. LIEMPTY-26 was rehired, which permitted the LILYRIC Base 
House to give us the same total 
and LIMITED had

*

hours of coverage as LILYRIC 
past.together in the
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GERENDE

2. During the reporting period, tne case officer lias been 
meeting GERENDE an average of three times per. week. Meetings 
are usually pre-arranged, at various sites and times. Meetings 
average 20 to 30 minutes. GERENDE turns over to the case 
officer negatives, prints, logs, and other reports which he has 
picked up from the base houses since the previous meeting, 
along with brief contact reports on his meetings with base 
house representatives. Reports on other operational activities 
are also turned in and discussed, and GERENDE is given instruc
tions, notes for the base houses, and negatives for any enlarge
ments which may be desired by the Station. Also, LIENVOY tapes 
and transcripts are exchanged at each meeting. (The departure 
of LIACUTE-1 at the end of April 1968 left the Station without a 
BEDOX transcriber. As a temporary solution, pending the return 
of LIACUTE-1 or the recruitment of another BEDOX transcriber, 
GERENDE's wife, LIEMPTY-19, has been hired at the rate of 31.50 
pesos per hour to transcribe the Spanish language portions of the 
tapes. She does the work in her home, and GERENDE transports the 
tapes.)

3. GERENDE has the direct agent-handling responsibility for 
the following LIEMPTY agents; LIEMPTY-4 (photo-processor; met 
twice per week); LIEMPTY-6 (LIMITED; met once per week until 
termination); LIEMPTYs 13, 14, 26, and 27 (LILYRIC; LIEMPTY-13 
normally met twice per wook — in his absence LIEMPTY-27 makes 

■ meetings); and LIEMPTY-9 (LICALLA; met twice per week), lie is 
responsible for directing their work, paying them, and handling 
all of the administrative problems which may develop. To judge 
from the results, GERENDE lias excellent rapport with these agents 
ana is able to got a consistently high performance rate from 
them — particularly LICALLA and LILYRIC personnel.

4. As noted in reference, GERENDE was employed by the 
Mexican MHRAVEL committee, which we found a useful side benefit. 
His MHRAVEL activity during tne reporting period has been minimal, 
but we expect it to start picking up again. GERENDE has con
ducted a few discreet inquiries and investigations for us within 
the MHRAVEL complex, and we have instructed him to try to get 
an assignment which will keep him as close to the FJSTEAL 
delegation as possible.

5. Reference also pointed out that GERENDE had performed 
nicely in the cultivation and development of an operational 
lead, and that the Station planned to give GERENDE more of the 
same. Furthermore, GERENDE's standing assignments (LIEMPTY 
base houses, MHRAVEL activity, and occasional support o- JMROD 
requirements) were not challenging enough or occupying enough 
of GERENDE’s time. GERENDE is rather firmly committed to 
WOFIRM by virtue of the fact that he has worked for WOFIILM for 
over 13 years and has no other outside employment of nny 
consequence. By the same token, he was, through no fault of 
his own, doing less work for WOFIRM than at any time in his 
career. GERENDE's operational exposure through the years 
dictated more and more restrictions on his activity, for sound 
security reasons. The solution to GERENDE's problem (lack of 
a promising future) and the Station's (not getting its money's 
worth) seemed to be to give GERENDiC additional tasks which he 
could handle under suitable cover and with due regard to security 
precautions. Since most of GERENDE's support activities had 
been against the FJSTEAL target, particular care would have to 
be taken in committing him further in this direction. It was 
decided, therefore, that his principal retooling would be in 
a non-FJSTEAL Held.
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6. In’line with the above reasoning, GERENDE was introduced 
to Anorew R. DOSCHER on 17 February J968. The idea was that 
GERENDE would be ’trained to assist DCMCHER in sone of his 
operations against' Central American targets. GERENDE’s principal 
duty, thus far has been to' take over the handling of HRFAIN-3, 
under DOSCHER’s close supervision and guidance. GERENDE has 
performed quite creditably in this task. He seems interested 
in the work and has learned quickly. On the other hand, an 
apparently ingrained habit oi procrastination has resulted in 
dilatory reporting. If GERENDE can overcome this (and both case 
officers are working hard to teach GERENDE the importance of 
prompt and complete reporting) there seems to be every reason 
to believe GERENDE will develop Into a competent agent handler.

7. GERENDE was also given the task oi locating and developing 
(in alias) a girl who, per LIENVOY, was being cultivated by 
AERODKNT. Although GERENDE; had to be continually reminded of the 
assignment, he did an excellent job of meeting the girl and 
gaining her confidence. It Is quite likely that he could have 
recruited the girl as an access agent against AERODENT, but as 
this point was reached another operation against AERODENT was 
launched and it was not felt that attempting to recruit the girl 
would serve any useful purpose, lor the time being at least 
(among other things, there was no Indication that she bad had 
any contact with AERODENT for some months) . The only flaw in 
GERENDE’s performance was the time it took him to get around to 
doing the job. It should be mentioned, however, that at the 
same time GERENDE had a number oi’ pressing personal matters to 
attend to, including overseeing the completion of his new house, 
which he finally moved into on 10 March 1968, even though 
construction is still not entirely completed.

8. Among other assignments completed by GERENDE in the 
reporting period wore the renting of an apartment for use as a 
listening post; and initiating a relationship with a Russian 
translator  working for the MHRAVEL committee.*

LICALLA

9. The star of the LIEMPTY show, as far as quality of 
performance is concerned, continues to be LIEMPTY-9. His 
favorable location and his perceptiveness continue to result in 
revealing photos and equally revealing commentary. In addition 
to the 2,908 operational photos taken during the reporting 
period, he has provided daily, weekly, and monthly summaries and 

'notes, semi-monthly attendance reports (of FJSTEAL personnel 
spotted bv him), various special reports, and special intensive 
coverage of the following: 201-120123; 201-107668; 201-271103; 
and 201-305870. As of 1 May 1968 LIEMPTY-9's salary was raised 
from 4,000 pesos to 4,500 pesos per month. LIEMPTY-9 was also 
given permission to have a maid’s room constructed on the roof 
of his apartment. The original maid's room is LIEMPTY-D’s photo 
point. The said, who has been with the family for 11 years 
(since she was 10) either sleeps in the hall, where she is in the 
way, or in the bedroom of LIEMPTY-9's nine-year old son, which 
LIEMPTY-9 feels is beginning to be not a proper arrangement. 
The room will be built at a point on the roof away from the 
FJSTEAL installation (so as to. arouse as little suspicion as 
possible), and the fact that the maid will be seen going in and 
out oi the room regularly should quiet any suspicions which may 
arise. Construction work put LICALLA out of action starting 
24 June, but it is expected that the work will be finished by 
20 July.

LILYRIC

10, LILYRIC’s performance continues to be prolific — 
8,568 operational photos in the reporting period. Again, it

Cl ASbl» iCATtON PAC»l NO
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should be pointed out that this blanket coverage is useful 
Insurance that all activity is caught. Combined with the 
dally fixed surveillance reports on all members of the FJSTEAL

• Installation, the Station can safely say that its coverage of 
FJSTE.IL installation Ingress and egress is complete during
working hours (and any extra hours which tho Station wishes
covered). Since 1 May LILYRIC has been on duty 57 hours per 
week: 0800-1800 weekdays and 0800-1500 Saturdays. Cwxnensurate
with their new schedule (and the return of LTEMPTY-26 to the 
active roster), the total monthly LILYRIC salary has gone from
4,900 pesos per month to 6,000 pesos per month (LIEMPTYs 13, 
14, 26, and 27, are of course, father, mother, and two sons). 
The fixed surveillance reports are used on a daily basis, since
the Station constantly has operational Interest in knowing 
whether a particular FJSTF.ALER was "in” or ”out" at a particular 
time, and if out, who he went with, what time he left, etc. 
In addition, LILYRIC has standing instructions to notify 
GERENDE (and GERENDE the Station) immediately when American- 
appearing visitors come to the FJSTEAL installation. Eight such 
visits were noted in the reporting period, along with a number 
of other visitors who, for one reason or another, attracted the 
special attention of LILYRIC.

LIMITED

11. LIEMPTY-6 slowed down noticeably in the reporting period. 
He was ill several times, his surveillance reports were occa
sionally inaccurate, and his photographic work was poor. With 
the assurance that LILYRIC would be able to take up the slack '• 
(and give us better coverage for less money) the decision was 
made to terminate the LIMITED base house. While we are thereby 
denied some of the flexibility which we have had in the past, 
it is likely that LIEMPTY-6 would slowly have faded out of the 
picture anyway. While he was in there, he produced 911 opera
tional photos, as well as daily fixed surveillance reports. 
Following his termination (a report oi which is being forwarded 
separately) LIEMPTY-6 took a trip to Europe and has now started 
working full-time in tho Insurance business for his son-in-law, 
where he has gained a new lease on life. In other words, the 
termination couldn't have been more amicable. LIEMPTY-6 vacated 
the LIMITED apartment (he said he could not afford to; keep 
paying the rent) and it is no longer available to the Station.

PHOTO I.AB
■ ■ - t t

IV'UT.f

12. LIEMPTY-4 has continued to process all LIEMPTY photo 
work. In addition to developing and making contact prints of 
all photos mentioned above, he made 778 enlargements of various 
shots. The photo lab is still in his office, pending the 
completion of GERENDE's house.

for/Willard C. CURTIS

♦
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1. The placing cf LlElnCY-lO and -11 and the Ll'lCTSAP 
vehicle under the operational responsibility of LZEMB?i»CE-l 
..as been be .entemr to both on tac-se capaualattes. As has been 
previously reverted, several surveillance assignments could not 
have been successfully accomplished without the dispatching 
assist cd LIZ'dlhA?.

L. ~7. vO "tiiis cor.'.3xr.o.t? 10?. c*  ossccs vhoi'o coon
teV'O os c

a. The 11ZXTTAP operators v. ’ ..ilisrity •.ith the 
LxZ.'-Z'dACZ radio usage and surveillance tactics.

o, ?.:il use of LIZ.V.?7?-11, (Llnh?“Y-10 services
23 ?.i. hexes on a thr.ee ?. week basis. This plus 
the regular LI2XT?.AP activity keeps him sufficiently

. continued............
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3. In oncer ro overcc.7.0 rhe above r.entioned weaknesses, 
The Station proposes vh.nt Lla.CPTY-ll .be used pnrt-viw.e with the 
LI ll'.’.'.hLACE's urveillar.ee teas. ho also will continue his LIENTRAP 
ue.ivivies. This activity will enable the Station to :r_tke greater 
use ox LIEhPTY-11' s tine ana also jive complete far.iliarity v/ith 
radio 'usage and surveillance tactics. LIE.E3?.ACC-1, LIEJiPTY-10 .. 
and LIE’:?1'Y-11 all are in agrecxc.it with this proposal.

-1. LIE?:PTY-11 has ar. Operational Approval granted on 14 
Septer.-.bcr IE-55 for use on the LIPSTICK tear.. The Station assur.es 
that .his CA will allow his use on the LIEJiEHACE tear.. / If this 
is not the case, the Station requests that his OA be amended to 
allow for such usage. /

/ j '■ S' 

. /’ '>>/■■ /

for/V.'illard C. CuRTIS
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ACTION REQTEXSD: FYI

REFERENCE HHMA-32721, 7 August 1967

1. On S-J July 1967, Raymond H. GERENDE, principal agent 
for the LIIMTTY project, was introduced to his new case officer, 
Vincent P. KP2ZUTO. The major reason for the change in case 
officers was to bring the LIEMPTY project into the section which 
it is largely designed to support, the RNDTOP section. In the 
three-month period covered by this progress report, GERENDE was 
met by the rxse officer 32 times. Meetings were normally pre
arranged, with times and sites varied (with the introduction of 
the new case officer, most of the former regular meeting sites 
were dropped and new ones substituted). Meetings were occasionally 
arranged via telephone, in which.case a prearranged code was used. 
Due to GEREKDE'S MHRAVEL activity (.see below) it was not always 
possible to stick to a fixed meeting schedule. s

2. GERENDE met with LIEMPTYs—1, 9, and 13 on a twice-a-week 
basis, and EIEMPTY-6 once per week during this period. These 
meetings were prearranged. As explained below, GERENDE no longer 
meets LIEMPTY 10.

............continued
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LIEMPTY

LICALLA

There were no known security incidents 
Project or its assets during the period 

. .< -A-''' '

affecting the 
of this report

4 base house, pro- 
period. In

LU»MPTY-9, the operator of the LICALLA 
vlded 1.289 Operational photographs during' this 
addition, he provided fixed surveillance reports, sighting reports 
and special notes and comments, LIEMPTY-V has proven himself to 
be a reliable and perceptive reporter of the events he observes. 
For this reason, he has been asked to provide special coverage on 
various individuals of interest, or on particular days when cover
age is desired'. The Station has found the LICALLA reports to be 
consistently useful in determining the presence, activities, and 
personal associations of target personnel. In part this is due 
to the location of the LICALLA base house,, but it is also due to 
the interest, effort, and judgement of LIEMTTY-9 himself. ?*•«< .J»Jl /■

LILYRIC

5. The LILYRIC bnsphouse has been a prolific provider of 
operational photos,4,014 having been submitted in the period 
under review. While there is occasionally superfluous coverage 
of visiting sports and cultural delegations (and LILYRIC personnel 
have been;instructed to be more selective in this respect) the 
blanket coverage Afforded by this base house guarantees that 
nothing will be missed during normal working hours. The fixed 
surveillance reports are voluminous, highly accurate, and quite 
valuable. Cn three separate occasions during the reporting 
period LILYRIC alerted the Station to the presence ol’ 
visitors at the target Installation.

American

LIMITED

v

>

The efficiency of the LIMITED base house has 
been out of action for

suffered 
short

The
a slow decline. LIEMPTY-6 has 
periods because of illness and a physical examination 
physical, however, showed that he is in good health and we look 
for an improvement in his performance in the next reporting period 
His surveillance reports are not entirely reliable due to a 
tendency 
In fact, 
314 were

to assume that the normal occupant of a certain car is, 
in that car. His photos, however, continue to be useful 
provided in the period under review.

LIENTRAP

7 As noted in HMMA-33279, 13 October 1967, the LIENTRAP 
photo vehicle, operated by L.lEMI’TY-10 and LIEMPTY-11, is now in 
direct contact with LIEMBRACE-1, leader of the LIEMBRACE surveil
lance team. This arrangement, which began in mid-August 1967, 
has proved to be a very happy one operationally. In addition to 
permitting more flexible use of LIENTRAP for Station requirements 
across the board, it has left GERENDE more time to devote to 
other duties (see below).

PHOTO LAB

8. LIEMPTY-i^ has continued to process the photos taken by 
the base houses, and in addition made 269 enlargements in the 
period under review. During this period, the photo lab was

GERENDE’s house. LIEMPTY-4 processes the photos after’ working 
hours, and keeps the equipment and photos locked away during the 
day. As LIEMPTY-d’s office is in his home, the equipment and 
photos are not left unguarded over night.

GERENDE

9. As reported in reference, GERENDE had been developing
S$lF ICATION

।:
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a possible access agent to LIRING. This eventually culminated 
in an attempted recruitment of the prospect .by GERKNDN. Although 
the attempt was unsuccessful, GERENDE exhibited considerable 
resourcefulness and operational skill in developing the target 
to a point where the recruitment attempt was possible. Be plan 
to use GERENDE in similar roles in the future as opportunities 
arise, and for this reason we plan to document him with a set 
of false Mexican documentation as well as a set of false American 
documentation. GERENDE is collecting exemplars and getting the 
background informat ion needed, and once the necessary data are 
assembled. Headquarters (WOACRE) support will be requested.

10. GERENDE has continued to provide support for the JMROD 
operation as needed.

11. In September and~0ctober 1967 GERENDE was employed by 
the Mexican MHRAVEL committee. He was able to get assigned as 
aide to the DIZTAG delegation. In this capacity he was able to 
supplement very nicely the information and support being provided 
by Jeremy 3. HODAPP, This fbot-in-the-door came in very handy, 
and is expected to be even more valuable In 1968, if GERENDE can 
get the position again. While the job was rather time-consuming 
we believe that it was well worth it.

12. In connection with his duties with MHRAVEL, as well as 
in connection with the fact that his WOFIRM activities are nearly 
100% against the FJSTEAL target, GERENDE was given a very general 
briefing on the Station's REDTOP program. It is our hope that, 
in having a better idea of what the Station is trying to do in 
this field, GERENDE will be able to make an even greater contri
bution to that program than he has in the past.

for/Willard C. CURTIS

। ______
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waiter o'
O LIEMPTY/Progress Report for the Period 1 May through 31 JUly 1967

Action Required: For Your Information

Reference HEWA-32068, 25 Kay 1967 (Previous Progross Report)

1. Proa 1 May through 31 July 1967> 26 operational meetings were held 
with Raymond H. GERENDE, Principal Agent for the LIEMPTY Project. With the 
exception of one unscheduled meeting, meetings during this period were pre
arranged and meeting times and sites were varied. The unscheduled meeting 
was arranged via telephone using a prearranged open code. During the 
absence of GERENDE, two operational meetings were held with Oliver G. 
SCANTLING, alternate Principal Agent for LIEMPTY, and four with LIEMPTY-4, 
photo lab opei'ator. All of these meetings were prearranged.

2. GERENDE met with LIEMPTY-4, -9, -10 and -13 on a twice a week 
basis and with LIEMPTY-6 on a once a week basis during this period. 
GERENDE's meetings with these assets were all prearranged. SCANTLING 
met with LIEMPTY-9 and -13 on two occasions and with LIEMPTY-6 once during 
the absence of GERENDE,

continued
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5. .. All asaoto Involved in the LIEMPTY Project performed In a sat
isfactory manner during this period. Effective 1 July 1967 LIEMPTY-h 
and DUMPTY-11 were given slight salary increases, because of their 
increased activity.

4. There were no known security incidents affecting the LIEMPTY 
Project or the assets involved during the three months under review.

5. This basehcuse, the operator of which is LIEMPTY-9, provided 
1ZT7 frames of operational photographs covering the patio and garden area 
of FJ3TEAL. LIEMPTY-9 also prepared fixed-surveillance reports, sighting 
reports and special notes and aoooents.

6. The LILYRIC basehouse, which is staffed by LIEMPTY-15, -14 and -27, 
produced 2854 frames of operational photograph during the period. The 
LILYRIC basehouse operators continued to prepare fixed-surveillance reports 
on each member of FJOTE^L and turned these in on a weekly basis. LliMPTY-27 
resumed his duties on 1 July as scheduled and this basehcuse has now re
verted to Its normal hours of coverage. (See reference relative to the 
absence of LIEMPTY-27.)

LIMITED

7. The LIMITED Basehcuse, operated by LIEMPTY-6, produced 279 frames 
of operational photographs plus weekly fixed surveillance reports on each 
of the members of FJSTEAL. The LIMITED basehouse was closed from 17 through 
22 July because of the illness of LIEMPTY-6. During this period LIrMPTY-6 
did very little radio-alerting for the LIIS4BRACE surveillance team because 
of the variation of the surveillance team's activities.

LIENTRAP

8. The LIET7TRAP mobile photo vehicle had a decrease in activity during 
this period because of the dismantling of the old LIEWTRAP vehicle and the 
modification and installation of equipment in the new vehicle. The old 
LIEWTRAP vehicle was used to cover photographically all of the residences 
of opposition elements In Mexico City. As in the past LXENTRAP provided 
photographic coverage of addresses of tho local Conmunlat parties, residences 

* ■ of members of other Hemisphere parties and several PBRUMEN targets. A 
total of 552 frames of operational photographs were provided by LIENTRAP.

PHOTO LAB

9. LIEMPTY-4, the operator of the LIEMPTY photo lab, processed all 
of the operational photographs mentioned above as well as providing from 
2 to 6 enlargements of 299 frames of photographs of special interest taken 
by the baoehouses. LIEMPTY-4 does the photo processing on Tuesday and 
Thursday.nights.

10. Raymond H. OERENDS started the development of a possible access 
agent to LIRING and also continued to provide support for the JMROD 
operation. These task being aside from his regular LIEMPTY duties. 
GERENDE was on vacation from 25 May through 4 June 1967.

11, There will be one administrative change during the coming pei'lod 
when Vincent P. RIZZOTO will essnwa the Case Officer responsibilities for 
OERENDE/LIEMPTY. No problems are envisioned in this change over. No other 
significant changes are planned.

j?.
for/Wlllard C. CURTIS

ubt roiitov SECRET ■NULD
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Action Roquired: For your Information

References * HMMA-3135^, 15 February 196? (Previous Progress Report)
HMMA-31636, 20 March 1967 (JMROD/LIEMPTY)

1. Ebrlng the period 1 February through JO April 1967, JO operational 
meetings were hold with Raymond H. GERENDE, Principal Agent for the T.TEMPTV 
support project. These meetings were all prearranged and meeting times and sites 
were varied to avoid establishing a pattern. No emergency or unscheduled meetings 
were held, with GERENDE during this period.

2. GEJiENDE met with LIEMPTY-4, -6, -9, -10, -11 and -13—basehouse, photo 
lab and photo truck operators—twice a week during this period. Meetings with 
these assets were prearranged and were held at varying times and in different 
sections of the city,

J. All assets involved in the LIEMPTY Project performed in a satisfactory 
manner during the period under review.
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4. There were no known security incidents during the period covered in tn is I 
report. As a precautionary measure, the LIEMPTY basenbusekeepers.were Instructed 
to maintain increased vigilance in their respective areas and.buildings and to be 
prepared' to evacuate any incriminating equipment and papers on a moment's notice. 
This was done because of the renewed interest in the assassination of President 
Kennedy which in turn brought forth comments in the press about photographs I
taken of Oswald during his visit to Mexico. On three occasions during this period, I 
LIEMHRACE-3 survellled the operational meetings between OSKSSTE and LIEMPTY-6. I
This was done in order to try to ascertain if any FJSTEAL personnel were taking I 
measures to verify the activities of LIEMPTY-6. LIEMERACE-5 reported that all ’ I
of the meetings he covered appeared to be clean of hostile surveillance. I
(NOTE: Headquarters is aware of the interest FJSTEAL has taken in' LIEMPTY-6. I
LIEMBRACE-3 does not know the exact' location of LIMITED/LIEMFTY-6, although he I
is aware of the existence, of this asset because of the radio alert system Used by. I 
the surveillance team when working the FJSTEAL-target. In order to avoid I
LIEMBRACE-3 survellling LIEMPTY-6 to the exact address, LI»uftACS-3 was instructed I 
to surveill GERENDE when he departed the' meeting site and to report to GERENDE I 
after LIEMBRACE-3 was convinced that there was no hostile surveillance and after I 
they had departed the meeting area.) I
LICALLA I

5. During this period LIEMPTY-9, operator of the LICAUA basehouse, provided , I 
1112 frames of operational photographs covering the patio and garden area of I
FJJTEAL. All photographs provided by LIEMPTY-9 were accompanied by fixed- I
surveillance reports, sighting reports and special notes. LEXPTY-9 is a per- I 
ceptive individual and his special notes and comments are considered to be of I
great value by the interested section in the Station. LICALLA coverage was I
suspended during the period 19 through 25 March while LIEMPTY-9 was taking a well- I 
desexwed vacation. The cover of the LICALLA basehouse appeal's to remain good, I 
with no undue attention devoted to it by FJSTEAL personnel. I
LILYRIC I

6. This basehouse, which is staffed by LIEMPTY-13, -14 and -27, produced I 
2553 frames of operational photographs during the review period. LIEMPTY-13 is I 
employed full-time and most of the coverage is provided by LISJETY-lU, and -27, I 
although during this period, LIEMPTY-14 carried the largest share of the workload. I 
In March the hours in which LIEMPTY-27, a medical student, attended school I
were changed from the afternoon to the morning. This schedule change will remain I
in effect until the end of June 1967. LIEMPTY-14'does not have the mental composure I 
to remain on the Job for the hours needed to provide full-time coverage and her I
homekeeping duties often interfered with her working hours. In order to alleviate I
this problem, the working hours of LIEMPTY-6/UlMITED were increased and those of I
LILYRIC/LIEMPTY-14 decreased. No serious loss of coverage resulted from this tern- I 
porary change in working hours. The salary of LIEMPTY-27 was cut in half for the I 
period of time in which he will not be providing continual assistance to the Project.]

7. LILYRIC remains as the main source of information on KTLADY and other I 
foreign visitors to FJSTEAL. I

LIMITED

8. LIFMFTY-6, the operator of the LIMITED basehouse, provided 684 frames of I
operational photographs during the three month period. LTEXPTY-o also spent a I
great deal of time alerting for the LIEMFRACE surveillAnce team during this period I 
because of the AERUALITY-1 operation. LHMPTY-6 was on vacation from 8 through I
23 April and coverage from this basehouse was suspended durln? this period. As I
mentioned above, LIEMPTY-6 now is working longer hours in order to relieve LIEMPTY-14. 
LIEMPTY-6 does not know why his hours were increased. I

9. On one occasion during this period T.TFN^TY-S, while alerting the LIEMBRACE I 
team on an FJSTEAL target, noted that a WOLADY subject had entered FJSTEAL on foot. I 
He alerted the team and they were able to surveill the subject and identify him I 
through x’ecords at the hotel where he was staying. I-
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lientrap

10. Tbe LIENTRAP photo surveillance truck was targetted against a purported 
forged document processing ceirier, members and addresses of the local Communist 
parties and their front groups, members of other Hemisphere parties, BEDOX 

’ personnel In Mexico City and the' DIZTAG Consaerclal Office. In covering these 
targets, 948 frames of operational photographs were produced. LIEMPTY-10 and 
LIEMPTY-11, LIENTRAP operators, serviced, on a thrice weekly basis, over 20 postal 
boxes which are used as accomodation addresses by the Mexico City Station, other 

. field stations and Headquarters.

11. LIFMPTY-4 who operates the LIEMPTY photo processing lab, processed all 
of the above mentioned operational photographs as well as providing from 2 to 6 
enlargements of 227 frames of photographs of special Interest.

12. Raymond H. GERENDE continued to provide support for the JMROD operation 
as well as carrying out his duties as the Principal Agent for the LIEMPTY Project.

13. GERENDE is planning to take a 14 day vacation starting in late May. 
During his absence Oliver G. SCANTLING will replace GERENDE as the Principal Agent 
and contact for LIEMPTY-6, -9, -10, -11 and -13. The Station Case Officer will 
be In contact with LIEMPTY-4. SCANTLING knows all of the assets whom he will 
handle and has worked with them In the past, but has not met LIEMPTY-4.

14. As approved by Headquarters, the present LIENTRAP vehicle will be replaced 
by a new Ford "Econollne" truck In the near future. Before the old LIENTRAP 
vehicle is sold, it will be used to cover residences of the FJSTEAL/NYXIS opposition 
who are living In Mexico City.

15. No significant operational or administrative changes, other than those 
mentioned in this dispatch, are planned for Project LIEMPTY for the coming period
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s*Jf^TProJect LIEMPTY -/
c Progress Report for the period 1 November 1966 through 31 January 1967

tcnca reouireo ■ refemke*

Action Required

References A. H>MA-50687, 2S November 1966 (Previous Progress Report) 
B. EMMA-30956, 25 December 1966 (SG5WIRL of LIEMPTY-10) 
C. KNEW-15157, 13 January 19c7 (Project Renewal Approval)
D. HMMA-31164, 2U January 196? (LIEMPTY Security)

GENERAL

1. Project LIEMPTY is a support project which provides information of 
Cl/CE interest on the FJSTEAL Installation, FJSTEAL personnel, visitors to 
FJSTEAL, both indigenous and foreign, find photographic coverage of various - - 
targets deemed of Interest by the several operational sections within the 
Station. The Project has eight active agents plus Raymond H. GERENDE, 
Principal Agent; two vehicles, GERENDE's QPV and the LIEhTRAP photo truck; 
a photographic, processing laboratory; and, three basehouses, LILYRIC, LIMITED 
and LICALLA. LIEMPTY-1O and LIEMPTY-11, operators of the photo surveillance 
truck, also acquire and sendee P. 0. boxes used operationally by the Station, 
Headquarters and other Stations.

9. On 9 December 1966 Luke B. MARSCIIALEK (p) assumed Case Officer res
ponsibilities for the LIEMPTY Project. MARSCHALEX was Introduced to GEHENDS in 
true name and GERENDE is the only member of the LIEMPTY complex whom MARSCHALEX 
has met. TherC were no problems during the change of Case Officers and none 
are envisioned in the future.
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CONTACT AND COMMUNICATIONS

J. During the period under review, JO meetings were held with GERENDE by 
the Project Cane Officer. Meeting sites and times were varied to avoid 
establishing a pattern and moot meetings were scheduled at the previous meeting. 
Several unscheduled meetings wore held during this period and were arranged by 
the Case Officer telephoning GHU-NDE to establish the meeting time and site. 
Times and sites are coded when discussed by telephone and are arranged in such 
a way as to appear to be a normal conversation. Telephone calls to GERENDE are 
trade from pay booths located away from the LNPURE Installation.

4. GERENDE held twice weekly, clandestine meetings with LDMFTY-4, -6, 
>9, -10, -11 and -ij. These regular meetings are all prearranged and are held 
at various sites and at various times of the day so that meetings correspond 
with the regular habits and movements of the basehousekeepers and LlrNTRAP 
operators. Z • ■ I

5. All assets involved in the LIEMPTY project performed in a most 
satisfactory manner during the period under review. LIPrlfD-4 has been extremely 
efficient in developing and printing negatives provided by the other assets.

PRODUCTION AND ACTIVITIES

6. LICALLA. During thio period LIEMETY -9, operator of the LICALLA 
basehouse, provided 1,239 frameo of operational photographs covering the patio 
and garden of the FJSTEAL installation, the area where many of the officers, 
family members and visitors congregate. This coverage is especially valuable 
because the officers are usually at their leisure and often gather into 
functional groupings. LIEMPTY-9 is very observant and his comments and notes 
are considered of great value to the Station. All photos provided by LIEMITY-9 
are accompanied by a fixed-surveillance report.

7. LILYRIC. This basehouae is staffed by LIEMPTY-13, -14, and -27 with 
LIEMPTY-14 and -27 providing most of the coverage because of the full-time 
outside employment of LIIMPTY-13. During this period the LILYRIC basehouse 
provided 2,716 frames of operational photographs covering the only vehicle and 
pedestrian entrance into the target installation. All photographs were 
accompanied by fixed-surveillance reports on individual members of the staff of 
the target installation. The operators are often able to provide the license 
plate numbers of vehicles used by visitors to the target installation, which 
in many cases help to identify the visitor.

8. LIMITED. The operator of the LIMITED basehouse is LIEMPTY-6. The 
LIMITED basehouse also provides coverage of the only vehicle and pedestrian 
entrance to the FJSTEAL installation, but from a different angle, and the 
comments made relative to coverage in the section on LILYRIC also pertain to 
LIMITED. The LIMITED basehouse provided 557 frames of operational photographs 
during this period. LIMITED also serves es the radio alert for the LIEMHRACE 
surveillance team, although the practice of using a radio alert is being de
creased. On two occasions during this period LIEMrTY-c was alerting for the 
team in a deception exercise, since the team was not working the FJSTEAL 
target. This was done on instructions from the Station and LEMPTY-c was not 
told that these were deception exercises.

9. LIENTRAP. During this period as in the last reporting period, the 
LIEITRAP mobile surveillance unit was targetted mainly against the local 
Communist parties as well as members of other Hemisphere parties who are 
living oi’ are in exile in Mexico. The LIENTRAP operators are LEMPTY-10 
and LIEMPTY-11 and during this period they produced 564 frames of operational 
photographs. LIEHPTY-10 and LIEMPTY-11 also service over 20 postal boxes 
which are used as accomodation addresses by the Mexico City Station, Head
quarters and other field stations.

10. Raymond H. GERENDE. Aside from his regular duties as the Principal 
Agent for the LIEMPTY Project, GERENDE also provided valuable assistance in the 
furtherance of objectives involved in the JMROD operation. In this regard, 
Thomas G. URQUHART, Headquarters officer, held approximately seven operational 
meetings with GER2IDE during this reporting period.
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11. UEXJTY-10 and -11 were afforded a SGSWTRL interview on 8 December 
1966. Ktsre vere no outstanding problem indicated In the results of the 
interview of LWCTY-li. The results of LHXFTY -10’ s interview were discussed 
In Reference B.

12. A general security review of the LISGTf Project was forwarded In 
Reference D.

1J. There were no known security problem or incidents during this 
period which say have Jeopardized the operation or the assets involved In the 
Project. NSTSAL Interest inLIMFTY-o/IJMITED was discussed in Reference D 
and-appareotly is a continuing natter.

PLANS

It. During the coming period no significant operational or administrative 
changes are planned, since the Project is producing in a timely and satisfactory 
manner.
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Action Required: For Your Information

1. In December 1966 Raymond H. OER0JDE, Principal Agent for tbe LIEMPTY 
Project, was asked to prepare a security resume, Including his opinions, on 
the security of the LILYRIC, LIMITED and LICALLA Rasehousee vis-a-vis Soviet 
knowledge of their existence. The following paragraphs contain a slightly 
edited version of GERENDE'b report, which was received on 28 December 1966, 
Station comments follow GERENDE’s and are so noted.

LILYRIC

2. In Its present new location LILYRIC is the newest of the photo bases 
under my control. According to LIENFTY-13, there has been no Indication of 
interest of any sort by the Soviets in the family's move to the new apartment 
nor was there in the past any show of interest or peculiar behavior on their 
(Soviet's) part with regard to the old base and the possibility that they might 
be under photo surveillance.

3. The cover for the work carried on by this base is good since the 
wife, LIEMPTY-1 ,  who does most of the work has no trouble in Justifying 
her presence at home all of the time. The son, LIEMPTY-27 is a medical 
student and attends his classes regularly and can Justify his hours as 
study hours. (He continues to be an excellent student and was exempted from 
examinations at the end of this, his second year in medical school. Actually, 
he studies most of the night). LIEMPTY-13 requires no cover as he has a 
full-time Job as production manager for a large concern and he usually sakes 
his meetings with GERENDE on his way to or from work.

*1*
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base Is blown, the Station at

photographing and thereby 
possibly believe the Mexican

LILYRIC 
revamp the LILYRIC Installation

Soviets

k. The set-up in the old as well at. the new base is tb.' following; 
IT.e equipment - camera, scope and tripod - is mounted in one -bedroom behind 
Venetian, blinds with one slat removed. This room Is locked to keep servants 
or aixy chance Intruder from entering. The operators do not spend all their 
time behind the camera, but go to the adjoining bedroom where a table and 
typewriter are set up and where the dally logs are transcribed, knitting done 
or dome other activity that doos not require-full concentration Is carried out. 
The curtains and blinds In this room are kept partially or fully open to allow 
good visibility and provide a normal appearance. Most of the dally movement of 
the Soviet personnel Is followed from this room and when It is necessary to 

.take pictures of visitors, unknown persons or newly arrived Soviets, the 
operators go to the other room and use the pre-set equipment.

•5. GERENDE's Comment. It seems to me that any care fill observation by 
the Soviets would have revealed the tell-tale position of the Venetian blinds 
in both the old and the new bases. I have no doubt that the Soviets realize 
they are under photo surveillance. The move by the family from the old to the 
new building must surely have been noted by the Soviets. Possibly the Soviets 
think the family is working with the local authorities due to LIEMPTY-13*  s 
former association with the Mexican Army

Comments. The Station agrees with GERENDE that careful 
Soviets would have revealed the missing slat tn the Venetian 

The Station also

when a Soviet shielded an LNERGO walk-in when 
the Embassy and made a sign to the walk-in 
seen by someone watching with a telescope 
street. Also, as Headquarters is aware, there

6. Station 
observation by the . . _
blinds and also the fact that those blinds are seldom open 
agrees that the Soviets realize that they are under photo surveillance 
This was pointed out recently 
they passed the front gate of 
indicating that they could be 
from the buildings across the 
have been numerous comments by residents of Mexico City to the effect that 
anyone entering the Soviet Embassy is photographed; however, seldom has it 
been rumored that the "Americans" are doing it, which might indicate most people 
believe the Mexican Government is doing any such 
reaffirming GERENDE's statement that the 
Government runs the base

Given the assumption that the 
does not plan to terminate or

7. 
this point 
Any operational change by the operators would be spotted by the Soviets and 
If the Base were closed the Soviets would start looking for a new installation. 
The LILYRIC Base is performing a useful function and it is believed that it 
will continue to do so. The Soviets nave had opportunities to complain to 
the Mexican Government about being monitored photographically and have not 
seen fit to do so and it is believed that they probably will not do so unless 
there is a radical change In Soviet and/or Mexican policy. The Station has 
Instructed GERENDE to take every precaution during his meetings with LIEMPTY-13 
to assure that LIEMPTY-13 does not lead the Soviets to him and thereby 
Jeopardizing other operations, especially LICALLA.

LIMITED

8. The operator of the LIMITED Base, LIEMPTY-6, Is, to my knowledge 
the oldest hand in the photo surveillance of the Soviet target and possibly 
the most likely to be "burned". His residence for years at the former Base 
(now the site of the new LILYRIC building) and his move to the present base 
could not have gone unnoticed by the Soviets. His cover is that of an 
insurance salesman, but he actually does not work at the cover and is at 
a disadvantage in trying to explain his source of income. At times, in years 
past, he had to afford full-time coverage from the base, which allowed him 
nc time to engage in credible cover activities.

9. GERENDE Comments. I do not believe that LHNPTY-6/LIMITED Is a 
security risk; however, his present means of working from an open door leading 
to his balcony probably can be spotted by the Soviets. LIEMPTY-6 is extremely 
cautious about checking himself for surveillance when making meetings.
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10. Station Comments, The same Station camnents r.mdo tn reference to 
LiLYRIC also apply to LL~'~ED. Alzu, thv uac of LIMITED ns the radio nlort 
base for the LIEMBRACE curve!llnnco team has weakened the security of this 
base. In regard to LIMITED, LICOWL-1 lias reported that the Soviets are very 
Interested In LIEMlTY-6/LlMlTED and that co many Sovtoto hnvj talked to him 
(LICWL-1) about LIEMPTY-6 that ho io convinced that the Soviets have a "fbar" 
and an "obsession" about LIEMPTY-6. LICOWL-1 reported on 5 January 196? 
that the Subject of 201-744341 and the. Subject of 201-7'16168 asked him on 
19 December 1966 for full dotnlla known to him about LIEMiTY-6 and Subject of 
201-756168 vent so far as to say that he believes that LIEMETY-6 Is "watching 
the Soviets".

LICALLA

11. When the Soviets raised the height of the wall In their backyard 
about two years ago, they could have blocked completely the view of this 
base's working window by making the wall a few Inches higher. Since they did 
not do this, It would seem to indicate that they nre not aware that their 
activities are being monitored from this point. On the other hand, in recent 
months LQMPTY-9, the. operator, has reported that activities in the back 
yard have been curtailed more and more. For example, the wusen no longer 

, congregate there dally, the school children enter their classes by a route 
not visible to LIEMPTY-9 ar^. the trees and shrubs have not been trimmed In 
years, making LIEMPTY-9s  view poor In most directions. LIfMrTY-9 says that 
he has never noticed any undue Interest In his house or his activities by 
the Soviets. Access to the operating room can be soon from the window which . ' ■’ 
LIEMFTY-9 believes to be the commo room in the target installation. ''

*

1

12. The cover for this base 1s that of a normal residence. LTEMPTY-9's 
cover work Is that of a car and insurance salesman In a local automobile 
agency in the afternoon only. LIEMETY-9 does work in his cover. LIEMPTY-9’s 
cover for the use of the operating room Is that he docs accounting work for 
client firms. The door is kept locked at all times and LIEMPTY-9 never allows 
the servant to enter, even for cleaning purposes. The equipment is kept 
locked in a trunk within the room when not in use and all logs and photos 
are kept in a safe located in LIEMPTY-9’s bedroom closet,

13. ■ OEHENDE Comment. I believe the Soviets are aware of the photo 
surveillance being carried out by this base due to the position of the window 
and the curtains during tne hours when LIEMPTY-9 is operating.

14. Station Comment. The Station does not believe that this photo base 
is known to the Soviets, This belief is based on the fact that the LICALLA 
coverage is excellent and there, has been no indication tliat the Soviets act 
for tho benefit of observers while they are in the backyard. It is interesting 
to note that tho Soviets made no effort to "protect" the LNERGO walk-in mentioned 
in paragraph 6.above during a visit to the backyard and LICALLA did obtain 
photographs of the walk-in. The school children no longer pass through the 
backyard because the location of the school was recently changed and the children 
now go by another route. The Station has instructed OEJIEJJDE to take every pre
caution In order to protect the security of the LICALLA base.

15. As a general comment pertaining to the security of the bases in
volved in Project LIEMPTY, it should be noted that the Soviets are aware of 
the fact that LIMOUSINE is the owner/bullder of the now LILYRIC building. 
LIMCUSINE is also the owner of the LIMESA complex, through a holding company.

16. The Station realizes that most of the details reported in this 
dispatch are known to Headquarters; however, the Station wanted to make the 
opinions of the Principal Agent and the Station a matter of record in a 
consolidated form.

lCAT»QN
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w»Jtcr LIEMPTY/Progresa Report r 
L 1 August through 31 October 1966

Action Raquiredt For Your Information

Referencos HMMA-29775, dated 15 August 1966

B. MEXICO CITY-8526, dated 12 September 1966

A

C. HMMA-30203, dated 3 October 1966

D< MEXICO CITY-8807 dated 10 October 1966

E. HMMA-5O4O3, dated 26 October 1966

1. SUMMARY OP PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND REPORTING

A. The last regularly scheduled LIEMPTY Progress Report,covering the 
period 1 May through 31 July 1966, was forwarded to Headquarters as Reference 
A. Noteworthy Interim Project activities were reported In References B. 
through D. Wille Mexico City Station’s Request for the Renewal of Project 
LIEMPTY was forwarded with Reference B,

B. Throughout the period under review, Project LIEMPTY continued to collect 
operational information on the LIMERICK Installation, the LIMERICK personnel 
and their visitors. This activity was in consonance with various sections . 
of the RMD as approved for Station Mexico City. The above cited program 
was accomplished through the dally photographic and fixed surveillance 
coverage provided by the LIMITED, LILYRIC and LICALLA basehouses. In 
addition, the LIEMPTY Project provided effective support to other Station and 
Headquarters (i.e. AMROD and AMLETTER) activities through the exploitation 
of the LIESfTRAP mobile/photographic unit and the LIEMPTY principal agent, 
Raymond H. GERENDE.
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2. AGENT CCMMUNTCATIONS, CONTACT AND PERFORMANCE

During the period under review, Raymond H. GERSNDE was seen 2v times in 
regular- operational meetings by the LT EMPTY Project case officer. No basic 
changes other than the regular preplanned variations in meeting sites and 
times were made in the Project coosunleatlon channels. The up-dated and 
revised emergency communication system for contact with 0 EREN DE (see 
HMMA-26555, dated 21 February 1966) remains In effect. AU regular contact 
with the active LIEMPTY agents (LI&GTYs -4, -6, -9, -10, -11, -15, -14, 
and -26) vias maintained via Raymond H. GERENDE. GERENDE met each of the 

' above cited agents, with the exception of LIENPTYs -I1*,  and -26, two times 
' ’ each week in clandestine meetings. The operational performance of all active 

LIEMPTY agents, including GERENDE was most satisfactory. The performance 
of LIEMPTY-4 in 'assisting the local WJACRE section with its photographic 
processing was outstanding.

5^ ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

A. SUMMARY - Throughout the reporting period, the LIEMPTY Project continued 
to provide the vast majority of the operational photographs and surveillance 
reports used by the Station in its planning and operations against the 
LIMERICK installation and personnel. The LIEMPTY coverage has proved to be 
a particularly reliable tool for: following the daily comings and goings 
of the LIMERICK personnel; providing leads to and confirming the identi- 
ficationsof new LIMERICK staffers and also visitors to the LIMERICK installa
tion; providing leads to the relative rank and the specific intelligence 
service affiliation of various LIMERICK officers; keeping the Station abreast 
of construction and physical changes In the LIMERICK physical plant; and 
providing a reliable check on various Station and LNENQO access agents. 
During the quarter under review, Project LIEMPTY basehouses provided 5,00? 
frames of operational photographs (169 rolls) as weU as 1,290 pages of 
fixed, surveillance reports covering the movements of the LIMERICK staffers.

B. LIENTRAP - 'Throughout this period, the LIENTRAP mobile unit was again 
targetted heavily against leaders and meeting sites of the locel Communist 
parties as w»U as other targets of opportunity, particularly Haitian, 
Guatemalan and Honduran Comunlst exile leaders now resident in Mexico. 
LIENTRAP provided up-dated and/or new Identification photographs which 
are of Value to both the JMriGER and the Station recruitment/penetration 
program. Thia apparat provided a total of 257 operational photographs, 
while the personnel attached to this LIENTRAP unit regularly serviced 25 
postal accommodation addresses used by Mexico City Station, Headquarters and 
other field Stations.

C. LIMITED - During this quarter, the LIMITED basehouse provided 724 frames 
of operational film as well as daily physical surveillance reports covering 
the arrival and departure of nil LIMERICK personnel and visitors at the 
front gate of that installation during the evening and week-end hours. In 
addition,. LIEMPTY-6, the LIMITED basehousekeeper, working from his excaUent \ 
visual vantage point, dispatched the LUMERACE surveiUance team via radio on \ 
several LIENBRACE surveillance operations.

D. LILYRIC - During this reporting period, the LILYRIC basehouse provided 
2,859 frames of operational photographs covering the same area and targets 
noted in the LIMITED section above, out during the morning and afternoon 
hours. In October the LILYRIC personnel (LIENPTYs -15, -14, -26 and -27) 
successfully completed the move into the new LIMOUSINE building. While some 
photographic coverage was lost during the move, LILYRIC coverage at present 
is back to normal (see also paragraph 4 of Reference A.).

E. LICALLA - Throughout this period, the LICALLA basehouse provided both 
physical observation and photographic coverage nf the garden and patio of the 
LIMERICK installation, an area where many of the officers, their fans! lies and 
visitors congregate. In providing this coverage LICALLA produced 1,185 
Individual photographs (of which 80 were color prints used in the Station's 
"mug book") ae well as regular daily reports on the salient activities in this 
area.
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F. LIEMPTY-I*  - With tho exception of the color prints, all vf tho above 
cited operational film provided by the basehouses and the LIENTRAP unit was 
developed and printed by LIEMPTY-1* at the LIEMPTY photographic laboratory. 
In order to alleviate some of the pressure caused by recent adjustments in 
the Station's WOACRE section, LIEMPTY-1* also processed approximately 200 
photographic enlargements which normally would not fall within the scope' 
of this project.

0. Raymond H. GERENDE - Throughout the reporting period, GERENDE served as 
the full time principal agent for Project IJEMPTY, operating as the cut-out 
to the above cited baaehousee and bearing the flrat echelon agent handling
responsibility for all active personnel. In addition, GERENDE via hard leg 
work and his translating ability, made numerous and essential contributions 
to the AMROD deception operation.

hi, SECURITY AND. PLANS

A. There have been no known incidents during the reporting period which 
adversely affected the security of Project LIEMPTY or the personnel therein. 
Station plans to afford LIEMPTYs-lO and -11 SGSWIRL examinations during the 

i ensuing periods All other active LIEMPTY agents have been SGSWIRLed during 
the past year.

; B. No significant operational or administrative changes are planned for the 
ensuing period since this Project is producing in a satisfactory and regular 
manner.

for/Wlllard C. CURTIS
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S E C R ; T
TO

Chief of Station, Mexico City __
two 

_ Chief of Station, JMWAVE 
HKM

Acting Chief, WH Division_____________
SUBJlcr
CIdentification of Florida License Plate 1-105538

ACTION RLQUIRfD HU WINCES

Action Required: 
References: A.

B. 
C.

For your information 
MEXI-8361, 24 August 1966 
DIR-31174, 27 August 1966 
MEXI 8394, 26 August 1966

; CM*

rr<XT

1$ I9S6

1. Contained herein is supplemental information to Re

2.p Florida lincese plates 1-103538 were registered to 
Lewis *WQLSHIN  for use on H, 1964 Ford.

b-'. VV3 -T~.
' 6 3. JMWAVE investigation revealed that WOLSHIN was born in 1908

/Hand is presently residing atd684 9th Avenue, Hialeah, Florida«with his 
SKwife Olga A. *W0LSHIN.  Their telephone number is 887-7907. ’ ffeTas

been ’ employed as a JPool Manager or Assistant Park Manager by Dade 
nee 1953. He had a satisfactory credit rating. Police checks 
indicated the following arrest record:in Miami

a. In 1934 he was arrested in New York City for felonious assault.!
The charge was later reduced to simple assault. I

b. In 1941 he was arrested in Savanah, Georgia for investigation I
ofauto larceny. He was released to New York. I

c. 1941 arrested in New York City for violation of probation. I

~ d. 1947 arrested in Las Vegas, Nevada for peddling_without a_ I 
license. I

e. 1951 arrested in New York City for petty larceny. I

4. Neither RI nor WOBONE indices contained information on I
~ WOLSHIN or his wife. I

5. Permission is granted to pass the above information to LNERGO. 
We are also making it available to their Headquarters.

Distribution:
2 - COS, Mexico City 
1 - COS, JMWAVE

cross PEFfafNCf ’0 F" 1 2 SEP 'iPSB1 OiSFATCH STMBC1 »\9 SWoER

HMMW-14857 1 September 1966 1

: • ASS*?'  CATION HQS f|l£ NUMKER 1

1 SECRET 50-6-74/3 1

RI
Chr\no 
WH/Security i

CPtGlNATt

WH/1/$SFrance
imsi 

nr i 3654
COORDINATING |

i'.. «*A ’ • ■ •» i vc
-1—

WH/SecurityWH/C/FI

1

ACZWH/1

WH/C/FI

RF.lt ASING J
Cd

| J. Fisher
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29 August 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, WH/1

ATTENTION : Jane Zerance

SUBJECT : Identification of License Tag 1-105538

1. Identification of the above captioned license tag. 
was made by JMWAVE security. They have furnished the following 
information.

2. The license tag is registered to Lewis Wolshin, born 
1908; is residing at 684 SE 9th Avenue, Hialeah, Florida. 
The tag was issued on a 1964 Ford. Wolshin's wife is Olga A. 
Wolshin; he has been employed as Pool Manager or Assistant 
Park Manager by Dade County, Florida, since 1953. A credit 
check was conducted in Wolshin's name, and a October 1964 
report indicated biographic data as listed above. He had 
been known to the credit bureau since 1951, had satisfactory 
credit, and no derogatory information was available. Police
checks in Miami, Florida, indicated the following arrest 
record:

1934 New York City Felonious assault 
charge reduced to 
simple assault

1941 Savannah, Ga. Investigation of 
auto larceny, 
released to New York

1941 New York City Violation of probation

1947 Las Vegas, Nev. Peddling without license

1951 New York City Petty Larceny

SECRET
GriCu*  1 

T: ii 
eewrT’c.rj an«

fa



- 2 -

Wolshin's telephone number at Hialeah, Florida, is 887-7907 
The Office of Security Indices has no record of Wolshin. or 
his wife Olga. \ ,

ituuU
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' i
TO Director '

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Attention: Mr. 8. J. Papich -

FROM : Deputy Director for Plans
SUBJECT: ^Visitors to the Soviet Dabassy, Mexico City

1. A usually reliable cource reported that an American 
looking couple visited the Soviet Embassy Id Mexico City from 
1200 to 1230 hours on 23 August 1966. They were driving a 
Falcon bus bearing Florida tags 1-105538 (white numerals on 
blue.)

2. Investigation revealed that the plates wore regis
tered to Lewis WOLSHIN for use on a 1964 Ford.

3. WOLSHIW was born in 1903 and is presently residing 
at 684 Gih Avenue, Hialeah, Florida with his wife 
Olga A. WOLSHIN. Their telephone number is 887-7907. He has 
been employed as Pool Manager or Assistant Park Manager by 
Dade County since 1953, He had a satisfactory credit rating. 
Police checks in Miami indicated the following arrest record:

1934 Hew fork City

1941 Savannah, Georgia

1941 Hew York City

Felonious assault charge 
reduced to simple assault.

Investigation of auto larceny, 
released to New York / 

/
Violation of probation /

1947 Las Vegas,Nevada 

1951 New York City

4. This Office has no
A13STRAC? lx' | Tr"',‘X’ 

information on the atbdV®=M®ntlxmed-—

Peddling without
tV#/j

Petty larceny. ■PS----- -J)ES5-

individuals.

5. The information contained herein has been passed to
your representative in Mexico City and may not receive further 
dissemination by your Bureau without prior approval of this 
Office. f„.
CSCI-316/04400-66 f. •! i

CS COPY ./35tf.-c-^
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CSCI-316/04400-66

1 September 1966 

BASIC: MEXI-8361, 24 Aug 66 
DIR-31174, 27 Aug 66 
MEXI-8394, 26 Aug 66

PROJ : LIENVOY/LlLYRIC

LIAISON: —

FILE: 50-6-74/3)

(Distribution & coord., next page)
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Distribution: 
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Coordinated with:

WH/Sec^
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WH/C/FI___________________

WH/l/Jane Zerance/nr/1 Septemboi’ 1966
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’•FmeXICO CITY INFO: JMWAVE

REF: MEXICO CITY 8361 (IN 82664) NOT SENT JMWAVE

1. FLORIDA TAG 1-105538 REGISTERED LOUIS WOLSHIN DOB 1908 OF - 

684 S. E. NINTH AVE., HIALEAH. WIFE OLGA A. EMPLOYED AS POOL MGR OR 

ASST PARK MGR BY DAD A: COUNTY SINCE X953. SATISFACTORY CREDIT.

POLICE RECORD 1934 TO 1951, FIVE ARRESTS INCLUDING LARCENY, ASSAULT, 

VIOLATION OF PROBATION AND PEDDLING WITHOUT LICENSE. NO HDQS TRACES. 

PERMISSION GRANTED PASS LNERGO.

2. JMWAVE: SOLUTION TO LICENSE PLATE OF AMERICAN LOOKING 

COUPLE VISITING SOVIET EMBASSY MEXICO CITY 23 AUGUST.

END OF MESSAGE

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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SECRET 242020Z CITE MEXICO CITY 8361

DIRECTOR
^^cC^C2C64'.

WOMUSE

1. LILYRIC REPORTS AMERICAN LOOKING COUPLE VISITED SOVIET 
EMBASSY 23 AUG FROM 1200 TO 1230 HOURS. WERE ^FIVING CAR, 

BELIEVED VOLKSWAGEN BUS, WITH WHITE ON BL U^FL OR I DA J AQj^ 

1-105533.
L

2. WILWADVISE LOCAL LNERGO.

3. s
PLEASE CABLE90LUTI0N TO LICENSE PLATE. 

SECRET

BT SECRET z
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Chief of Station, Mexico City*-*̂ -^ * fcCOfflll

Action Required: For Your Information 

References s A. HMMA-28938, dated 13 May 1966 -

B. MEXICO CITY 7553/ dated 6 June 1966

C. DIRECTOR 12138, dated li dune 1966

D. DIRECTOR 199^0, dated 11 July 1966

1. SUMMARY OF PROJECT OBJECTIVES, REPORTING and ACTIVITIES,

The last regularly scheduled LIi* ‘JTY Progress Report, covering the period 
1 February through 30 April 1966, was forwarded to Headquarters as reference 
A. Salient interim project activities and levied requirements were 
contained in references B, through D. Throughout the period under re
view, Project LIEMPTY continued to collect operational information on 
the LIMERICK Installation, the LIMERICK personnel and their visitors, 
as well as various targets of opportunity. This activity was in consonance 
with and. represented partial fulfillment of various sect lens of the RMD 
as approved for Station Mexico City. The above cited program was 
achieved through the daily photographic and fixed surveillance coverage 
provided by the LIMITED, LILYRIC and LICALLA basehouses, as well as 
the LIEWTRAP mobll photo unit. In addition the LIEMPTY Project pro
vided essential support to various other Headquarters (i.e. AMROD and 
AiiJJUTLET) activities and other Station operations through the regular 
exploitation of the LIEMPTY principal agent, Raymond H. GER3JDS.

continued...

Distribution:

3 - Chlef/WHD
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2. AGOTT COMKNICATION, CONTACT AND PERFORMANCE.

During the period under review, GiRl-NDE was seen 25 times in regular 
operational meetings by the LIEMPTY Project case officer. No basic 
departures, other than the regular pre-planned changes Ln meeting sites' 
and time, were made in the regular and alternate coornunication channels. 
The up-dated and revised emergency consnunlcatlon system for contact 
with GERiNDE as forwarded to Headquarters in KMMA-28333, dated 21 
February 1966 remains in effect. IXiring the period under review, the 
emergency contact arrangements pertinent to LIfMPTYs -f», -6, -9, -13 
and -I1* were reviewed by GHUdJDE and the respective agents. The 
operational performance of all active LIEMPTY agents was highly satis
factory. As per usual, G'ERrUDE turned in the solid operational performance 
which the Station has come to expect from this long-time contract agent,

3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS.

A. Summary - Throughout the reporting period, the LIEMPTY Project 
continued to provide the vast majority of the operational photographs 
and physical surveillance reports used by the Station in its operational 
planning against the LIMERICK Installation and personnel. The LIEMPTY 
coverage has proved to be a particularly reliable tool for; following 
the dally movements of LIMERICK personnel; providing leads to and con
firming .the identities of LIMERICK staffers and their visitors; pro
viding leads to the relative rank and the specific Intelligence service 
connection of various LIMERICK officers; keeping the Station abreast of 
construction changes In the LIMERICK physical plant; and providing a 
reliable check on various station and LN.’-RGO access agents. IXiring the 
quarter under review, Project LIEMPTY basehouses provided a record 
5,722 frames of operational photographs (18J  reels) as well as 
approximately 1,200 pages of fixed surveillance reports covering the 
movements of the LIMERICK staffers.

*

B. LIENTRAP - Throughout this period, the LIENTRAP mobile unit was 
targetted against leaders and meeting sites of the local Communist 
parties as well as other targets of opportunity, particularly exile 
Communist leaders now resident in Mexico. LIENTRAP provided up-dated 
identification photographs of Communist officers which are of value to 
both the JMTIGER program and the Station's recruitment/penetration 
program. This apparat provided 262 operational photographs, while the 
personnel attached to the LIENTRAP unit also regularly serviced 21 postal 
accommodation addresses used by Mexico City Station, Headquarters and 
other Field Stations. In July, the LIENTRAP unit was repainted and 
completely overhauled.

C. LIMITED - During this quarter, the LIMITED basehouse provided 1,215 
frames (h-7 reels) of operational film as well as daily physical surveil
lance reports covering the arrival and departure of all LIMERICK personnel, 
at the front gate of that installation during the evening and weekend 
hours. In addition, LIEMPTY-6, the LIMITED basehouse keeper, served 
as the radio dispatcher for numerous LIEMHRACE surveillance operations.

D. LILYRIC - During this perlou, the LILYRIC basehouse provided a record I 
3,301 frames (99 reels) of operational photographs covering the same I
area and targets as noted in the LIMITED section above, but during the I
morning and afternoon hours. As noted in paragraph 5 of reference A., I
Station completed the rearrangement of the LIMITED-LILYRIC working hours, I
based on the recent recruitment and clearance of LIEMrTYs -26 and -27. ’I 
The LILYRIC basehouse now provides photographic and physical surveillance I 
coverage from OCCO hours through 1700 nours, while LIMITED provides 
coverage from 1700 hours to 1930 hours on weekdays. LIMITED also 
provides morning coverage on Saturdays and Sundays.

53a use rntv;ous ediijmn
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E» LICALLA - 'Thrutigiiout this period, the LICALLA hasehorse provided 
coverage of the Garden and patio area of the LIMERICK installation, an 
area where, many of the officers, their families and vlelto-s congregate. 
In providing this coverage, LICALLA produced 1,20b individual photographs 
as well as regular dally reports on the salient activities in this area.

F, MISCELLANEOUS - All of the above cited operational film provided by 
the basehouses and the LI ENTRAP unit was developed and printed by 
LDXFTY-h at the. LIEMPTY Photo Lab. Curing this period, LISCPTY-19 pro
vided translations of numerous articles and documents in support of other 
Station activities not directly related to Project LIEMPTY.

0. Raymend H. GERFUDE - Throughout the reporting period, GERENDE served 
as the full-time LIEMPTY P/A, operating as the cut-out to the above-cited 
basehouses and bearing the agent handling responsibility for the related 
personnel, as well as handling the operators of the LI^NTRAP unit 
(LIEMPTYs -10 and 11), LIEMPTY-4 and LIiMITY-19. OERENDE's overall 
operational assignment involved at least 12 clandestlnemeetings per 
week, in addition to his meetings with the LIEMPTY case officer. It 
should be noted that GERENDE also made numerous and essential contributions 
to the,sensitive AMROD deception operation.

4. SECURITY AND PLANS.

•A. There had been no known incidents during the reporting period which 
adversely affected the security of Project LIEMPTY or the personnel 
attached thereto.

B. In order to alleviate a portion of the pressure caused by the recent 
major adjustment in the Station's WOACRE section, the LIEMPTY photo
graphic base, during the encuing period, will process various Station 
photographic requirements which normally do not fall within the realm 
of this Project.

C. It is anticipated that the LILYRIC personnel (LIEMPTYs -U, -14, -26 
and -27) will move Into the new LIMOUSINE building during the forthcoming 
period. Little, If any, coverage will be lost during this move. Other 
than noted above, no significant operational or administrative changes 
are planned for the ensuing period.

for/Lillard C. CURTIS
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ACTION REQUIRED > REFERENCES

Reference: HMMA-29002, 20 May 1966

Examination of the five envelopes sent as attachments with

reference shewn possible evidence of tampering on one envelope, while

the other four show no evidence of tampering. For your convenience

we are attaching a xerox copy of the envelope which showed evidence of

tapering.
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to 
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Chief of Station, Mexico*  _______________ IfcCMQHUI____________________

References: A. KM4A-2^5^2, dated 17 February 19*56
B. MR-C1P75> dated 20 February 1966
C. MEXI-<5UT9, dated 7 March 1966
D. MSXI-6611, dated 22 March i960
E. MFXI-6668, dated 23 March 1966
F. MEXI-679U, dated 6 April 1966

Action Required; For Your Information.

1. SUMMARY OF PROJECT REPORTING AMD ACTIVITY

The last regularly scheduled LIW’JTY Progress Report, covering the 
period 1 November 1965 through JI January 1966 was forwarded to 
Headquarters as reference A. Salient interim operational and security 
activities and developments wore Included in references B. through F, 
Throughout the period under review, Project LliJETY continued to collect 
operational information on the LIMERICK installation, the LIMERICK 
personnel and their visitors, as well as various targets of opportunity. 
This activity was In consonance with, and represented partial fulfil lino nt 
of various sections of the HMD ns approved for Mexico City Station. 'The 
above-cited progross '"as achieved through the daily photographic and 
fixed surveillance coverage provided by the LIMITED, LILYRIC, and LICALLA 
basohouses as well as tho LIEL’TRAP nobile photographic unit. In 
addition, the LISMFTY project provided essential support to various 
other Headquarters (particularly the AMROD operation) and Station activities
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through the exploitation of the LIEMPTY Principal Agent, Raymond H. GERENDE.

2. AGENT COMMUNICATIONS A1TD CCtn’ACT

During the period under review, GERENDE vna seen 33 times In regular 
operational meetings by'the undersigned, and on 2 occasions by the local 
KURIOT representative, Hugh T. FRANCOTTE. The meetings between FRANCOTTB 
and GERENDE were attended by the LIEMPTY Project Case Officer and dealt 
with the installation of a new PAJCO print dryer in the LIEMPTY photo 
laboratory. In addition, GERENDE met four times, for extended periods, 
with LCFUMTER examiner Daniel R. H08KHR when he served as the inter
preter for the LCFU/TTER examinations afforded LIFMPTYs, -6,-9,-14,-13, 
-26, and -27. No basic departures, other than the regular preplanned 
changes in meeting sites and times, were made in the regular and alternate 
cotmnunlcations channels to GERENDE. It should be noted that an up-dated 
and revised emergency communication system for contact with GERENDE was 
forwarded to Headquarters as HMMA-23333, dated 21 February 1966. This plan 
includes both verbal and physical bona fldes and supercedes previous 
arrangements.

3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PROGRESS, .ACHIEYEMEIZrS

a) SUMMARY - Throughout the reporting period, Project LIEMPTY continued 
to provide the vast majority of the operational photographs and physical 
surveillance reports used in Mexico City Station’s operations against the 
LIMERICK installation and personnel. The LIEMPTY coverage has proved to 
be a most reliable tool for: following the daily movements of LIMERICK 
personnel; providing leads to, and confirming the identities of LIMERICK 
staffers and their visitors; verifying or providing leads to the relative 
rank and specific Intelligence service connection of various LIMERICK 
officers; keeping the Station abreast of construction changes in the LIMERICK 
physical plant:providing a check on reports of Station and ODEMVY access 
agents. During the three month period under review, Project LIEMPTYs  
basehouses provided 3,96? frames of operational photographs (146 rolls) 
as well as 650 pages of fixed surveillance reports covering this target.

*

b) LIENTRAP - Throughout this period, the LIENTRAP mobile unit was 
targetted against leaders and meeting-sites of the local Communist parties 
as well as other targets of opportunity, specifically the leaders of the 
strike group at the National University. LIENTRAP provided up-to-date 
photographs of numerous Comunlst officials, which are of value to both 
the JMTIGER program and the Station's recruitment/penetration program. 
This unit provided 330 operational photographs, while the personnel attached 
to this unit also regularly serviced 21 postal accommodation addresses used 
by Mexico City Station, Headquarters, and other field Stations.

c) LIMITED - During this period, the LIMITED basehouse provided 1,14? 
frames (45 rolls) of operational film and dally observation reports covering 
the arrival and departure of LIMERICK personnel and visitors at the front 
gate of that installation during the afternoon and rush-hours. In 
addition, LIEMPTY-6, the LIMITED basehouse keeper, served as the radio 
dispatcher for several LIEMBRACE surveillance operations.

d) LxLiRIC - During this period, the LILYRTC hasehouse provided 1,660 
frames (56 rolls) of operational photographs, covering the same area, and 
targets noted in the LIMITED section, but during the morning and early 
afternoon hours. In addition, the LILYRIC personnel prepared a detailed 
report' on the daily comings and goings of each LIMERICK staffer and 
contributed the majority of this Project's physical surveillance reports.
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e) LICALLA - Throughout thia period, the LICALLA basehouse provided 
photographic coverage of the garden and patio area of the LIMERICK 
Installation, an area where many of the officers, their families and 
visitors congregate. In providing this coverage, LICALLA produced 1160 
Individual photographs as veil as regular, dally reports on the salient 
activities in thia area.

f) LIEMPTY-h- All the aboye’clted operational film (160 rolls, U,297 
frames) provided by the basehouses and the LIENTRAP unit vaa developed and 
printed by LIEMPTY-k at the LIEMPTY photo lab. As noted In paragraph 2 
above, a new semi-automatic PAKO print dryer vas recently Installed In the 
photo laboratory. With the Installation of this dryer, the Station's 
modernisation of .the LIENFTY photo laboratory has been completed. (See 
paragraph 5 of HMMA-27653, dated 17 November for the details of this 
program).

jg. Raymond H. GERSIDE - During the reporting period, OERENDE served 
as the full-time LIEMPTY P/A, operating as the cutout to the LIMITED, 
LILYRIC, and LICALLA basehouses and bearing the agent handling responsibility 
for the related personnel as well as handling the operators of the LTE3/TRAP 
mobile unit, LIEMPTY-U, and LIEMPTY-19, a Station asset (translator) carried 
under Project LIFEAT. Gerendo's overall assignment involved at least twelve 
clandestine agent meetings each week, in addition to his meetings with the 
LIEMPTY Project case officer. It should be noted that GERENDE also made 
numerous and essential contributions to the sensitive AMROD deception 
operation.

U. SECURITY

There have been no known incidents which adversely affected the security 
of Project LIEMPTY. During the period under review, LIEMPTYe -6, -9, -13, ’ 
-1U, -26, and -27 were afforded LCFLUFTER examinations, all with satisfactory 
results.

5. CHANGES AND PLANNING

As noted in paragraph 3 of reference A, Station is in the process of 
increasing the hours of both the photographic and physical surveillance 
coverage provided by the LILYRIC operations during the week-days. At 
present, the LILYRIC personnel are providing coverage from early morning 
to late afternoon, while LIMITED is providing week-end coverage. After 
the LILYRICs have moved into the new LIMOUSINE building, it is anticipated 
that they will be able to provide complete dawn to dusk coverage, the 
Station's ultimate goal.

for/Willard C. CURTIS
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the '-'.oxicais lie cre-.nry <.-i ’ ‘a •'»• cr'• r-: I.. r t a •. e: s r 11: rr frcr. .'lexlcc 
City cf i-e Chief of .‘.'av.-il C o : 31 t .C> fcr tnc port ci ,’-'a s a 11 an on 
official crilerj. “I .<e ' St at I ir : < tn: .-t i Te ..riifrrUe just hot- ; 
tSs Soviets obtained thi.s rsaCu/!.

Curing April 19b5. t' a Ar-cric.vi ij»bs-.sy P-<-tec 11 cn and welfare 
officer advisid the Station t-'8t he Sz-T r<>:r i w* ‘. » cull f run tho 
Stalo? froe a Mr. Janes Green. ' r. concerning h;s son, Janes C. 
C.rccn, Jr. and n friend of r.ls san's, ''•rant >. Crsvr.c. tie said that 
according to Hr. Groan, Ms <u.<! drayr.o tad called Mr. Crcen and
tcld i.ia that they wore-gotr.<; tc t.-.o Soviet In: an. T. e two ten 
later visited the U. S. tebaeay ?>-. i tore ir>iurvie»cif by a Station 
officer. The following day on .1? April. Subject reported that two 
Americans (who fitted the dcscri, tirr.% of 'reea and Crayne) bad 
visited the Soviet •Embassy that sauo day, This fact was subsequently 
Confirmed by LIMITED,. LIEMERACE surveillance ’-as placed on the two 
men and this eventually led to their arrest and deportation fro» 
Mexico.

Also during the reporting perl cd. f object reported an incident 
which tho Station felt could he used to discredit the Soviet Lwhassy 
in the eyas of ti.o local population. The story, which is factual, 
was placed in the newspaper ba fr^nsa by LI LISP-I'. durlug July 1965. 
An English language translati'en oT xne r.rticle fallows :

La Prensa, 19 July 196$ (f.iitcrial pa?,o)

"Th® Men ‘Wade in Moscow’

. . "The sen made in Woacow lack sensibilities, are forbiddsn. 
bscau.se of their Marxist beliefs, to aid tho suffering or to help 
those in need. Cn 3 July of t»is year, in front of tho Russian 
Embassy, a Mexichn was hurt by ;i larje las>p which hsu been placed 
above tho gate to the £aha»:;y and which fell on bin due to the strong 
wind. The wounded nan, !. lending r-rofu&oly, begged t.ir Russian guards 
who vera but a few feet away .fro:.' a tslepkcne to call the Red Cross. 
The guard answered that tho Labass/ was not responsible for the force I
of the wind aad that the sar. .mould nave on his wav and not bother ।
his. At this point, some local workers and students began to gather ; 
about the wounded nan and several of then asked that £i>e Russian 
guard tolephoae the Led Cross. The Soviet guard sg.Mr. refusod this • 
request and also refused the students permission to use the guard- ;
house phone themselves. J’e.inviij le. tne nlecding aan had lost ‘
consciousness aad the s^denf..? esaerstrated their t>eliHgs toward ■■
this monstrous Isci of c^srirv by sheet In j (naacB) at the P.v.sslans. 1
The Russian answered (ia^SpaDlsb) That tat accident was of no interest I 
to tho Dabijisy and besides no m* there spoke Spanish, A good f
Cemnunist has ae retson .ihew pity la ten face of misfortune. ‘
de forworn that they are. jacxlr./ sensi? ill ties, they cannot find the 
goodness to pity anyone.................... ’

S. Concerning ths possible security questions raised by tho 1
Station in UMMA-27692 af 13 Sevoetsr 1965. the Station would like 
to coasent that no new cr.nc«T:»'.n^ LICDr.'L-1 have arisen since I 1
this dispatch wrlctan. Mt y?.4.1 .to give dlCOhi-l a LCFLUTTER 
test during March l»46.
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TO
Ctief, KH Division xz W tHOWM MQUIttO V

omr QuALimo och 
CM JUOQf MOfnM

WJ0»
Chief of.^StAlion, Mexico Cit^^ «>awrui

M®-’’Project ^TEMiTY^rogress RSfcJjt
■' 1 Ncvenibei’“19$5 through 51 January 1966

RSfaR3JC3S» A.

B. MEXI-539C, dated 23 November 1965

D,

NEXI-54C1. dated

dated

24

26

November

November

MEKI-5^52, dated 30 November

19o'5

19^5

1905

C

1. SID-MARY OF PROJECT ACTIVITY AND REPORTING

The last regularly scheduled LIEMPTY Progress Report covering the 
period 1 August through 31 October 19t>5 was forwarded to Headquarters as 
reference A. Salient interim activities and developments were Included in 
references B. through g. Throughout the period under review, Project LIEMPTY 
continued to collect operational information on the LI? CHICK Installation, 
the LIMERICK personnel and their visitors, as well as various targets 
of opportunity. This was achieved through the daily photographic and fixed 
surveillance coverage provided by the LIMITED, LILYRIC, and LICALLA 
basehouses and the LIENTRAP mobile unit. In addition, the LIEMPTY project 
provided essential support to various other Headquarters (particularly the 
AMROD operation) and Station activities through the exploitation of the 
LIEMPTY Principal Agent, Raymond H. GERENDE.

continued
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2. AGENT CONTACT AND COM WICATICNS

D.u'ir<: the reporting period, GEmiDS was seen JL times ir. regular 
operational meetings by the undersigned and on 5 occasions by the headquarters 
AMROD operations officer, Thomas G. UiWJHART. All meetings vers rectlarly 
rotated anpng eight selected sites. No basic depai-tures vere made from 
the s.tandajjxl meeting modus operand!; however,:new contact ar:-snosnents, 
Cor meetings under emergency coniitlons, are being worked o„t with GERS.’DE.

3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS, PROGRESS, ACHI^E^ENTS

a) SUMMARY - Throughout the report Ing period, Project LO5TY 
continued td provide the vast majority of the operational photographs and 
physical surveillance reports use.’. In Mexico City Station’s operations 
targetted against the LIMERICK installation and personnel. This activity 
Is In direct support of, and in consonance with, the current EM? as approved 
for the Station. The LIEMPTY coverage has proved to be a most reliable 
tool for: following the dally movements of LIMERICK personnel? providing 
leads to, and confirming the Identities of LIMERICK staffers and their 
visitors; verifying the relative rank and specific intelligence service 
connection of various LIMERICK officers'; keeping the Station abreast of 
construction changes cf the LIMERICK physical plant; and verifying reports 
of Station access agents. Curing the period under review, the LISMFTY 
basehouses produced U,212 photographs (1U9 rolls) as well as t&Q pages of 
fixed surveillance reports covering this target.

b) L "ENTRAP -.Throughout this period, the LIENTRAP mobile unit was 
targetted against leaders and meeting-sites of the local cccsnu.-d.st parties 
as well 03 other targets of opportunity. Specifically, LIENTRAP provided 
up-to-date photographs of numerous commiuiist officials, which are of value 
to both the JMHGER program and the Station's penetration/recruitment 
program. The LIENTRAP unit and personnel also regularly serviced 21 postal 
accommodation addresses used by Mexico City Station, Headquarters, and other 
field Stations. The LIENTRAP unit provided a total of ^04 operational 
photographs.

c) LIMITED - During the reporting period, the LIMITED basehouse 
provided 1,^12 frames (jU rolls) of operational film and Gaily observation 
reports covering the arrival and departure of LIMERICK personnel and 
visitors at the front gate of the installation during the afternoon and early 
evening hours. In addition, LISNTTY-6, the LIMITED basehonse keeper, served 
as the radio dispatcher on several LIENBRACE surveillance operations. The 
value and need of the LIMITED fixed-radio dispatching base has been explained 
in detail in previous LIEMPTY Progress Reports.

d) LILYRIC - During this period, the LILYRIC basehouse produced 1,5^2 
frames (5^ rolls) of operational photographs, covering the sane area and 
targets noted in the LIMITED section, but during the morning and early 
afternoon hours. In addition, LILYRIC prepared a weekly report oct the 
comings and goings of each LIMERICK staffer and contributed the majority of 
this project's physical  reports.surveillar.ee

e) LICALLA - Throughout this period, the LICALLA basehouse provided 
photographic coverage of the garden and patio area of the LIMERICK in
stallation, an area where many of the officers, their families, ani visitors 
congregate. In covering this area, LICALLA produced 1,253 individual 
photographs as well as regular reports on the activities of various officials 
of special interest to the Station.

f) LIEMPTY-4 - All the above noted operational film (lt?5 rolls, 4,616- 
fnames) provided by the basehouses and the LIENTRAP unit was developed and 
printed by LIEMRTY-4 at the LENPTY photo processing base. As noted in 
reference A., much of the LIEMPTY photographic lab equipment was scheduled to 
be replaced during this period. Kith the advic e of the local STRICT 
representative, both the LIEMPTY lab's film washing system and strip 
printer were replaced. In addition, a new semt-autocatic dm-type print 
dryer was ordered by the Station for installation in this base during 
February i960.
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g) Raymond H. GERENDE - Dirlnr th  reporting per’o-d, GERINDE served 
ns the full-time LIEMPTY F./A, operating ns the cutout to the LIMITED, 
LILYRIC, and LICALLA haseh ouses and bearing the agent handling responsibility 
for the operators of the LIEMfRAP mobile unit as well as LIrKPTY-U and 
LIEMPTY-19, a Station asset (translator) carried under Fi-ojoct LIFEAT. This 
overall assignment Involved st least twelve clandestine agent meetings per 

■ week (in addition the meetings held with the- Project Case Officer).

*

OERiGIDE also made numerous and essential contributions to the sensitive 
AMROD operation. It should be noted that GERENDE’s alertness in spotting 
the PBRUMEN surveillance of one of the AMROD accommodation addresses, 
undoubtedly saved this sensitive deception operation from exposure by'the 
opposition.

b. SECURITY AND PROBLEMS

Other than the attempted PBRUMEN surveillance of the AMROD accommodation 
address noted above (which yas neutralized by GERSTOE’s alertness), there 
have been no known incidents which adversely affected the security of the 
LIEMPTY project or the related agent personnel. While several minor ad
ministrative problems arose, all such matters were resolved locally.

5. CHANGES AND PLANNING

a) One major operational change Is planned for the ensuing period. 
Upon completion of the new LIMOUSINE structure (see HMMA-25352, dated 10 
February 1965), the Station will move the present. LILYRIC basehouse 
personnel (LIEMPTYs 13, lb, 26 and 27) into that edifice rather than the 
LIMITED (LIEMPTYs 6 and 7) personnel as originally planned. Ancillary 
modifications are: 1) To increase the hours of both the photographic and 
physical surveillance coverage provided by the LILYRIC operators (dawn to 
dusk) during the week days and 2) have LIMITED provide photographic and 
physical surveillance coverage on week-ends only, while remaining on dally 
stand-by for radio-dispatching assignments. These changes were dictated by 
the following considerations:

1) The new LIMOUSINE building will offer a much better vantage point 
for both photographic and physical surveillance than does the present 
complex which houses the LILYRIC and LIMITED bases. Therefore, the 
Station feels that the personnel occupying this new base should be 
those possessing the highest technical skills and also those able to 
provide the most thorough and complete coverage. Since the LIMITED base 
now has only one trained operator while the LILYRIC basehousa has three, 
the LILYRIC group Is indicated.

2) Because it appears that the coverage of the LIMERICK installation 
will be a long-range and continuing requirement, the Station desires 
to staff the new base with personnel of long-range potential. Since 
LIEMPTY-b Is now almost 60 years old, it is obvious that he does not 
possess this potential; however, the LILYRIC agent complex happily 
combines experienced personnel with youthful agents.

3) Finally, the social and financial status of the LILYRIC personnel Is 
much more compatible and consistent with the environment of tile new 
building than is that of the LIMITED family.

While It is anticipated that these modifications and changes will initially 
cause various administrative and operational problems, it is believed that 
all such adjustments can be handled locally.

b) The requisite copies of the PRO. Part II pertinent to LIS-IPTY-26 
were forwarded to Headquarters with. HMMA-27593/ dated '? Nov?mH»r 19^5 "Jong 
with a request for a full Operational Approval for Subject for use as a cut-ouL 
to the LILYRIC basehouse. LIEMPTY-27 was granted a Provisional Operational 
Approval on 26 January 196b for use as a part-time basehouse keeper/operator 
at the LILYRIC installation.
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c) Other than notei 
operational, or personnel

above, there have been no tanjor ftJiStnlstratl’.’ 
changes durins the reporting period.

for/willard C. CURTIS
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ts-Videla

□ iNoex -2 S
XT : 4S06 □ no iNoex A

ATE : _13_\o.Y 55 □ FILS IN CS FILS NO.

□ DESIitOr □ BtTUSH TO BRANCH □ f'll RIO 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ROUTING

1 5
2 6
? 7
4 8

o : MEXICO CITY Z0ffov65 16 Hg

ROM: DIRECT

onf:

o
MEX

-------- ,------------------- .---------------------------snrcnr
iwot VR , Fite □ RIO COPY y__________ £•/

____#____  
INFO 

CARA
cue oir

5 9 6 6 8
REF CARA 3029 (IN 94102)*

*Cara requested permission Morehouse visit Mcxi on brief TDY 
for latest methods and problems encountered in use surveillance 
panel truck.

HQS APPROVES MR, MOREHOUSE STOPPING BY MEXI FOR DISCUSSIONS

ON USES OF SURVEILLANCE PANEL TRUCKS. WILL ARRIVE MEXI SOME- .

TIME LATTER HALF WEEK 22 NOVEMBER. WILL PHONE CABOT AT HOME

OR OFFICE ON ARRIVAL. Nu NEED MEET HSR NOR MAKE RESERVATIONS,

END OF MESSAGE

Chief, WHD
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There bnve ''j;n no 'u.c’..v. Incident:; the pcrlo i under verier, which
ajvviv.cly offcictc.l the security cf Lh.> LM7.’ yiv.b.-ct or the related r<;c;|t 
pcrsorcvcl. uT.ile various rlr.ov n i.aiiilstrr.tivc questions arose, the Jtr.tioh woo
able to resolve all such ratters locally.

7. zlais Aha chAiMis.

a) Iii x'cspei'.sc to the Gtatton's roiiucsi, LDl-pC^'J> doted Iv October 
granted a FOA to for use us a cutout to the LILYilld Jbnsohousa,
LIMlTi'X-26 was 'iiect by GJitllDu tuU was used otvcvitlo»s.llj- .b.u-li'.j the absence
oZ the rc-ulni*  LILYTiIC culv.it, Lid 1'1’1-?^. Sho L’Ri Poi-t II x’d full 0A‘ 
request pertinent to LId-ZV*'-?6.will  be subr.ittc.i prior to ly iJovc.au<jr 19^5.

b) As in the past period, Station plruis to continue to e^’-.aaica the quality 
of the LId'-?i'x pho-U^raxthlc i>iouuct.  To this end, (Pich of the ylioto^vaphlc lul 
oquipr.cr.t is bcinr replaced and uiscusiilais orc ’?oii\; held with tho loco.l 
KulilCT representative, iiu.'.,b. T. Zt'd.'COl’i'd, co'icerninj the xvplncci-tent of the 
basclioace cnr.oi-as. J

*

1
o) Oilier than notoi above, thorn b.ava been no cinjox' aibiinistrctivc, oper
ational, er personnel elwivies during the report Inc period. j

h L uASBi

Cl*SW><il»CW PAGE NO. I
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to i MEXICO CITY

...
o’1®' Charles W. Anderson:ne^ 
wit : C/WH/C/CA/PA □ IN0«*

MESSAGE FORM 
TOTAL COPIES:

1

*0 s E C R E T
ext : .-1197 □[koinosx

*2 September 65£3f''1-11«• nue no. 201-20481

from: DIRECTOR

xxaxxxxxxxSocxxxxxxx^xxxxxxx
□ OtSTSOT □ StTVRN TO BRANCH □ fllE R»

ROUTING

1 5
2 6
3 7
4 8

2 Sep 65. &{Tot

■Slii GEM
COHFt.

RECORDS 0“."5.'n STAMP
INFO: VR . F.LI 

out.':;.;-!

TO MEXI INFO
• Signed

r.o. r;c33 - u
REF MEXI 4616 (IN 43897)

Uot-j; I

1. AGREE SUSPENDING PO

clto 
caordlaato 

BOX SERVlfciNtfc&OR-MME BEING BUT DESIRE
VISUAL CHECK OF NONOALCO BOX 10 OR 11 SEPTEMBER./£6 6""”

2. PLEASE HOLD ALL LETTERS FROM- THAT BOX TILL URQUHART 

ARRIVAL.

3. DESIRE COMMENTS ON COUNTERSURVEILLANCE AT TIME LIEMPTY-10 

SERVICED NONOALCO 25 AUGUST.

4. ASSUMING L-10 POSSIBLY IDENTIFIED AT THAT TIME AND NOW

UNDER SURVEILLANCE DESIRE HE MAKE DAILY VISITS GOBERNACION AND 

PROCURADURIA DEL DF BEGINNING SOONEST. HE TO TRY GIVE IMPRESSION 

HE LOOKING TO MEET SOMEONE OR WAITING FOR APPOINTMENTS.

5. WISH STAFFER, PEUVION IF POSSIBLE, VISIT NONOALCO PO BOX 

SECTION TO SEE IF LETTERS SIMILAR TO THOSE RETRIEVED 25 AUGUST ARE 

VISIBLE IN ANY OTHER BOXES.

6. WHAT WAS DATE STAMPED ON THE 25 AUGUST LETTER THAT WAS NOT
l - ;

MARKED "LIBRE DE POPTE?” | ?

7. HISTORY OF LOST TEST LETTERS PLUS INCIDENT REPORTED IN 

REF INDICATES NONOALCO BOX UNSUITABLE FOR AMROD OP. REQUEST LIEMPTY
. COORDINATING OFFICERS ’

REPRODUCTIOH BY OTHER THAH THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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TOTAL COPItll

□ MSOtOY Q RETURN TO BRANCH «U «>ID

ROUTING
, <j«ia t
i UNIT 1 . O 'MOM SECRET 1 5

2 6| EXT t □ NO INDEX
DATE : □ FILS IN 03 FILS NO. ? 7

4 U
h ■ ■

i from: DIRECTOR

CONF 1* _________________________INFO; VR . file □ RID COPY_____________

PAGE TWO
-

TO .INTO .< mo" 1^002^.
ASSET GET ASAP NEW BOX IN A PO NOT SO FAR ASSOCIATED WITH AMRODj 

USING FALSE NAME AND ADDRESS. WOULD PREFER BOX AT MAIN PO IF

POSSIBLE. AGENT MAY HAVE TO MAKE GIFT TO HEAD OF PO STATION OR

SUBSTATION IF BOXES IN SHORT SUPPLY,

END OF MESSAGE

RELEASING OFFICER

DC/WH/C/CA

WH/1.(Mrs. Bustos in draft)

AUTHENTICATING 
OFFICER

COORDINATING OFFICERS ------------------------------------------------------------ j

S E C H E T
kEPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED. copy no*
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Chief, WH Division 
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CLASSIFICATION 
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____ Chief of Station, Mexico City 
SUBJECT

O Project LlrMPTY/Progress Report 1 May through jl July 1965
ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES 

References: A.
B 
C, 
D,

HM1A-26027, 5 Moy 1965 
HJJ.JA-26243, U June 1965 
M5XI-4167, 16 July 1965 
NSXI-te48, 26 July 1965
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t’.r.d nltc.1 ViH-e rotated regularly dv.rin.., ti.c pcrivv. -.uvi^r review, send ro rosi. 
departures (other then note I ■above) were -r.de Crow the r.tc;»dnrd ."nodus cpciTux. 
of the Lid-ilCY project.

3. ACCft^LiaiO’-HhTJ, yROGlvhS, ACHIl.V.:<.w.V3.

Tiuxinghout the reporting pcrlol, Fxxijcct LX-LiK?.'car tinned to ’proviis the
innjorlty of the operational piiotCuiTiphs aid .•'uivcillsusce x-cport.i used in Mexico
City Station’s operations against the LIMDIICK iiictalintion end personnel. Tais 
coverage has proved to be a .noct reliable and viable tool for: following the 
dally movements of the LIMERICK persoiuicl; providing snd canflxwing the identities
of LIMERICK staffers and their visitors; an! verifying the relative rank and
position us veil as tile specific intelligence service cciuwctlon of various
•I-'MidtlCK officers. During the period under review, Project LUHTY pro.7rood loO 
rolls (3,1’33 fraiies) of operational photographs ns veil ns approximately 700 pages 
of fixed, physics! surveillance reports dealing with this target. In addition, 
LIEMPTY produced 205 operatloi.nl photographs of other targets of Interest to
Station Mexico City. Specific examples of the contributions made by esck coiaponer.-
of Project LleMCTY to the fulfillment of the relevant portions of the Station's 
Hoisted Missions Directive, follow!

a) LIUTi'RAP - Tiiroughout tills period, the LIELTHAP mobile photo urdi was 
targeted against leaders and lustolintior.s of the fr.rtido Comunisba Jlcxiciinc 
(PCM), visiting coiriunist lenders, and ether targets of special o.vrstionol 
interest. Specifically, the LIuj.Titii’ unit verified the current s .liras st-a 
end provided up-to-date photographs of t»o pror.ir.ent !.'lenir;.yv."n .-..wuroilots 
exiled in Mexico; photographic coverage of sr. .-if.-sssy of Interest to KbTUBa/D 
for vise In operational planning; and provided, photos of the ir.livl.h-.sl? end 
an Installation linked with the local dptuilsr. Republic Royalists, LITTRAP 
produced a total cd 203 operational photegn'g'.'.s sr..i regularly serviced 
seventeen postal aceom'iiO'latioii addresses used by the Jtotion and Issl-iucirtcrs.

b) LIMITED - During the pcri.xl cover.-: by this report, LIMITED produced 
fifty-seven roll? (1,071 .-i) of opcxixt tonal photographs end re.g.xlsr sur
veillance repci’ts covering the- daily nirivsl r. l of LE'-liTCK persons
and thcll’ visitors nt the front gate of trie i'.’.stullstion In. question., luring t 
afteinocn and evening hours. In addition, LLKLTTY-6, the LIMITED basehouse 
keeper served as the fixed radio-dispatcher for three LIEMBRACE surveillance 
operations targeted against LIMERICK IS officers as well as serving as the 
spotter and dispatcher for five LIEMBRACE surveillances directed figy.ixist 
PBPRIME nationals who visited the LIMERICK Installation (see MEXI--, 
MEXI-k2W, and MEXI-42J0, all dated 2o July, for details).

c) LILYRIC - During the reporting period, the LILYRIC base produced sixty- 
three rolls (1,6J2 frames) of operational filh, fox  the Base purp.ves as 
noted above in the LIMITED section, during the morning and early sfterncon

*

hours. In addition, LILYllIC prepared a weekly report on the cordrgs and going 
of each LIMERICK staffer and contributed the lar^c ir.Joi’Lt-y of t.~.e project’s 
physical sui-veillancc reports. Finally, LILYRIC yroviaed special reports on
co-nmercial deliveries made to the LIMERICK

d) LICALLA -. Ikiring this perio;’:, the lXCALL.6 ;sss provide-?, phct.'groyi.ic 
coverage c.' tne gaixlen and patio ares ef the IdhuhlCK lr.stallc.tlx:, ar. urea 
where many of the officers uni their fa.ciIi-c-0 ror.gr eg? a a. In iu.1? ..’frot, 
LICALLA proiuce.1 forty rolls (1,110 .'roro;') of ro<raaio.-cl phrocro-roro whicl 
'..’ere .nos- to the .Itati.c.. m .'.cror-'g ro con:ro'icing ti.e ell^gen.*
sci'/ice e-'f.llir’v.icn eg ’.r.i’lo.is lE-TICK e rr May 1. A •
Hervey C. MLLi'CRJ rrol J: sepb K. luulCICd..' .lade io an.i t'.ulic te::? fro.-i th 
LICTiLLA base in support 0. local r.rd oreiutio.-wl plroror.g (cee
i-efex'encc B» fei’ details).

• C-jCbUTi’Y mi P.te?lu-l,a.

53a use previous eriTiCH. i__ j continued
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adversely affected the security of tr.e LI’-MTY {.reject or ti'ie related ajent 
pcrscrcid. '<C:lie varicu.s wlx.tr aJ..-.l:d.strative and personrid problc.-vs arose, 
the Station was able to resolve all such prcbler.ir. locally.

g) Station Medco City plana to have Haymond ii. GJ'uu.'Du roassuixe the a^cr. 
haniliiio and tt.Ulnlctratlvc resjvnsibijitica that he previously had, upon 
his I'ctum to Mexico in early Au^-ust l°6j. As previously noted in rcfcren 
A, SvAl.'ZLUlu has beta, removed from the aeds o*  Project LId->T£Y ar.l intc^x*.  
into the LlilAZOK project*  

b) Other than noted above, no mJ or aldnlstx’ativc or operational changes 
ax'a ylaxu'-ed idr the c.u-ulr^; period.

Willaxxl C. CUI0713
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Project LUJUTY/Progress Report 1 February - 30 April 1965

ACTION REOUlttO-REFERENCES 

Reference t A.
B, 
C, 
0. 
E,

HINA-25552, 10 February 1965
HNNA-25536, 11 March 1965
MEXI-5153, 19 April 1965
MEXI-2892, aU March 1965
MSXI-2727, 0 March 1965

1. REPORTING AND BACKGROUND,

The last regularly scheduled LIEMPTY Progress Report covering the period 
1 November 196U through 31 January 1965 was forwarded to Headquarters as 
reference A. Significant interim developments and achievements of LIEMPTY were 
included in references C. through E. The Project Outline for LIRAZCR, which when 
approved, will provide for the maintenance of long-term contract agent Oliver G. 
IXWTLII.G who is now carried under Project LUMT?, wts submitted for headq;tnrters 
approval with reference B. Throughout the period under review, Project LIEMPTY 
continued to collect operational information on the LIMERICK installation, the 
LIMERICK personnel and their visitors, as well as various targets of opportunity, 
through the daily photographic coi/w:a provided by the UNITED, LILYRIC, and 
LICALLA photograph!c basehouses and the frequent use of the LIENTRAP mobile photo
graphic unit. In addition, thio project provided other essential operational suppor ; 
to various Station and Headquarters activities through the utilization 
services of long-time contract agents Raymond H, G’GIEL'DE and Oliver G.

of the 
SCANTLING

2. AGENT CONTACT AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Raytaond HDirir.g the reporting period, the primary LL5NTT? principal agent, 
GERENDE was seen forty-two (h2) times in operational meetings by the undersigned, 
while principal agent Oliver G. GCAMTLINU was seen twelve (12) times. Other than 
frequent and intentional variations in meeting times and sites, no changes were 
made in the Project's communication systems. All operational contact with the 
actton/sub-ageilts of the LMETY Project was maintained through Raymond H.GUENDE.

continued
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5. ACc^-TLie^'^rrr.. nicc'ii-Mi, al'.d ACri'-vn-crrs.

Throughout tho reporting portal, Project LI.'rMPTY continued to pryluce the 
cwjcrity of t!io operational photocrapha used in Station Mexico City's KUD15K 
operations against tho LIMERICK tnrr.nt. This coverage ban proved to bo a reliable 
and viabje tool f<5r: following tho dolly movcr.entn of tho LIMERICK personnel; 
providing and confirming identities of LIMrRICK otafforn and their vi cl tors; and 
verifying the relative rank and positions no veil as the Intelligence service 
connections of various LIMERICK officers. Specific examples of the contributions of 
each LI3TTY Project component to the fulfillment of the Related Mission Directive, 
as approved for Mexico City Station, follow:

a) LIEJTTRAP - Throughout tho reporting period, the LIU TRAP mobile photo
graphic unit was targeted extensively against the leaders and installations 
of tho- Portldo Comunlcta Mexlcnno, tho Partldo Popular Socialists, and 
other exile or visiting comer inlet leaders. In mtd-Aprll 19^5, the 
LIE1TRAP unit provided an up-to-date photograph of ELLIME-l which was 
passed to a visiting KUBARK staffer for hie use in the recruitment attempt 
of ESLIMS-1. Hot only did this photograph serve as a means of identifying 
tho target for the recruiter, but also served as bona fldos for the 
rocniiter during the successful recruitment of this communist/exile 
guerrilla. (3ee reference C. for details.) Overall, the LIE! TRAP unit 
produced b9 rolls of 55 mm film which will be or have been used in support 
of planned recruitment attempts, and tn providing identifications, locations 
or contacts of various targets of Interest,

b) LICALLA - Hiring the period under review, the LICALLA installation pro
vided photographic coverage of the garden end patio area of the LIMfRICK 
Installation, where many of tho personnel eon gregale. In this effort, 
LIEMPT7-9, the LICALLA bnsehouse keener provided 52 rolls of 35' — still 
photographs which were most useful to the Citation tn determining or con
firming the intelligence service affiliation of various LIMERICK staffers 
by their constant association and conversations with other known Intelli
gence officers. In addition, LICALLA provided special physical surveillance 
reports on all deliveries made to the LIMERICK installation, tho presence of 
suspect audio technicians, and tho changes In the patterns of activity of 
various LE-TLUCK personnel. On 23 March, Dudley R, GliA'TER, KURIOT specialist 
entered LICALLA for on on-site survey In support of a sensitive technical 
operation.being planned by the Station and Headquarters. (See reference A, 
paragraph J, e, and reference D, for details.)

c) LIMITED - luring the reporting period, LIMITED provided 57 rolls of 
operational film and daily surveillance reports covering the arrival, and ! 
departure of LIMERICK personnel and visitors at the front gate of the 
LIMERICK Installation during the afternoon and evening hours. In addition, 
LEEMPTY-6, the LIMiI'ed basehouse keeper, nerved as the fixed radio dispatch 
base for five LliSARRACE surveillance operations covering known or suspect 
LIMERICK Intelligence officers or thetr contacts. Because of the protective 
security provided to tho LIMERICK installation by local "Services'’ It would 
be Impossible to provide LUJIHRACE surveillance of LIMERICK (Staffers without 
the LIMITED radio dispatching. LIMITED (e.3 wall as LILYRIC) also provided 
confirmation of the vls.lt of subject of reference E (a PBf-RIMEr In contact 
with, a LIMERICK intelligence officer) to the LIMERICK installation. (See 
reference E, for details.) ‘

d) LILYRIC - During the period covered by tho report, LILYRIC produced 73 rolls 
of operational film covering the comings end goings of LIMERICK personnel and 
visitors to that installation during the morning and early afternoon hours. 
In addition, LIHMRTY-14, the LILYRIC baoehouce keeper, provided approximately 
5OO pares of physical surveillance reports, covering the movements of 
LIMERICK personnel.

e. Oliver G. dCAITTLH.'G - CCAuTLIL'G was married in mid-February and honeymooned 
until late March; consequently, CCAi.TLU.'G was "out of action" for approximate!;, 
one-half of the reporting period. Hiring the remainder or this period, 
however, SCAITLI’iG continued as the alternate contact of LICA3A-1, the 
principal agent in the LICALA LAURIC'LE operation, ts well continuing to 
handle*the  PBRJl-di access ?gc::t he had recruited In Jannp.r; 19*55  (see reference 
*7 paragraph 3)’. In addition, at headquarters' request, ilCAlTLCIv re-cesed 
the United Arab Republic ‘hihassy in support of a sensitive operation now in
.ths._planf.LEg. PlsgiL.—

FOAM
53o PRE' 'OUS EDIT'ON. i r >; i.lCi
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f) l\njTU>nd U. GEiiJ.TE - TJuvugh.ojt this period, G.rJtE<P3 continual ns the 
Station's full-tl-.e cutout to thn LIMITED, LTCALIA, and LIL"iIC bauob.oucen 
no well an maintaining the cuto-.it/ngent handling responsibility for the 
LliC.’i'RA? mobile photo unit and the LI^-IPTY photographic-processing baseho'ise. 
GzF.ENU" again male numerous and essential contributions to the sensitive

. AMRCD opemticr. as veil as servicing numerous postal accommodation addresses,

U, SECURITY. <i-

There have boon no known incidents during the reporting period which have ad
versely effected the security of the LIENJTV project. Various refinements have been 
made in the cover story to be used (if necessary) to explain the relationship between 
the case officer and GiUENDE. (See also paragraph 2 ret meeting times and sites.)

5. PLANS AND CHANGES.

a) As noted in reference A. it had become obvious that many of the operational 
assignments levied on Oliver G, SCANTLING were falling outside the proper 
scope of Project LIH-IPTI’: consequently a new Project was prepared to cover the 
Station's relationship with SCANTLING. This Project Outline (Project LIRAZOR) 
was sulwltted for Headquarters' approval with reference B. and SCANTLING will 
be removed from the aegis of Project LIEMPTY upon receipt of Headquarters' 
approval of LIRAZOR.'

b) GER1NDH plans to take a well-deserved vacation from lete Mny through July 19^5 
Station intends to have SCANTLING handle the photographic basehouseo and the 
LIENTRAP unit (since SCANTLING Is already witting of all but one of those

...... LIM-IPTY agents) while the LIEMPTY Caso Officer will handle LlEMITY-fc and the 
photographic basehouse,

c) Other than noted above, there ai-o no major administrative or operational 
changes planned for the ensuing period.

tor
Willard C. CURTI3

.ASSHU'AllON PAGE NO.

USE PKCMOUb bOiTiON. SECRET
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SECRET 09I920Z

DIR .CITE MEXI 2732 EAS0Y ACTING

L1MESA LIMOUSINE

REF ! HMMA 25310

cuisines <»« «

SECRET 
rtston/kwi?

K LIMOUSINE REPORTS CONSTRUCTION WILL BEGIN ANY DAY ON NEW LIMITED 

HOUSE. AWAITING LAST OF GOM PERMITS. LIFEUD-6 HAD ALREADY SPOKEN 

TO LIMOUSINE BOOKKEEPER ABOUT POSSIBILITY RENT ONE OF NEW APARTMENTS.

2 IN TRYING TRANSFER FIDEO COMISO FROM NOW DEFUNCT BANCO DE LA 

H-0PRIEDAD DE LA INDUSTRIA TEXT1L TO ANOTHER BANK, LIMOUSINE DISCOVERED 

BANKS NOW NOT ACCEPTING THIS TYPE FIDEO COMISO. HENCE HE OBLIGED

IO TAKE DIRECT TITLE TO PROPERTY. TITLE TRANSFER CHARGES BASED 

' fl PERCENTAGE OF PROPERTY §ALUE AND HE MUST PAY ALMOST 22,000

>SOS TO HACIENDA. OWING REAL ESTATE COMMITMENTS AND CASH

• tiTLAY Oil LIMITED BUILDING, HIS CASH POSITION SHORT. ASKS IF CAN 

DELAY INITIAL PAYMENT OR 45j«00 PESOS 90 DAYS.

SECRET
CfN a

RECOMMEND HQ APPROVAL.
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ROUTING
1 * 1 5

□ INDEX ' 7^ SECRET 2 6
□ NO INDEX 3 1 7

□ HU IN CS FIU NO 4 1 8

» • MEXICO CITY 

/SOM. DIR ICT OR 

cons, .

IMMEDIATE-

L_

10 mexi (PPiotrr'f') anom 77743 4
REF: MEXI 2159 (IN 58393)*  ’

«
1. APPROVAL GRANTED SELL TO LIMOUSINE LIMITED PROPERTY UNDER XKJS 

TERMS OUTLINED PARA ONE REF.

2. PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:

A. LIMOUSINE TO DRAW UP LEASE WITH APARTMENT OCCUPANT FOR 
THREE YEARS WITH RENTAL AT 2,300 PESOS PER MONTH/^WI TH FOLLOWING 

ADDITIONAL PROVISOS;

(1) OPTION TO RENEW FOR SUCH ADDITIONAL PERIODS YOU SEE 
FIT WITH RENTAL ESTABLISHED BASED ON NEGOTIATIONS CONSISTENT WITH 

RENTALS PAID BY OCCUPANTS OTHER APARTMENTS.

(2) PROVISO BINDING LIMOUSINE'S SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.

B. DRAW UP SEPARATE CONTRACT WITH LIMOUSINE OUTLINING AGREEMENT

PARA ONE REF AND FORWARD SIGNED COPY HDQS. AGREEMENT SHOULD PROVIDE

FOR CREDIT RENTAL OFFSET TO KUBARK BY LIMOUSINE PLUS RETURN TO KUBAfK

OF ANY MONTHLY RENTAL PAYMENTS MADE BY APARTMENT OCCUPANT TO

LIMOUSINE FOR PERIOD FREE RENTAL IF SUCH IN FACT MADE. ALSO

DETERMINE WHAT WILL HAPPEN RENTAL OFFSET AGREEMENT SHOULDLIMOUSINE 
5 ' S
4 RETIRE, DIE OR PROPERTY LEAVE HIS CONTROL . J- ''
3 S

2 END OF MESSAGE - ‘ r ' ’ :
1 

(Soe Pase 2) 
omen SECRET p’,tX'X7,.TZ,‘
REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE ISl’R’OHiBTfED. Coo,
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ROUTING
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3
4 i 8 1

MEXICO CITY 
to ’ PAGE 0 2

no*  DIRECTOR

— I XLxt.E'l-SYE 
'Ptno*- ’ rrV

on oi»

*WH Comment: LIMOUSINE AGREES PAY $12,000 FOR LIMITED, 60% IN CASH,

REMAINDER WITHIN THREE YEARS. NEED REPLY BEFORE COB 13 JANUARY.

DESMOND FITZGERAL 
CHIEF, WHD

OGC/Connell (phone) see OGC 65-0119

WH/PO/A '

4

J 
2 

1

| SECRET

OfOennnrTIAN a*  OTHFS THAN IMF ISSUING OFFIGF IS KRANIRITFn
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SECRET
OCC 65-0119

1 4 JAN 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Logistics \
ATTENTIONS

SUBJECT:

REFERENCE:

Mr. Edward Demssxx
UEMPTY, LIMOUSINE

Mexi 2159

1. In conversation with the Headquarters officer concerned 
with UEMPTY LIMOUSINE affaire, thia Office was apprised of the 
fact that the proposed transaction, outlined in reference cable, would 
be executed without recourse to advice on the legal aspects of the 
sale under Mexican law and with no intention to make LIMOUSINE'S 
commitment to this Agency legally binding. It is further intended 
that LIMOUSINE'a "promissory notes'  be unsecured.*

2. Should the proposed tranaactiae be carried out in this 
manner, this Agency would be unable to enforce UMOUSlNE's 
promise to pay his debt, and would have so legally cognizable instru
ment to present to an executor of his estate should he die before 
meeting hia obligations to us. In addition, our right to continued 
possession of the apartment would be tenuous at best.

3. Thus it is planned to convey real estate appraised at 
$14,448 in exchange for $7,200 and a collection of unenforceable, 
unsecured promises. It is hard to believe that tn this case, opera
tional security precludes closer protection of Agency assets.

/s/ Connoll

PETEK J. CONNELL
Office cf General Comae!

cc: C/WH/1 
Operations Officer

SECSET
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AOVARCt CO*V  UH)T TIM(
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E c " E 1 l2”“: |2JuISB58393
DIR CITE '1EXI ?j=.’

LIEMPTY LIMCUSbT '

REF DIR 749.:;’

i. limoupivi:. rc<!..o'.’ing' term's

A. TOT^AL PURCH’A -E ?: i Ci CF ■ (’,'/?■.' DOLLAR- PAYABLE IN PESOS.. 

SIXTY PERCE.'.'! I- C GM

B. 50,360 PESOS ■.! ~ < O~ PEGI ON I !G CO.’ISTPL'CTI O’! (ABOUT J5 FEB).

C. BALANCE CASH '.OOT CP GO 1PL ETI ON CDUSTPUC TI O’: (AROUND • JULY)..

0. BALANCE OF 9, DE Pi REPAYABLE ITHIH 5 YEARS FROM

COMPLETION CC'i : ON.

t„ AS Partial 1•) FA .MENr ABO'-'E a-JOUST, r?rjT 0F PESOS 

i'.O.niLY 10 -j'' ’ H-EE CARS. PENTAL -irTE NOT TO Ci’Z.NSE

DLRING TY'lrwjjfTrs aT RATE 'LO OIFrERF'I.'IT FROM ODiFR 

APARTMENTS $A";.’ r C’1' PERIOD I? YR5 OR UNTIL KUBARK TERMINATES

ARPANCE.MENI .

2. LIOL’SHE PR: ?h ’ PLL’AN TRANSACTION ’JP SOON AS POSSIBLE AND 

HOPES PAY OFF i r, •.'Il’-IJN FIRST YR»

3. LEN3HT TlP'1 COaROPTION ON PROPERTY NOT

SPECIFICALLY ACR'T.D MTH LIMOUSINE, BUT NO BEASON BELIEVE HE WOULD



VagUllE]

( 6t a'-i-l'E to any vi-: stipulate, otly joker tsa.y i?e length

T LIE HE RE -MIWC ACTIVJC IN

4. REQUEST !!? Cf<" >« .'SYS

START DEWLi’I?' ‘’l-’-or.’E HE 

S E C R E ;

CRN

S’IP's as •.•o:; S5. -

ny 15 JAM AS WOULD LIKE HE ’"LE

LEAVES FOR U.S. 17 JAM.

fflSH
/ X ZZ /S
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(SECRET 2S2247Z t ।
I DIR CITS HEXI 282S Lctf
I •

j LIEMPTY LIMOUSINE , . " . v Z 3 Offi SI IN 4 8 4 0 8

। REF. DIR*72229  ’

I 1.-WHILE CANNOT PREDICT HOU LIMOUSINE*  VILL REACT TO REF, STATION

। ?SEDS CLEAR INDICATION HQ LIMITS FOR NEGOTIATION. WOULD PREFER HAVE

! THIS PRIOR DISCUSSION REF VITH HIM. HE ANO STATION UNDERSTAND RUST

I CLEAR FINAL AGREEMENT.VITN HQ PRIOR PROCEEDING, BUT WISH AVOID HAVING

। TO BOJNCE SERIES OF PROPOSALS OFF HQ. '

! 2. REQUEST HQ PROVIDE STATION WITH SOME LIMITS ON ’LOVER SALE PRICE"

. WILLING ACCEPT ALSO ON VHAT IS CONSIDERED REASONABLE DISCOJNT RATE.

” H9 CAN BE SURE STATION VILL GET BEST DEAL POSSIBLE. PRESUME BY
: ^OFFSET AGAINST MONTHLY RENTAL AGREEMENT" HQ MEANS VITHMXDING AGREED 

LIHITXbjRP’T AS MEANS PARTIAL ENFORCED PAYMENT.
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Mexico City

>m DIRECTOR

CONF, S into O<- 1, zPAP&C- hi hie, <J8-

:o MEXI INFO,

REF: MEXI 1898 (IN 41069)

ROUTING

PRIORITY

an dir

72229

LIEMPTY LIMOUSINE
NEGOTIATION

J 1. HQS APPROVES/SALE LIMITED PROPERTY TO LIMOUSIN’S

]mDEffiSaS>3DaJE<XKXNXXi>01N20iXfW<iK ALONG THE FOLLOWING LINES:

A. KUBARK INTERESTS BE PROTECTED TO UTMOST WITH LIMOUSINE 

ASSURANCES KUBARK WILL CONTINUE HAVE OCCUPANCY RETENTION RIGHTS. 

ASSURANCE MAY REQUIRE SEPARATE LONG TERM RENTAL/LEASE AGREEMENT WITH 

KUBARK RESERVING RIGHT CANCEL ANYTIME. HQS REALIZES FIXED RENTAL PRICE 

NOT FEASIBLE UNDER LONG TERM LEASE AND THEREFORE LEASE COULD PROVIDE FOR 

INITIAL FIXED RENTAL WITH A SLIDING SCALE ADJUSTMENT THEREAFTER. •.

B. SINCE PROMISSORY NOTE FOR 180,600 PESOS WOULD EE UNSECURED 

WITH FINAL PAYMENT NOT DUE UNTIL JAN 1972,HQS PREFERS TOTAL PAYMENT FOR 

LIMITED AT OUTSET RATHER THAN WAIT 6J YEARS.

C. REALIZING LIMOUSINE'S POSSIBLE FINANCIAL STRAIN MAKE

SUCH LARGE PAYMENT INITIALLY, HQS WILLING ACCEPT LOWER SALE PRICE AT

REASONABLE DISCOUNT RATE. IF LIMOUSINE UNABLE LIQUIDATE WITH ONE

CONTINUED

I S E C R E T

’.iPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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ROUTING 
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UNIT . □ INDEX S E C R i T 2 1 6
EXT . □ NO INDEX 3 i 7
DATE. □ FILE IN a FILI NO. 4 I S

PAGE TWO PRIORITY

INK)

TO INK). GTE DIR

LUMP SUM PAYMENT AT ENHANCED REDUCED PRICE, WILL ACCEPT COMBINATION

PAYMENT AT REDUCED RATE WITH GREATER PORTION PAYABLE AT SETTLEMENT AND

REMAINDER AS OFFSET AGAINST MONTHLY RENTAL AGREEMENT

2. HQS FEELS ABOVE PROVISOS IMPORTANT AVOID SUBSEQUENT IMPLI-

CATIONS AND POSSIBLE FUTURE TOTAL LOSS EVENT LIMITED SUBSEQUENTLY

PASSES FROM LIMOUSINE'S OR HIS ESTATE'S CONTROL

3. ADVISE TERMS FOR FINAL APPROVAL CONCLUDING AGREEMENT. 
'I

END OF MESSAGE

WH/Log/McMahon (draft'

OL/RECD/. ~| (draft)
OL/RECD/Dennison (phone)

5
4
3
2

/) . f /'

‘DESMOND FITZG ERALD
CHIEF WHD CHIEF WH/1

atL&AS!N« OFF'Cia

cooao; s<r:x. o i c m

SECRET

RmooucTidfj BY OTHER THAN Tri; ISSUING Orr'IC IS PROHIBIT;?.
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DATE

O65
24 COT 62

- I CLASSIFIED M-SS \GE

SECRET
ROUTES

TO DIRECTOR
2 

3

5^ 

6

FROM : MEXICO CITY

ACTION: 5 (c/wh T£M?0 C0PY SLOTTED 0300, 2$ OCT) WCJ.-

<NFO T—oo/p, ADOP, DDP/SIT 3, C/SOD 3, C/CA 2, C/CA/O 2, 
(/Cl, C/FI 2, C/Fl/D, C/Fl/lNT, C/IW 2, C/SR 4, 
C/TFW 5, DD/l, S/C 2

PRITY DIR CITE MEXI 2292

LIEMPTY-3

REF A DIR 439S4

B DIR A3S77

OCT 25 04j2Z 62

PRIORITY

MET SCV COMMERCIAL OFFICE EMPLOYEE VALERIY ALEKSANDROVICH

ANDRIANOV AND- ELICITED FULL RE CURRENT CUBA SITUATIONS ANDRIANOV

SAID HAD READ PRESIDENT KENNEDY’S DECLARATION BUT DID NOT THINK

TIIERE_UOULD_BE WAR. ELABORATELY,DENIED THAT CUBA HAS SOV MISSILES,

SAID. PHOTOS OF SAME FABRICATED 'AND FOR PROVOCATIVE PURPOSES. SAID 
KHRUSHCHEV WOULD ANSWER PROVOCATION, HOWEVER NOT WITH MISSILES

BUT WITH WORDS, JUST WORDS, NOBODY WANTS VAR. ANDRIANOV 
WITH MARXIST LINE THAT SOVS DIDN'T NEED WAR,”THAT COURSE

CONCLUDED

OF HISTORY

:N DOWNFALL OF FEUDALISM, THAT DOWNFALL CAPITALISM INEVITABLE

AND SOCIALISM WILL SECCEED

C .VI?'

c:

'•(S’.lcclr.f. net 
• -ze.-r

END OF MESSAGE

K

13

SECRET.
cnou*  1

Eid?4»4 irsa uMsitlc 
4i»azail5 Hl .
4»c;i-4!!lultaa •

REPRODUCTION SY OTHER THAN CHE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED. Copy No.
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UNIT , 

tXT < 
DAtF

to ,

MELVIN BECK
SR/LO/LA i 
2733 \
2h Je-auary 1.962

MEXICO

* CLASSIFIED MESSAGE 

SECRET

GJM? 21 08z
from, DIRECTOR .

«*'<  SR 6

•W>> Cl, Cl/OPS, CI/IC 2, Cl/OA, Fl, FI/INT 2, WK 7, S/C 2
X HOUTINf

QUT94732
to INFO CITE DIR 37936

REDWOOD REDSKIN

REF: MEXI 988O (IS LJ26O)»

i
1. HQS WILL AUTHORIZE FUNDING SALAZAR PER PARA 2 REF, PROVIDED Fftdp?

CAMPOS TRIP PATCH WELDING INSTITUTE PAID FOR BY SOVS AND SALAZAR ACTUALLY 

INVITED PARTICIPATE, AND FUNDING SALAZAR can be plausibly accounted for 
EYES OF CAMPOS AND OTHER BUSINESS ASSOCIATES.

2. DUE ATTITUDE CAMPOS, AND CERTAINTY HIS CORRESPONDENCE TO USSR

KNOWN TO KGB, BELIEVE ADVISABLE FURTItEH ASSESS HIS SECURITY. SAME VEIN, 

AVOID NECESSITY INDIRECT CONTRIBUTION CAMPOS EXPENSES.

3. PLS FORWARD DETAILS SALAZAR RECRUITMENT. REFER HMMW 10395 ADD

ITIONAL DETAILS HQS GUIDANCE OP, INCLUDING WITHHOLDING REQUIREMENTS WELDING

INSTITUTE PENDING CLARIFICATION RECRUI'IMEHT. EXTENDING POA’S SALAZAR

AND CAMPCS. END OF MESSAGE.
SR COMMENT: ♦ Request hqs decision whether station proceed with 

assuninc necessity to entirely fund SALAZAR expena

SR/COP

S E C R E
ACSR/lOi

Copy No.REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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Transmitted herewith are the six best rdllosf LICALLA film.
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T° : Chief, WH Division
is.-*O

DISPATCH 1
SECRET/$gS8K j

HMMA-14793

50-6-74/1

- LIEMPTY Project Renewal Comments

FRO? Chief of Station, Mexico City

- None, for Headquarters information only.

HMMW-8515, 25 February 1960

. 8 Ajnil 1960 
€< ‘ *?  ONf)

K?< INDUING

Sa; y.* y rtounifD

<<FBF JUDGtO

1. It would appear from paragraphs 2a and ,2b of. refereae^^at 
KUDESK and KUTUBE Ops have not been completely’ tutor hied-of the back
ground of the LIEMPTY Project and its agent-requirements. At the time 
HMMA-14093 (Request for Renewal of Project LIEMPTY) was written, it 
was assumed that die Mexico Desk and KUTUBE/D could answer any additional 
questions, based on reports and dispatches not normally available to the 
senior staffs, which might be raised during die renewal process.

2. In answer to paragraph 2a, Oliver G. SCANTLING first contacted 
Inez PARADA de Moreno in early 1957 to fulfill a KUTUBE/D requirement. 
He visited her as an arcM.t ,ct interested in viewing the LIMERICK installation 
from the building where she lives. He was socially acquainted with her brother, 
a Catholic Priest, and knew the family to be unquestionably anti-Communist. 
However; it would be imprudent on the Station's and SCANTLING’S part to 
assume that PARADA does not at least suspect that some anti-LIMERICK 
intelligence service is Involved. PARADA suggested during SCANTLING'S 
initial visit that he could return at any time for further observations. This 
was reported by SCANTLING on 21 March 1957 and it does not seem appropriate 
to query him again on the pretext for his recent visits.

*

3. While HMMA-14093 correctly referred to LIMITED, LILYRIC and 
LICALLA as "photographic basehouses, " the Station would like to emphasize 
that photographic coverage is only one of their functions (please see HMMA-12095, 
4 February 1959). LIMITED is used as a radio dispatch base for automobile 
surveillance teams in addition to physical surveillance of persons entering 
the front gate. Their photography is negligible compared to their other duties. 
The LILYRIC base performs the best photography of persons visiting the front 
gate, perhaps because the vantage point for taking the oictures is from the 
second floor and above the street traffic which partially blocks LIMITED 
photographs. LILYRIC also does individual reports on LIMERICK personnel 
entering and leaving the main gate. LICALLA is used almost exclusively to 
identify LIMERICK officials and to support KUTUBE/D requirements in 
connection with the LIMESA/LIMUST Project. As an indication of the effect
iveness of LICALLA photographic coverage, the Mexico Station has all the 
LIMERICK officials identified. Before this base was activated more than two- 
thirds of the LIMERICK officials were unidentified. In order to support other 
operations, it is considered essential that the Station identify all LIMERICK 
officials. In this respect, LICALLA has provided most of the necessary infor
mation. The retention of this base is also considered vital to.flie security of 
the LIMUST portion of the LIMESA Project.

4. The Station does not agree that the color photography and moving 
pictures are a luxury. Color slides were made for identification purposes 
and have proved useful, particularly in identifying facial features and skin 
coloring. The motion pictures were made at Headquarters suggestion (Please 
see HMMW-7687, 29 May 1959 and HMMW-8438, 26 January 1960).
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continuation of
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dispatch SECRET/^HjC ^OK-1762

5. In conclusion, the Station would like to point out that the "photo
graphic basehouses” represent an integral and significant part of the Station's 
counterespionage effort against the LIMERICK installation. These bases do 
not produce Foreign Intelligence and should not be considered tn such a light.

6 AprU 1960

Distribution: 
3 - WHD 
2 - Files
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HMMA-13951 (KAPOK-1705) 16 October 1959

DISPATCH S E C R E r 
KUBARK ONLY

(.*  HUM <NO NO 1
HMMA-14045 1

J
TO 

Chief, Wil Division
itAtnn twt ‘so**  j

50-6-74/3 1

FROM
Chief of Station, Mexico,City

iuri 1
o November 1959 1

LIE MPT Y/L1EN TRAP/ 

incident, z~L iaiaomvitli.

^LIEMPTY-10 Security m w - (emeu "r QNt}_________ I
MAnro fot induing |

.ODENVY l X NO NNUNG tEQUItED I

See paragraph 6 below.
INGOING CAN M JUDGED 1
BY QUALIFIED HQ DE ML OW |

J4 Mi J Ji

1. On 13 October 1959 it was learnedfrom source that the local ODENVY 
chief got a priority cable from his Headquarters asking why data concerning the 
Mexican apprehension of the (KUBARK) truck and photographer had not been re
ported to the U. S. Ambassador locally. The statement was made that "such 
matters as this should be immediately reported to the Ambassador."

2. This cable resulted from the report the ODENVY office sent in on 
the incident from the knowledge they had - as reported in reference.

3. The local ODENVY chief replied to his Headquarters that he did not 
agree that matters concerning KUBARK operations should be reported by ODENVY 
to the Ambassador.

•1. Source stated that the cable was obviously a result of the KUBARK/ 
ODENVY headquarters "ill feeling" which presently exists and which source 
believes is primarily (and principally) attributable to the article in TRUE magasin 
of September 1959,

5. Source is LIMEW.

disseminated in any form whatsoever outside KUBARK.
6. It is requested that under no circumstances should the information 

contained herein be

WCCurtis/vps 

30 October 1959
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TO Chief, Wil Division
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t 1 OIL'’

FROM

Chief of Station. Mexico Ci
_ ■ $

LIE MPT Y /LIEN TRAP/LIEJ,f PT Y_-_ ltf ?Sj; qqj tty
^incidciij*.  _____ __—

actkw«acato ' —-—~ if v Xrtrct
r •*C ’*̂*.*  • .. •None, for.lleadquartcrs information toaly:1-1 

ttHitNctui ■ - if i.pr”°’T

liO-0-74/3
-l/8-a

October 1969 
■"Tjj- "c'wici UT QNt) 

Minto to> INOtX'NG 

no MtwxiNc naumD 

INOtllNO CAN it lUOGtO 
if QUAUfltO HQ Otll ONIV

1. At 1110 hrs., 20 September 1959, while on an operational assignment, 
LIEMPTY-10 and the LIEN TRAP vehicle were temporarily detained by the Servicio 
Secreto de Mexico (Mexican Secret Service). LIEMPTY-10 was held under 
unofficial custody for approximately 26 hours before his release was obtained. Thcr 

. follows below an accounted the more important details pertaining to this incident.

2. LIEMPTY-10 was instructed on 17 September to case the area surrounding 
the Theatre Iris, located at Doncelcs 36, preliminary to undertaking a photographic 
surveillance of all persons entering and leaving'the theatre between the hours cf 
0930 and 1200 hrs. , 20 September. In this instance, the Station's target was a pro
Cuban rally sponsored by the Circulo de Estudios Mexicanos (CEM). The Station 
had received information that many of the leading Mexican and Central American 
Communists would attend this rally and that this was an opportune time to establish 
which ones did attend and to collect their photographs. The Station did not know that 
the Mexican Secret Service would also be covering thia meeting for the purpose of 
preventing a Communist-inspired demonstration.

3. The Station was advised at 1730 hrs., 20 September, by Raymond H. I 
GERENDE (ps), the Principal Agent who handles LIEMPTY-10, that L-10 was being I 

held by the Secret Service. Immediately following this notification, Allen W. WAKE I 
(ps) was requested to contact Philip K. TESSAROLO (ps) anil request him to implement 
procedures through a criminal lawyer to effect the release of L-10. TESSAROLO I 

was contacted and briefed at 2200 hours and immediately began attempts to locate I 
a reliable criminal lawyer. However, as sometimes happens m an emergency | 
situation, his two most appropriate contacts were out of town. It was not until the I 
following morning at 0700 hrs. that TESSAROLO located another reliable lawyer I
who agreed to handle the case. I

4. Since GERENDE was known to L-10 and since the Station could not be 
sure-how much L-10 might be forced to tell the Secret Service.’ GERENDE was 
given the following instructions:

A. To disconnect immediately the LIFEAT/LIVERY lines in the base 

where he and his wife were living and to move all equipment to another safe 
location. It was believed appropriate to take this precaution even though L-10 
did not know the location of the LIVERY base, the telephone number of the 
base, or even that GERENDE was living at a place other than his mother's 
residence in another part of the city.

B. To collect and deposit w,th his Case Officer any compromising papers 
presently in his possession.

C. To make a security inspection of the outside photographic lab at his 
mother's house.

D. To phone L-10's wife and inform her that procedures were underway 
to obtain L-I0's release and lor her not to become upset and talkative.

E. To suspend all operational contacts until L-10 was released and the 
extent of compromise was determined.

____________________ _____________________________ Z-------- ------ l/Jz
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5. >arint; the evening of 20 September the Station LIFEAT Cane Officer 
was advised that GERENDE had been directed to disconnect the LIVERY lines 
and to tr'anst’er all LIFEAT equipment to a safe location. To further insure the 
security e.1 LIVERY, all LIVERY lines were pulled externally during the early 
morning of 21 September.

6. At approximately 1000 hrs., 21 September, LIMEW informed the Chief 
of Station that a contact of his (LIMEW’s) had just informed him that L-10 (true 
name) and the LIENTRAP,vehicle were being held by the Secret Service. LIMEW 
stated that if L-10 was one of KUBARKJs agents he would attempt to have his 
contact in the Secret Service obtain his immediate, release. LIMEW was told 
that L-10 was, in fact, a KUBARK agent and that the Station would very much 
appreciate his efforts to effect his release. A short v.-hilc later LIMEW again 
contacted the Chief of Station and informed him that it would be necessary for 
documented ODACID official personally to contact a Commandante fnu LIMON 
of the Secret Service and that L-10 would then be released. According to LIMEW, 
L-10 had bald the Secret Service- that he was carrying opt his operational photo
graphic assignment on a contract basis for ODACID; therefore, an ODACID 
official would have to establish L-10's bona fidcs.

who left the acene before He

7. As the Station learned later, the Secret Service agents were roughing up 
sonic of the individuals attending the rally; consequently, they were endeavoring 
to make sure that no photographs were taken which could be used against them by 
the Communists. L-10 and L-ll, tiic LIENTRAP driver
was detained, were just preparing to leave the area after taking, five rolls of film 
when a Secret Service agent demanded a search of the vehicle on the- suspicion that 
it contained Communist propaganda. L-10, his camera with telephoto lens and 
the film were then discovered in the rear of LIENTRAP. It was at this time that 
L-10 was accused orallyby the police officers of being a Soviet agent and later of 
being a local Communist agent. After being taken to Secret Service Headquarters, 
L-10 told LIMON, m private, about his association with ODACID and emphasized 
that he certainly was not a Communist agent. LIMEW's source (possibly Com
mandante LIMON), believing that there may be some truth in L-10's statement, 
contacted LIMEW. Based in part on assumption and in part on fact, this is the 
Station’s opinion as to how ODENVY became involved in the case.

8. The Station, realising that LIEMPTY-10 had not committed an illegal 
a.ct by t-'dcirig photographs, decided that WARE should personally visit LIMON 
and request L-10's release. WARE contacted LIMON and the sub-jefe of the 
Secret Service, Raul MENDIOLEA Cerecero, about 1230 hrs. , 21 September, 
identified himself as an ODACID official and told them that L-10 did from time 
to time perform photographic assignments for ODACID, particularly in the 
field of local Communist activities. WARE also told LIMON and MENDIOLEA 
that L-l'O was never permitted to do any task which was illegal under Mexican 
law and that if he had done so it was certainly not under the auspices of ODACID, 
but on his own volition. They implied that L-10 had not done anything illegal and 
that all they wanted to be sure about was that L-10 was not a Communist agent. L- 
10 was immediately released and the LIENTRAP vehicle returned to him with all 
equipment intact, including the five rolls of undeveloped film.

9. 'While WARE was on his way to see LIMON a.t the Secret Service Head
quarters, the Chief of Station was advised by the ODACID Security Office that 
L-10 was:being detained oy the Secret Service. The Security Office was told that 
WARE was presently investigating the matter and should be at the Secret Service 
Headquarters at that time. By coincidence, WARE was talking to MENDIOLEA 
when the ODACID Security Office phoned to inform him that WARE was taking care 
of the matter. It was learned later that MENDIOLEA is a brother-in-law of the 
local invest-gator employed full time b, the ODACID Security Office. This was how 
ODACID became- involved in the incident. To the best of the Station's knowledge, th 
ODACID Security Officer has said nothing more about the incident and, at the time, 
did not attach any particular significance to it or seem especially concerned about
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L-10'a statement that he did some photographic work for ODACID. There was no I 
newspaper or other publicity pertaining to L-10 or L1ENTRAP. I

10. During his visit to Secret Service Headquarters WARE discovered that > I 
L-10 had not been booked or formally charged with an illegal act and that neither \ I 
LIMON nor MEND1OLEA could recall L-10's name. L-10 was not placed in jail  I 
during the 26 hours he was at Secret Service Headquarters but, rather, was permitted 
to remain in the Secret Service agents' duty room. No bribes were necessary to I

1

obtain his release; however, per LlMEW's request, $500.00 pcsos werc given to I
LIMEW to give to his source. LIMEW said that in addition to notifying him about I 
L-10's detention, the source was also responsible for all equipment and film being I 
returned intact to L-10. !•

11. TESSAROLO v/as advised, as soon as LIMEW became involved in the casd, 
that the criminal lawyer should not pursue the matter any further. Two bottles of I 
scotch whiskey were given to the lawyer through TESSAROLO for the few tasks he I 
had already performed. I

12. After his release, L-10 reported that he was not interrogated and that he I 
did not reveal any data about other operations he has worked on nor did he give 'the I 
names of anybody connected with operational activities, based on the developments I 
in the case, the Station has no reason to doubt the veracity of L-10's statement.: L-I 
10 was reprimanded for his ubc of statements to the Secret Service about being I 
employed by ODACID. lie was told that the revelation of such employment was to I 
be made only by the Station and that henceforth he is never to use such a cover I 
story. L-10 was also reprimanded for his lack of judgment in remaining in an area I 
where there was a strong concentration of police; it is believed safe to assume that I 
L-10 will never make this same mistake again. I

13. In retrospect, it is interesting to note that L-10's use of the ODACID I 
employment story is possibly responsible for his not being interrogated and thus I 
compromising other operations and individuals. This case has pointed out to the I 
Station the desircability of Laving casual contacts in the Secret Service and other I 
local police-type organizations so that the Station, rather than ODACID and ODENVY1, 
in the first to learn of incidents of this type. Considering the multifarious activities! 
handled by the Station, it must be assumed that the police will occasionally appre- I 
hend an agent and that the Station must be geared to handle such emergencies. I

14. The Station is allowing a one month's cooling off period for the LIEN- I 
TRAP vehicle and LIEMPTY-10. The vehicle will then be painted another standard I 
color and re-registered in the State of Mexico. After these security precautions I 
are observed, the Station sees no reason why carefully selected photographic sur- I 
veillancc operations should not continue widi L-10 as a wiser and more prudent I 
LIENTRAP operator. I

CiNO/vps
15 October 1959
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SYNOPS IS OF DEVELOPMENTS cso _ :

Case Officer, Quinton 
.IPS3TCKresets (Oliver 
ALLA,' LltNTRAP and

.. 1. Du ring the period covered by this tfSport/'a new 
N. OUSLER, assumed operational direction of several L 

G. SCANTLING, Raymond H. GERENDE, LIMITED, "LIG
several support agents), the LIJERSEY surveillance team and the LILYRIC Base, 
The Station has continued to use SCANTLING, primarily, to follow up LIMESA 
leads obtained from LIFEAT and the photographic bases; however, no positive 
returns have been realized from his prodigious efforts except the collection of az 
considerable amount of operational.information. GERENDE performed his princi
pal agent responsibilities for the photographic bases, LIENTRAP, LIJERSEY 
and until 10 December 1958 handled the L1FEA l'/BGMORNING and LIFEAT/ 
Cuban Exile operations. The LIJERSEY surveillance team has been used sparingly 
for pretext investigations and routine static surveillances; however, a principal age it, 
Simon D. CLACKETT, is currently being trained in Headquarters to assume the 
full-time direction, control, training and development of the LIJERSEY team. The 
new project, LIEMPTY, combining all the assets discussed in this report was 
submitted to Headquarters on 8 October 1958 with requested project year approval 
period from 1 December 1958 through 30 November 1959. An operational security 
review of Raymond H. GERENDE's acti vit ies was forwarded to Headquarters as an 
attachment to HMMA- 11368, 22 October 1958.

ACCOUNT OF DEVELOPMENTS - OLIVER G, SCANTLING SEGMENT

2. Agent Information - Oliver G. SCANTLING has continued to perform his 
assigneiTtasks in an outstanding manner. SCANTLING’S poise, common sense, 
education, ideology and native abil ity fo r the pursu it of clandestine activit ies 
make him one of the most valuable support.assets available to the Mexico City - 
Station. The fact that SCANTLING has full time overt occupation as Chief 
Engineer and Production Manager for a local manufacturing company adds to 
his long-range potential as a KUBARK agent. On two occasions during the past 
six months SCANTLING has indicated to his Case Officer that he would like to 
resign from his overt position and devote full time to his KUBARK operational 
duties; however, the Case Officer has discouraged him from doing this on the 
basis that he has more long-range potential when his cover occupation is legitimate. 
Of course, SCANTLING would be more valuable if lie could work full time fo r the 
Station, but not sufficiently so to warrant his resignation from his overt job (his 
monthly salary in his overt job is in excess of $800.00 U. S.). The only 
significant limitation that SCANTLING has evidenced to his present Ca se Officer 
Is his occasional delay in prepar big written reports of investigations and other 
matters requiring reports for the files. However, this limitation gradually is 
being overcome and it is expected that SCANTLING’S reports will continue to 
be factual, comprehensive and soon will be promptly submitted, COPV

3. Security Developments - SCANTLING is constantly under a consider able 
amount of exposure and pressiire when following up LIMESA leads obtained from 
LIFEAT and the photographic bases. S ince t ime is always of the essence when 
using such perishable leads, SCANTLING frequently is directed to make approaches 
to individuals performing services for the LIMERICK target after routine, and 
sometimes only cursory, investigation. Therefore, the possibility always exists 
of his entanglement in an undesirable security incident. This necessarily
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Is a calculated risk which both SCANTLING and the Station must take if penetration 
uf the primary target is achieved, whether technically or by a recruitment in place. 
It is to;.SCANTLING's credit that he has not yet become involved in an incident which 
he Stat ion feels has compromised him and/or alerted the target of KUBA RK's many 
operational efforts against them. The closest SCANTLING has come to being compro- 
mised and to being identified as a PBPRIME agent stems directly from die LIPSTICK 
surveillance team flap of June 1958. The office used by tiie surveillance team was 
rented by SCANTLING in his true name at the time that he was leader of.the team, 
x'ot the slightest indication, however, has been uncovered which points to SCANTLING 
is a target of investigation by a local police service. SCANTLING and the Stat ion 
lave been alert and will continue to watch closely for any sign of local police and other 
opposition interest in his activities.

4. Operational Success and Effectiveness - Briefly discussed below are some 
of tie many operational activities Hi which SCANTLING par tic ipated during the period 
xivcred by th is reptjr-tfj fi

A. Juair^CASlRO (201*//'"  SG\NTLTNG“confinuedseeing CASTRO through 
September 1958 following the last faint glimers of mounting the original LIMESA/ 
MKLIGHTING operation through CASTRO. As late as September 1958 possibilities 
still existed, or appeared to exist, that CASl’RO would complete his work in the 
primary LIMERICK office and that it might be possible to install MKLIGHTING. 
While CASTRO, through SCANTLING, was the principal source of this informa
tion, portions were also confirmed by LIFEAT. During July, August and Septembi r 
1958, SCANTLING had approximately clgnt meetings with CASTRO. In late 
September 1958 LIFEAT indicated that the LIMERICK target was using personnel. 
under the supervision ct one of their regular local employees. Antonio£?g£l>EDA ' 
(201-239821), to complete some of the work CASTRO was suppdsedro'f infslrantl 
that other contractors were doing jobs around die target area which CASTRO, z. k 
would normally iuve been expected to do had he still been in the employ of die'' 
target. Also, LIMITED and LIFEAT confirmed that die LIMERICK target hadc’-:\ 
lost interest in CASTRO - he was not seen visiting the target installation nor did ' A 
the target people attempt to get in touch with him. In view of this, SCANTLING*  ’ 
was instructed to cease all contact with CAST RO as of 1 November 195 8. *

B. Pa bio  MON Rosas (201-.'-- Du ring the period covered Sy tfi is irepo’rt 

SCANTLI NG had t wo interviews with MON Rosas. SCANTLING’s most recent 
report was forwarded to Headquarters as an attachment to HMMA- 11143, 1 
October 1958. Unquestionably the Station has identified Mon Rosas as the tech
nician who services LIMERICK safes and locks. SCANTLING will continue his ” 
development of MObI Rosas (please see HMMA.-1 1711, 10 December 1958).

*

C. Octavio ’VIDALES (201--' ) - SCANTLING s activ ities in connection I 
with this LIME SA/MKLIGHTING operation were summarized in HMMA-11397, 
29 October 1958, and prev ions correspondence. . z-.-r.-.’AZ .

D. HERRERIA GABELICH - This is die firm diat made the steel vault 
door for the LIMERICK installation. SCANTLING made two visits to this 
firm’s workshop and succeeded in obtaining enough information to make an
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accurate drawing of the type door installed at LIME RICK. This drawing was |

E. Cas ing Repo rt on West Ge rnian Emba ssy - Du ring J une, July and 
August 1958, SCANTLING prepared a detailed casing report on die new 
West German Embassy. SCANTLING's engineering ability enables him to 
prepare accurate drawings and sketches from a minimum of data. Also, 
his personality and gregar ious manner permit him to visit die inside of such 
establishments, with an appropr iate cover story, and retain minute details 
which later he commits to paper and emerges with a comprehensive floor 
plan and important construction data.

F. LIMERICK Construction - SCANTLING's long association with th is 
target from the casing standpoint provides the Stat ion with an unparalleled 
source of in formation about LIMERICK construe tion activ ities, modifications 
and reasons for same. All of the LIMERICK cas Ing reports on file ui Head- 
qua rters are the product o f S CANTLING's unusua 1 a bil ity and knowledge. 
Consultations with Station Officers about LIMERICK construction have been 
of benefit to the Stat iondiring th is reporting period and they will continue to 
be of worthwhile importance.

G. Routine Investigations andSurve illances - Although the Station has 
several assets capable of performing investigations and surveillances, 
SCANTLING is still used in situations requiring the utmost in discretion and 
clandestinity. His activities in this connection are too numerous to list 
here; suffice it to state that he has contributed materially to the Stat ion’s 
collection of operational information through his investigative efforts. 
SCANTLING's interview of Paul Frederick Kirschhoff (201-4 3545) of LCMAY- 
FOWL biterest is an example of SCANTLING's use on-investigations (see 
HMMA-11749, 17 December 1958).

H. ESGEM-1 5 - SCANTLING served as the cutout with ESGEM-1 5 during 
the latter's December 1958 trip to Mexico City. In this connection 
SCANTLING is a support asset which is trustworthy and dependable. 
SCANTLING never displays undue curiosity in operations such as the ESGEM-15 
one; he accepts the minimum amount of information given and performs his 
duties in a professional and sincere manner.

I. LIEMPTY/3 - SCANTLING handles the admuiistrative matters connected 
, withL/3. Dor is M. K1LLGO provides operational direction to L/ 3. During 

v’ diis reporting period, die Stat ion had hopes of SCANTLING taking over the 
operational super vision of L/3's.activities. However, after a four-month 
trial period with both SCANTLING and KILLCO meeting with L/3, it was 
decided that it would be desirable for KIUGO to continue handling L/3. L/3’s 
unusual personality and intellect indicated that he could best be directed by 
a PBPRIME citizen. Therefore, SCANTLING no longer attends KILLGO’s 
and L/3's operational meetings, although he does continue to handle L/3's 
administrative problems.

Raymond H. GERENDE's Duties - During GERENDE's absence from
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in which die Station could maintain eff iciency widi the three operations listed 
above . SCANTLING has known the agents involved with LIMITED, LICALLA 
and LIENTRAP for several years. In fact, he was at one time the agent in 
cha rge of these three operations.
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Mexico City-in December 1958 and January 1959, it was considered appropriate 
for SCANTLING to handle LIMITED, LICALLA and LIENTRAP. Although this 
procedure defeats some compartmentation principles, it was the only manner

5, Operational Methods Evolved During the Period - The VIDALES operation 
(s ee paragraph 4 (C) above) indicated to the Stat ion the necess ity fo r t horou gh 
briefings and discussions with the agent making an approach to a target. This can 
hardly be described as a new operational method, but it does serve to illustrate 
th c minimum efforts that should be followed. The forthcoming LINIMENT IV 
operation whe rein SCANTLING must recru it the landlord of the ta rget’s build ing 
is offering SCANTLING and the Station the opportunity to prepare thoroughly for 
SCANTLING's recruitment pitch. The excellent documentation prepared by 
KURIOT and the story being created by SCANTLING and the Station should increase 
the biitt ing average on SCANTLING's cold approaches. (See HMMA -11366, 22 
October 1958, and IiMMW-7038, 21 November 1958, for additional details on 
th is Subject).

In a general sense, one other conclusion can be made about any Station’s 
support apparatus - where technical and photographic operations are poss ibie, 
the utility of the information obtained is enhanced considerably by accurate, 
comprehensive and timely casing reports. SCANTLING, as previously mentioned, 
is an excellent asset for this type of support.

6. Administration - SCANTLING’s contract expires on 15 February 1959. 
As of that date SCANTLING will have received an annual salary of $3,600. 00 U. S. 
fo r t wo years. The Stat ion plans to raise hi s annual coinpens ation to $4,000.00 
U.S. No other significant a dministrative problems exist.

7. Outlook for Future Development - Station plans call for the continued 
utilization of SCANTLING in the same manner as he is presently being used. 
The Station will keep SCANTLING as an independent asset and, it is hoped, resist 
the temptation to make him a principal agent in charge of numerous sub-agents. It 
is believed that SCANTLING is the type of support asset that can be worthwh ile 
to the Station for many years to come and that every effort should be made to protect 
his security and value to KUBA RK.

ACCOUNT OF DEVELOPMENTS - RAYMOND II. GERENDE SEGMENT

8. Agent iniormation - Aside from the agent information given in UMMA- 11368 
22 October 19oS,’ihe only significant development was GERENDE's December 1958 
marriage to a U. S.. educated girl of Dutch citizenship. The? 500,00 U. S. for the 
purchase of two plane tickets as a wedding gift to GERENDE was designed to 
impress GERENDE with die fact that KUBARK diinks highly of him as an individual 
and that KUBARK has a great interest in his intelligence career. GERENDE is at 
the age and stage in life where he is beginning to wonder just what the future holds 
for him. In the near future, die Station will propose a salary- raise for GERENDE
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land request a new contract that provides for some type of roti rement benefits - 
perhaps similar to the Civil Service Retirement program for KUBARK employees.

9.. Secur ity Developments - Again, the Information on th is subject was covered 
ladequately in UMMA-11368. GERENDE was relieved of his LIFEAT/BGM0RN1NG 

land LIF EAT/Cuban Exiles duties on 10 December 1958. This, of course, was 
Jin line with recommendations contained in HMMA-11368 and represents a definite 
(security improvement. GERENDE was told that LIFEAT/BGMORNING was being 
Iterminated because it had not been productive of enough significant information and 

that LIFEAT/Cuban Exiles was being terminated because the occupants of the target 
apartment had moved (Note: This was true where the Cubans arc concerned.) 
Lxdditional security improvements will be made when Simon D. CLACKETT returns 

to Mexico and relieves GERENDE of responsibility for the LIJERSEY surveillance 
Iteam,

10. Opcrattonal Success and Effectiveness - B ricfly reviewed below are the 
separate operational activities which CER'ENDE managed during die period covered 
by diis report:

A. LIMITED - This base functioned smoothly, securely and efficiently 
dur big the period July through December 1958. The base operator, LIEMPTY/G 
demonstrated his usual competence and devotion to duty. In addition to the 
primary objective of taking photographs of Individuals of biterest, L/6 also

I prepared detailed daily logs on the arrivals and departures of all target 
I personnel, weekly reports of workers activities at the LIMERICK installation, 

performed three one-man surveillances of Mexicans workbig at LIMERICK in 
an effort to identify them by name and home address, and provided SCANTLING

I with information on LIMERICK construction. Dur ing th is six-month period, 
L1EMPTY/6 took approximately 800 photographs from the LIMITED base.

B. LILYRIC - This base is operated by LIEMPTYs/13 and 14, with LIEMPT '/ 
12 serving as a cutout between the base and GERENDE. L1EMPTY/14 does most 

I of the photography and reporting for tlie base since LIEMPTY/13 has a regular 

job and is not on the premises during regular daytime working hours. L/14
I devotes approximately six hours (0800-1 400) each day to photography and the 

remaining time is spent preparing reports. The Base personnel compile
I individual logs on each target personality indicating their arrivals and depa rtures 
I from the LIMERICK installation (Note: These reports are filed in the
I appropriate Station 201 file and are available to Stat ion officers in analyzing a 

target personality *s  pattern of daily activity). LILYRIC also prepared a
I weekly report on workers activit ies at the Club and reports the license plate 

numbers of all vehicles discharging or picking up individuals at LIMERICK.
I (No te: These license plate numbers are then chec ked our r nrough LIV FS TOCK/2
I for the owners names and addresses - in case of immediate or later operational
I interest.) During GERENDE’s recent absence from Mexico City, OUSLER met 

directly with LIEMPTY/12. Dur ing th is period approximate! y2,000 photographs 
I were taken from the LILYRIC base.

C. LICALLA - While L1LYRI C and LIMITED are excellent bases for 
I photographing individuals entering and leaving the LIMERICK installat ion, 
I the LICALLA base is the Station's best source of photographs of LIMERICK 
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employees. LICALLA is so situated that photographs can be made of target I 
per sonnelin the garden area of LIME RICK. LIEMPTY/9 is the base operator I 
for LICALLA and in the Station’s opinion performs his job in an outstanding I 
manne r. As repo rted i n 11MMA -11368, L1EM PI' Y/ 9 i s t he brother of former I 
LIPSTICK/47 (the first LIPSTICK surveillance team member arrested in I 
June 1958). No repe rcuss ions, or indications of any impending ones, have I 
resulted in this family relationship. This, certainly, is the major security |
problem faced by L/9 during tliis reporting period. L/9 and his fa mily soon I 
will have to vacate the LICALLA base for the period cf time required to remodel I 
it. The Station is quite sure that L/9 does not know that his covert employer I 
owns the LICALLA base and the three adjoining houses and every effort is I 
being made to preserve this secret from L/9. (See HMMA-12032, 28 January’ I 
1959, fora more detailed explanation.) Of course, during the remodeling of I 
LICALLA there w ill not be any LICALLA reporting or photographs. In addition I 
to taking approximately 2,500 photographs during th is six-month period, the I 
LICALLA base also prepared weekly reports on LIMERICK garden activities. | 
These reports indicate which LIMERICK employees are seen together each day. I 
which vehicles different employees are accustomed to using, construction activities 
and other matters which appear of significance to L/9. |

D. LIENTRAP - LIENTRAP continues to be a worthwhile Station asset. | 
Approximately 1,400 cl andes t in e photographs have been made of numerous I 
targets during this reporting period and LIENTRAP type activities will undoubtedly 
remain one of the Station’s best investigative assejs. As explained in the Field | 

) Pro ject Outl ine, forwarded to Headquarters on 8 October 1958, the Stat ion is I 
of the opinion that the LIENTRAP vehicle should be replaced as soon as possible. I 
Nearly four months have elapsed without receiving Headquarters authority to I 

’ p replace the vehicle. The security situation is even more acute now than at the ! 
time of the request. LlEMPTYs 10 and 11 do an excellent job on LIENTRAP I 
operations, |

E. LIJERSEY - This operation can be characterized as somewhat dormant I 
for the July - December 1958 period. Because of GERENDE’s other important I 
activit ies, he did not have the time to tram and work w ith the surveillance team.! 
Also, the Station considered that it would be stretching security just a bit too far! 
to have GERENDE engaged in surveillance at the same time that he was handling! 
the photographic base houses and performing monitoring chores for L1FEAT/ I
BGMORNING and LIFEAT/ Cuban Exiles. The expected arrival of Simon D. |
CT ACKF.TT in April and his relieving GERENDE of LIJERSEY will enable I
the Station to t rain, within a year, an efficient mobile surveillance team. !
At present, LIEMPTYs/15, 16 and 17 compose the L^ERSEY team. |

F, LIFEAT - Until 10 December 1958 GERENDE served as monitor I
in the base hou se containing LIF EAT/BGMORNING and L1FEAT/Cuban I
Exiles. In addition to living in the base house, GERENDE also transcr ibed I 
die majority of thell'GMORNING and Cuban Exile tapes. He performed I
diese jobs satisfactorily even though his efficiency was handicapped by numerous j 
other duties. Relieving GERENDE of his LIFEAT duties enables him to devote | 
more time to his other operations with a corresponding increase in the security! 
of all his activities. I
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। G. LIEMPTYs/4 and 5 - LIEMPTY/4 docs a truly professional Job of 
. developing and printing the base bouse photographs. No significant developments 

occurred in relation to L/4 except that OUSLER met directly with him during 
die December 1958 period that GERENDE was away f rom Mexico City.
LIEMPTY/5, L/4’s wife, continued doing routine translations in a very compe
tent manner.

11. Administration - Other than the fact that LIJERSEY and the above- 
mentioned porFlons'of the LIPSTICK projects were combined into this new project, 
LIEMPTY, '’there is nothing of significance to report to Headquarters.

12. Outlook for Future Development - Although not mean big to be repetitive 
by discuss ing again those rccommendatiohs made above, a summary of the Stat ion's 
outlook on the future of the LIEMPTY GERENDE Segment is believed to be appropriate, 
W Ith the arrival of CLACKETT in April, GERENDE will be free to devote full 
rime io photographic base house operations. GERENDE can do a lot to professionalize 
di esc operations by preparing wr Itten communications procedures, by thoroughly 
rlebriefi ng base house operators on their methods of operation, by preparing derailed 
security reviews on each base and by supervising the trial of new photographic 
techniques. GERENDE will.continue to be used on occas ional sensitive investigations 
:o rent operational hotel rooms and to perform other services for the Station which 
will not Impair the secur ity of his primary responsibilities. It is planned that 
CLACKEIT will put some life Into the LIJERSEY surveillance team and that the 
Station will soon have another first rate investigative group to support other Station 
jperations.

^NO/vps
31 January 1959
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9 Docamber 1958

MEMORANDUM MKs DC/WH

SUBJECT: Case Officer Assignments in Mexico

1. fiF. Staff has told Rio Station to remove 
their liaison case officer from handling: their 
Number One clandestine operation.

2. Khy should we not do this in the case of 
Mexico where Xstancona is handling LIVESTOCK-? (Station’s 
most overt and dangerous agent) and LJFRAT (unilateral 
telephone tap)?

3. Incidentally, telephone taps in Mexico aro 
limping along with about half tho target coverage 
of a year ago.

M|/FI



1 December 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR: VH/lll/itexiao

SUBJECT! LIEMPTT

On thia mammoth project, I have only two ideas:

a. Should LICALLA be terminated? It is a possible 
threat to LIMESA»

b, Gerende should be taken off all LIFEAT work*

CHARLES W. ANDERSON
WH/FI



TOs KH/Fer^onnel

FRf"'t Chief, KHD

5’,’^rXTt Request for Staff Agent to fill/ fUf-8100 Slot in Mexico City 

(

1, It i,s requested that WH/Persanrel locate a Staff Agent to 

fill the FAP-U1OO ^10 (FI), GS-12 slot in Mexico City which was recently 

vacated by Wilfred 0. CLOWFR/..,-).
-.his

2.......Skis Agent should be bilingual in Spanish and should have 

operational experience, especially in physical <'curvelllar.ce tecliniquds. 
.. iV- . <■ - • -rt........ ...t.. 'X\. , .i Z'x-r
He will be expected to spot, develop, recruit, and direct surveillance

assats.md He will gexh-tg be given full responsibility for organizing 

an effective physical surveillance team.

3. It is requested t’>at a suitable candidate ba located as soon as 

possible so that the Contract Agent how performing the’Tiinct'onn can be 

relieved of this responsibility and can -tevote his time to oth<r*

tasks



SECRET

23 October 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR: CWH

SUBJECT i Development of Physical Surveillance Assets in Mexico

REFERENCE i WH/FI Memorandum of 14 October 1958

1. The subject of the recruitment of a physical surveillance team in 
the United States for use in Mexico as well as other areas within WH has 
long been a topic of discussion at Headquarters. While it is palpably ri
diculous to consider the use of a surveillance team recruited and trained 
in the United States and based in Mexico, operationally In other areas in 
latin America, there is some merit, at least in theory, to the proposal in 
2a of reference. Although one of the basic factors in the make-up of any 
surveillance team is that its members must be indigenous to the area of op
eration, it would be possible to recruit such a team as suggested in 2a and 
use this team in Mexico. However, I believe this would be time-consuming and 
very expensive for the following reasons:

a. Machine runs have already been made to spot candidates within 
the Agency of the Mexican/American type for the LIMESA/UMUST project, with 
negative results.

b. In order to make it attractive to young men of the caliber 
desired, we would have to offer some kind of a career with a starting salary 
of somewhere between the OS 7 and OS 9 level, plus travel and allowances. 
Without attenuating to even estimate this cost one can see that the figures for 
a team of fifteen would run into six digits.

c. It would take a minimum of three months for a recruiter to move 
into the southwest area and spot, contact, develop and recruit a team of 4 
fifteen.

d. Once a team of suitable candidates was recruited^ it would 
then take a minimum of another three months to train these candidates in 
basic trade craft and surveillance techniques.

e. Upon completion of the training period, the candidates would 
have to be moved individually into the area of operation to become familiar 
with this area, the language, people, and atmosphere in general, etc. This 
would take another three months minimum.

f. After completion of the area familiarisation period, the team 
would have to be assembled and put through various surveillance exercises as 
a unit to check them out prior to actual operations
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g. There would be other problems confronting such a team from a 
security standpoint, such as cover credentials, which would always pose a 
threat to the operation. ’

2. To sum up, it would appear that the proposal in 2a of reference 
is not feasible because of the tine and expense involved plus the always 
latent security hazard. ---------—

3. I agree with paragraph 2 b of reference. Not only should the 
personnel of the surveillance team be recruited at the station, but as out
lined in paragraph 3 it should be relatively easy to find suitable candidates. 
For example it is proposed under the new LIEMPTY project (this consists of 
the remainder of the non-blown LIPSTICEs and the LIJERSEYs) to recruit a 
physical surveillance team. Two of the station's outstanding indigenous 
agents. Scantling and Gerende, are under this project and both are capable 
of spotting, developing, and recruiting agents.

4. I agree with paragraph 3b, c, and d, and believe that Headquarters 
should make every effort to find an experienced end competent case officer 
to fill Glower's slot as the outside surveillance case officer.

i idbA B. Brady 
( l»2/III/Mexlco

SECRET
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14 October 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR: CWH

SUBJECT: Development of Physical Surveillance Assets in Mexico

1. On fi October 1958 a meeting of representatives of SR Division 
andCI Staff was held, attended by the undersigned, to discuss means for 
building up physical surveillance assets in Mexico. The SR and CI repre
sentatives pointed out that their current and projected work on BQMORNDD 
and their cases requires a considerable strengthening of physical surveil
lance assets, and it was the consensus that these assets would be used 
far into the future on Soviet targets. It was further agreed that since 
the LIPSTICK operation has encountered difficultiesJthis year, new assets 
should be sought. 1

2. Various approaches to the problem were discussed, the most viable 
of which were as follows:

a. Recruiting of teams or basic elements for teams in the Mexican 
colonies of the southwestern U. S.

b. Dispatch of a new case officer to Mexico with tho sole and 
specific duty of developing and running tho new teams.

c, A combination of a and b*

3. Initially, it is believed the dispatch of a new case officer to 
Mexico would be tho most successful and give the best immediate results, 
for the following reasons:

a. Headquarters and Station records contain the names of numerous 
cleared contacts or contacts who could be cleared and through whom 
introductions could be made to persons suitable for surveillance work. 
Hitherto these have not been fully exploited owing to the heavy workload 
on Station personnel and the unimpaired functioning till recently of 
the LIPSTICK group. Some of these contacts were felt out as recruiters 
and spotters in years past but the matter was never pushed since the 
need was not so groat as now.

b. A now case officer is needed because the present Station staff 
is still too busy to devote the amount of time needed to build carefully 
and train thoroughly the new assets.

c« The new assets will require the full time direction and 
coordination of a case officer who has no other responsibilities. In 
this connection, it would be advisable to try to select, train and 
utilize at least twelve new agents as soon as possible.
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d. In brief, a replacement of the farmer physical surveillance 
leader ie indicated, but a more mature and competent case officer is 
needed,
lu Plan a, recruitment in the U. S., should not ba dismissed from 

consideration. It would take longer.than the other plan but might be 
beneficial in enabling the new agents to be trained in the U, S. They 
would then have to spend time getting into Mexico and familiarize themselves 
with operations and operational climate there. This plan, however, presents 
a problem as to who is to do the recruiting and training in the U« S. 
SR Division has offered to be of whatever assistance they can, but there 
is no indication they could do any better at this than WHD.

So It may be of interest to you to know that the SR representatives 
said the best work done anywhere in the world on the BGMORNDG case, which 
has wide international ramifications, was done by LIKA YAK-2 in Mexico,

CHARLES W. ANDERSON
WH/FI

Distributions
Grig & 1 cc - CWH 

2 cc - Wh/FI
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4. EQUIPMENT: 1 QP auto 
Photographic Equipment 

5. PROJECT ACTIONS: First approved in 195S, the FY 1971 
^cnewaT’Tlcquist was submitted in April 1970.

6. COST:

Car Maintenance 1,200.00
Property Maintenance and

Replacement 500.00
Supplies 1,000,00

FY APPROVALS

1966 
1967
1968
1969 
1970
1971

$45,300
41,500
45,000
43,500
49,463 (Estimated Obligation)
23,635 (Request)

SUMMARY OF CURRENT PROJECT COSTS: FY 1970

Salaries and 
Real Estate, 

and Rent

Bonuses $40,530.00
Utilities

6,1SS.OO

TOTAL $49,.46S.00
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Tho fo 1 gft 3 056TO Chief, WHD 

ntOM Chief of Station, Mexico \

I general Operational
SUBJtCT | SPECIFIC LIF5TICK/LICALLA

REFi a. MEXI J60j b. DIR 38861 Noto: If cite
reason;: c::.! coordinate
if appropriate.

1. On 16 December 1955 the daily check of property which tills Station 
aatf desire to use for operational purposes(LICCOL run:) showed that a 
house adjacent to the LIMERICK target installation was vacant. LIPSTICK-19 
was contacted Immediately to Investigate the property. He reported that 
it was a one-story house(duplex) in very poor condition which was being 
repaired by the owner for rental. He furtner reported that from the 
maid's room on the roof a clear view of ths entire LIMERICK compound was: 
possible and, if he had understood the LIMERICK language, he would havo 
been able to understand several conversations which were going on between 
LIMERICK officers in the game area of the compound. LIPSTICK-19 also re
ported that from the roof of this house it was a distance of only approxi
mately fifty feet to the LIMERICK building across flat roofs with no 
obstructing partitions except for a small wall and several strands of 
barbed wire, all totalling about four or five feet high between the last 
roof and the LIMERICK building.

2. Based upon this favorable report, reference A was sent immediately 
to Headquarters requesting authorization to rent the house. Two days 
later reference B was received granting approval to rent the house. Con
sequently, LIP3TICK-2L (the only cleared married man available tc the 
Station, with the exception of LIBERTY, wno would fit into the area) was 
approached and requested to rent the house. This p-osed a considerable 
problem to LIPSTICK-21, since the house has only two cedrooms and he already 
had two children, and at that very time his wife was in the hospital 
giving birth to a third child. Further, he had a very comfortable house 
(a duplex wnich he shared with nis brother-in-law at a pre-devaluation 
rent) which he would never be able to again acquire after this operation 
was terminated. He did, however, agree to take the house and it was

i

FORM NO. ci 
IUM 19*9
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apparent to all eoncernod that his decision was based upon loyalty to 
tills Station anddedlcation to the fight against Cormunism. It is hoped 
that this unselfish 4nd devoted act of LIPSTICK-21’s will be made a 
matter of permanent record.

3. Hie reason for LIPS'lTCK-21 to move from very comfortable quarters 
at less rent into cramped quarters at a higher rental, needed some explana
tion for his friends aud relatives. There is a very fine private school 
approximately one block from this house which LIPSTICK-21 had often men
tioned as the best in the city for his children, and consequently he told 
everyone that the reason for moving was to be as close as possible to this 
school so that his cnlldren could attend. It should be noted in this 
respect that, in reality, LIPSTICK-21 had bean sending his children to 
one of the best public schools in Mexico City at no cost. Under the present 
circumstances, he will have to pay tuition at the private school because 
it is the only decent school in the area and it provides excellent cover 
for his residence in the area. It is requested that Headquarters authorise 
this Station tc assist LIPSTICK-21 in the payment, of his children’s tuition 
for the above stated reasons. Approximate cost of the tuition would be 
^20.00 U.S. per child per month, or a total for LIPSTICK-21 of -SLO.OO US 
per month. Authorlzatioi. is requested to assist LIPSTICK-21 by payment 
of $30.00 U.S. per month.

h. The house is om of a series of one-story houses that extend from 
the LIMERICK building bo a four-story apartment building on the far 
corner. The fronts of the houses are all directly on the sidewalk with 
the doors opening onto a ono-step stoop. 'Ibs backs of the houses and the 
walls of the back patios all abut the compound of the LIMERICK installa
tion. The rear windows of the house face a patio which ends in a brick 
wall. This brick wall is not as high as the roof of the house, ending 
about- four feet below the level of the roof. There are stairs which 
ascend from this patio to the roof where the maid’s quarters are situated. 
About halfway up these stairs one can turn and obtain an unrestricted 
view of the LIMERICK compound. However, the maid’s room offers tae best 
operational possibilities since it provides concealment for the observer 
and his equipment, plus a more advantageous view. LIPSTICK-21 told his 
maid that she would have to sleep out at a local pension since he needed 
her room for his radio experiments. This is a plausible story since 
LIPSTICK-21 is known to bo an enthusiastic radio amateur.

5. The maid’s room has a door that faces across the roofs in the direction 
of the LIMERICK installation and one window wnich faces across the house 
roof toward the street. A view of the LIMERICK compound is obtained by 
an observer who is back in the room looking through the partly opened door. 
Some better method of observation will be worked out which will eliminate 
the security hazard of a door partially opened at all times of operation.
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6. At present we p lan to allow LIPSTICK-21 considerable time to get 
settled securely into his new quarters before starting any operational 
efforts. After this waiting period is over ana we feel that we can 
securely cossence operations, we plan on using the base for the following 
efforts:

a. A supplementary photographic base. In tais connection the 
1 request for additional Exactas and spotting scopes previously made 
;| should be expedited. It is anticipated that much operitiorQ.nforma- 
)•' tion will be developed by this photographic work showing the various 
'■ associations between the people when they are at play in the compound 
ii wnich can never be determined from the LIPSTICK-LIMITED coverage.

Visitors who seldca leave the compound do engage in social activity 
within the compound and can be photographed for*  possible identifica
tion by the AEDIPFKRS. Items Wnich are loaded into the automobiles 
for transportation to unknown points may be identified through this 
coverage. Further, sr.ould LIFSTICK/LIKITED be terminated for any 
reason, we would be able to continue some coverage from this base.

b. Observation by LIPSTICK-21 of the buildings and the activities 
in the compound will furnish valuable information on the daily living 
habits of the residents and their guests.

c. She LIPSTICK/LlDOMINO base, presently being occupied by LINCH
PIN, is about 75 yards away from the LIMERICK target while LIPSTICK/ 
LICALLA is only about fifty feet. This base may assist the Head
quarters technicians, who periodically use the LIPSTIGX/LIDSMINO 

base, for reasons of proximity and the use of tneir equipment from 
a different direction. The exact use of the LIFSTICK/LICALLA base 
in this respect must be determined by the Headquarters technicians 

who are familiar with tne equipment used.

d. Conversations in the LIMERICK compound are audible to someone 
who is listening from the maid's room. Naturally street noises and 
extraneous sounds interfere considerably wit.a tais eavesdropping so 
that the employment of some parabolic microphone and recorder must 
be used for optimum results. 1

e. Should future operations provide the opportunity to install a 
transmitter microphone (resonant cavity) in some item carried into 
the LIMERICK target, LIFo'flCK/LICAilA would serve as an excellent 
base since it lias direct line of signt to the back of the LIMERICK 
target.
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f. Prelindna y investigation reveals that the possibility does 
exist that phyt ’.cal access may be obtained to the LIMERICK target 
from LIPSTICK/LiCALIA. This investigation will be intensified and 
a full report, together with available photographs, will be sent to 
Headquarters for study ty FEABSON and NILES as to the feasibility 
of this type of operation.

7. As stated in paragraphs two and three above, LIPSTICK-21 has undergone 
considerable personal .sacrifice to accommodate this Station in this opera
tion. It has always been the practice to pay a base house operator a 
starting salary of approximately 8120.00 U.S. per month, since the work 
of operating a base house is almost full-time. LIPSTICK-21 now earns 
$6h.OO U.S. for work of approximately four hours per day. It is therefore 
requested that this Station be authorized by cable to increase the salary - 
of LIPSTICK-21 to $120.00 U.S. per month.

, ■' ■ ' • £> (I
Matthew S. DILLEY /

Distribution:

3 - Wash
2 - Piles

MSD/gfb
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